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Jovan Babić & Petar Bojanić

New Perspectives On Bioethics

This book focuses on new perspectives in bioethics and features
papers the greatest bulk of which is devoted to the issue of human
enhancement. This is not surprising given that enhancement as
sumes center-stage in current discussions in bioethics. In light of an
acceierated development of science which enables such enhancement,
an essential issue is the effect of enhancement on human nature, its
moral justification and the character of a future society. In addition
to this issue, the edited volume aIso contains chapters that deal with
equally topical and controversial questions such as abortion and
saviour siblings. Even though these topics certainly do not exhaust
the domain of new perspectives in bioethics, it has to be noted that
the papers collected here feature some of the key arguments that
are representative of the current state of affairs in bioethics. In this
introduction we will present some of them.

Human enhancement is relatively uncontroversial in principle. There
is nothing unusual in the aspiration to enhance someone's bodily and
cognitive abilities. The thesis about human enhancement becomes
controversial when it is assumed that the means leading to it ought
to be biomedical. The justification of this type of enhancement rep
resents the main bone of contention between its proponents and
opponents.

The central thesis of opponents of enhancement is based on the
argument about the value of what is naturally given to us, i.e. the
argument that human nature largely determines the human good.
Hence, if human enhancement affects an alteration of human nature,
it risks forfeiting the very possibility ofdetermining what is good - in
exchange for an uncertain future. Proponents of human enhance-
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ment, however, have the possibility to accept arguments that are
based on the alleged value primacy of the naturally given and still
argue in favour ofhuman enhancement. Let us imagine a world that
is debased to such an extent that the onlyway for the human species
to survive on earth is to enhance the function ofhuman respiratory
organs. Otherwise, human life would be impossible. Would oppo
nents ofenhancementwhich adduce the value ofthe naturallygiven
still argue against enhancement? The disappearance of the human
species entails a complete loss of what is naturally given. Hence,
opponents of enhancementwould have to concede that in that case
some type ofhuman enhancement is necessary for the preservation
ofhuman nature and the value it contains.

Some recent research does not go that far into the future but rather
lays an emphasis on enhancement that can be used to alleviate the
consequences of climate change. A recently propounded thesis ar
gues that, in addition to usual means of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, one should examine the possibilityofhuman engineering
(Liao, Sanber and Roach 2012).Although risky, human engineering is
significantly lessdangerous thangeo-engineering, The proponents of
this thesis maintain that no matter how controversial their proposals
might be (e.g., the idea to diminish the need ofhumans to eat meat
in order to reduce the quantity of methane produced by livestock,
cognitive enhancement aimed at reducing the birth rate, moral en
hancement thatwould lead to greater empathyand responsibility, or
even the proposal to make people smaller), the risksoftheir practical
implementation should be weighed against the risksofan inadequate
handling of elimate change.

One ofthe main difficulties in combating climate change stems from
what is known as the collective action problem (Olson 1965). This
problem consists in the following: regardless of the fact that from
a collective point of view the best option is that ali should adhere
to certain moral principles (e.g., regarding the preservation of the
environment), from an individua l point of view it is better when
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everybody else behaves in that way, while we do not adhere to these
principles ourselves. Thus, in large groups, the seemingly rational
strategy ofeach individua! would be free-riding. lfeveryone reasons
in thatway, the resultwould be a universal non-adherence to moral
principles. Considering that the collective action problem emerges
in large groups, while our moral psychology has been adjusted to life
in smaller groups of people (throughout our evolutionary develop
ment), some authorsmaintain thatconfrontingcontemporaryglobal
challenges requires a more adequate moral psychology. Hence, we
are in need ofmoral enhancement (Persson and Savulescu 2008).

Acentral contentionwhendiscussingmoral enhancement iswhether
it implies merely traditional means or whether it requires biornedi
cal interventions, including genetic engineering. The proponents of
the second view maintain that biomedical enhancement is not only
desirable to combat climate change and other global problems (e.g.,
nuclear armament and bioterrorism), but that the sole way to suc
cessfully handle these challenges is to make it obligatory. Persson
and Savulescu, the most important proponents of this view, argue
that there are twomeanings ofthe word "human." The firstmeaning
implies membership in the Homo sapiens species, while the second
implies the possession of certain moral qualities.

According to them, a radica l alteration or even the disappearance of
humanity in the firstmeaning ofthe word is notparticularly signifi
cant ifits benefit is the enhancementofhumanity in the moral sense.
Consequently, they assert the following: "This makes it worthwhile
to explore the possibility of biomedical means of moral enhance
ment, to change our nature. It seems to us likely that such means
could be made available by further research, since moral dispositions
have biological and genetic bases" (Persson and Savulescu, 2010, p.
12). We have seen that for the opponents of enhancement the main
problem is precisely the alteration of human nature. They maintain
that upsetting human nature may serve as a decisive reason for re
jecting any type of enhancement. Let us consider the well-known
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reason for utter rejection ofenhancement, as formulated byMichael
Sande) (2007). He maintains that for an adequate treatment of the
enhancement problem it is essential to examine the moral status
of nature, as well as the correct attitude of people towards what is
naturally given. In this regard, he lays special emphasis on the need
to respectwhat nature hasgiven us. Even though this kind of respect
stems from religion, it cannot be limited to the religious framework.
Such respect and gratitude towardswhat nature hasgiven usshould
also be acceptable to followers of secular worldviews.

Consequently, aspiring bio-enhancement is not just an expression
ofdisrespect towards the naturally given (includingvarious types of
talent), but a Iso of a drive to master nature. The latter represents "a
Promethean aspiration to remake nature, includinghumannature, to
serve our purposes and satisfy our desires" (Sandel 2007, pp. 26-27).
Sande! sums up his point by asserting that enhancement "threatens
to banish our appreciation of life as a gift, and to leave uswith noth
ing to affirm or behold outside our ownwill" (Sande! 2007, p. 100).

Buchanan reconstructs Sandel's key argument in the followingway.

(1) The sense ofgiftedness is a central human good (or an impor
tant aspect ofgood character);

(2) the drive for mastery is incompatible with the sense ofgifted
ness;

(3) the employment ofbiomedical enhancements is an instance
of the drive for mastery;

(4) (therefore) the employment of biomedical enhancements is
incompatible with the sense ofgiftedness;

(5) therefore, the employment of biomedical enhancements is
incompatible with a central human good (Buchanan 2011, p.
78).
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Ifwe introduce an additional premise which assumes that if some
thing is incompatible with the central human good, we have a con
clusive reason against it, on the basis of this premise we may infer
that there is a conclusive reason against biomedical enhancement.
Namely, ifwe accept Sandel's conclusion, we opt for a general rejec
tion of any type of enhancement and do not leave room to exam
ine whether in individua! cases some types of enhancement would
be morally justified. Any further weighing of pros and cons is thus
ruled out because enhancement has been proven to be morally un
acceptable.

According to Buchanan, the key problem regarding this argument
is its third premise. He maintains that this premise cannot be true
because it neglects the complexities of human motivation that may
lead to various types of enhancement. To claim that the drive for
mastery is the onlysource ofmotivation for enhancement represents
a generalization for which Sande! fails to offer any sort of evidence.
On the other hand, it is relatively easy to find examples that may
refute such a claim. For example, if someone wishes to correct her
eyesight to an extent going beyond the original condition, it does
not mean that with this procedure she expresses a drive to master
nature. To have a somewhat better eyesight than we had previously
might simply be motivated by a desire to facilitate certain aspects of
everyday life. This sort of enhancement would thus not necessarily
imply a disrespect of the naturally given and, consequently, a disre
spect of a central human good.

Hence, Buchanan concludes that those who subject themselves
to such a procedure cannot be accused of failing "to appreciate
that much of what is good in life is not subject to human control"
(Buchanan 2011, p 79). Furthermore, Buchanan argues that the thesis
about mastery over nature can be criticized in another way as well.
Let us imagine an enhancement that enables life expectancy to be
extended to 400 years. Would it imply full mastery over nature? No.
It is easily imaginable, namely, that such an enhancement would
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preserve many uncertainties in our Iives (for example, events such
as weather storms and catastrophes or an encounter with someone
withwhom we will spend the rest ofour life). Buchanan thus main
tains that discussing every individua! type ofenhancement is a much
more fruitful approach than a general rejection ofthe enhancement
enterprise. 0pponents of enhancements can ela im that even if it is
shown that some ofthem are justified, these enhancements still may
entail unintended effects that will become obvious in the future.
The enhancement of the functioning of certain parts of the human
body may resuIt in a deterioration of the functioning of some other
parts. This can upset human nature as a whole. And even if such
consequences do not occur, one could rightly pose the question to
what extent considerably enhanced andhence modified humans can
still be considered human beings.

Proponents of enhancement have two possible replies. One is to
claim that the risks of a complete deterioration and disappearance
of human nature are exaggerated and the other is to bite the bullet
and accept the possibility of a complete alteration of human na
ture. They may place their bets on the option that humans or maybe
post-humans will not merely survive in the future, but that their
world will be a better and happier place than the world we currently
inhabit. 0pponents of enhancement may not accept the bet. They
may hold that human nature is not to be subjected to a bet and that
it should be preserved the way it has been given to us.

On the other hand, theycan also beton the option that leaving things
as they are will not have negative effects in the future. Taking into
account that the future is unknown, including the future ofscience,
both positions probably rest to a large degree on adding lighter or
darker shades to the picture representing the future - regardless
of whether it contains humans or post-humans. It is not surpris
ing, therefore, that the issue of human enhancement is such fer tile
ground for philosophical speculation. The first three chapters ofthe
edited volume are devoted tomoral enhancement - a theme thathas
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assumed center-stage in the enhancement debate of the previous
couple of years. The opening chapter is Ingmar Persson's "Unfit for
the Future: A BriefArgument for Moral Enhancement". Persson ar
gues in favour ofan urgent need for moral enhancement. His line of
reasoning isthe following (this is the keyargumentwhich Persson, in
co-authorshipwith Julian Savulescu, haspresented in severa l recent
papers and which also is the gist oftheir book Unfitfor the Future:
The Needfor Moral Enhancement). First, it is (allegedly) easier to do
harm than good to other people. Second, contemporary technology
is so advanced that it is possible to inflict "ultirnate harm", i.e. harm
that makes worthwhile life on earth unfeasible.

Third, human moral psychology is adapted to conditions of life in
small groups and thus represents an obstacle in confronting con
temporary challenges of technologically advanced and globalized
societies. In the light of the aforesaid, Persson concludes that it is
necessary to intervene in human moral psychology. In fact, we have
an obligation to morally bio-enhance ourselves - ifmeaningful life
on earth is to be safeguarded. Although it is obvious that only very
limited means ofmoral enhancement are currently available, Pers
son emphasizes that contemporary global challenges oblige us to
take moral bio-enhancement into serious consideration.

Tom Douglas's chapter discusses the issue of legitimacy of the en
hancement enterprise. Following Buchanan, he terms the view of
key critics of the legitimacy of such an enterprise "The Conclusive
ReasonsView". Contrary to theoreticianswho adopt such a perspec
tive, Douglas maintains that Buchanan has cogently demonstrated
that adducing the naturally given, human nature, authenticity or
character cannot furnish conclusive reasons for rejecting ali types
of enhancement. Conclusive reasons imply decisive arguments that
rule out any further discussion of reasons for or against. The main
purpose of Douglas's chapter is to examine whether it is possible to
give other conclusive reasons that may challenge the legitimacy of
the enhancementproject. In hisview, the keypoint inexamining this
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legitimacy is not the harm one might inflict on oneself, but the harm
one might inflict on others. Douglas scrutinizes three candidates
for conclusive reasons against enhancement, all of them implying
harrn-to-others. The first is based on the precautionary principle,
the second on the qualitative disproportion of harm and benefit
from enhancement and the third on quantitative difference (harm
quantitatively outweighing benefit). Douglas concludes that none
of the proposed candidates contains conclusive reasons in favour of
giving up on enhancement.

Vojin Rakic's chapter focuses on the relationship between cognitive
and moral enhancement He discusses three perspectives on cogni
tive enhancement and morality.

1) Cognitive enhancement is our moral duty, because a cogni
tively perfected human is a better human.

2) Cognitive enhancement ismorally justified only if it is preced
ed by moral enhancement. He argues that both perspectives
can be shown to be Iess cogent than a third:

3) Cognitive enhancement is solelyacceptable ifleading to moral
enhancement. Rakic discusses specific differences between
his position and the second view. An essential distinction is
that, according to him, moral enhancement ought not to be
obligatory but voluntary. In light of the fact that the second
view can be interpreted as requiring moral enhancement to
precede cognitive enhancement, Rakic argues that the ad
vantage of his perspective is that it integrates cognitive and
moral enhancement into one enhancement enterprise.

Jn her chapter "Neuro-enhancement, New Enhancement?" Sarah
Chan explores the notionsof the "natural" and the "artificial" in the
context of current debates on human nature and human enhance
ment. She examines these notions employing examples of neuro
enhancement, primarily in the cases of moral enhancement and
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cyber-enhancement (which includesbra in chipsand brain-computer
interfaces). In the first part of her text, Chan pays special attention
to the notion of the "natural" in moral enhancement. She starts her
discussion by reminding that increased levels ofserotonin contribute
to a reduction of the tendency to do harm to people in immediate
surroundings. She questions the assumption that this phenomenon
can unambiguously be considered to be an example of moral en
hancement, because moral action implies moral judgement.

Moreover, strong emotions can help moral judgment, but they can
also hinder it. In the second part of her paper, Chan discusses the
relationship between the notionsofthe "natural" and the "artificial,"
but this time in the context of cyber-enhancement. Relying on con
clusions similar to those of the extended mind view, Chan asserts
that enhancement implying chips and implants can be viewed in
a similar manner. Given that there is nothing morally suspect in
employingexternal means (computers) to enhance human memory,
the use of interna l means for cognitive enhancement (such as bra in
implants) should alsobe considered asmorallyunproblematic. Chan
believes that the essential difficulty lies in the fact that such neuro
enhancement implies mediation by other people, making human
enhancement not only a moral, but a political issue as well.

In hispaper entitled "Three Types ofFreedom," Stefan Lorenz Sorgner
dealswith the problem offreedom in the contextofgenetic enhance
ment. He presents two ways of looking into genetic enhancement:
from the point of view of autonomy and from the point of view of
heteronomy. Autonomousdecision-making related to the genetics of
a certain person implies morphological freedom regarding somatic
cells. A problem arises, however, when germ cells are concerned:
their alteration affects not only one's own genetic makeup, but also
the genetic makeup of one's progeny. Considering non-autonomous
decision-making, Sorgner maintains that it is possible to justify ge
netic interventions on the basis of severa! analogies. He ela ims that,
analogous to procreative freedom when the choice of partners is
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concerned, a similar type offreedom oughtto be allowedwhenselect
ing a fertilized egg after in vitro fertilization. Furthermore, Sorgner
maintains that an analogy can be made between the freedom of
parents to affect the education of their children and somatic genetic
enhancement ofprogeny.

Ali in ali, the author advocates three types of freedom regarding
genetic enhancement: morphological, procreative and educational
freedom. He delineates his position from libertarian and liberal
social-democratic views, asserting that the most appropriate ap
proach to the issue of genetic enhancement is hermeneutic prag
matism. The element of pragmatism implies adaptation to newly
emerged circumstances, while the hermeneutic element consists of
an understanding of the historical and social context in which cer
tain types of enhancement are proposed (which represents a basis
for drawing analogies). The chapter contributed by Nada Gligorov
examines severa! issues related to human enhancement. She looks
at the distinction between treatment and enhancement, the medi
calization of enhancement and the issue ofpersonal identity in the
context ofhuman enhancement. The distinction between treatment
and enhancement is usually employed in order to argue against en
hancement, because treatment is traditionally assumed to be the
onlymorally acceptable utilization ofmedical means.

Gligorovpoints to the fact that this terminological distinction is not
sufficiently precise, but even if it were to be made more precise, it
could not be employed to argue in a persuasive manner against en
hancement. Vaccination, generally considered to be morally permis
sible, can be regarded both as a type ofpreventive medicine and as a
type ofhuman enhancement (to be more resilient to infections is to
be better). Gligorov asserts that the medicalization ofenhancement
might have the unenviable impact of making people neglect other
opportunities to work or feel better, but that it also has favourable
effects. Hence, it should not be ruled out immediately because of
its negative effects - effects that might even be outweighed by its
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positive impact. When personal identity is concerned, the author
adduces DeGrazia's difference between numerical and narrative
identity, maintaining that the opponents of enhancement make a
mistake when they interpret the impact of enhancement on iden
tity in the former meaning of the term. According to her, in light
of the variability of our narrative identity and the fact that neuro
enhancement mostly concerns that type of identity, there is no rea
son to treat this type of enhancement as immoral.

In "Five Perspectives on Abortion Ethics," Don Marquis probes
advantages and disadvantages of various pro-life and pro-choice
views. He begins by examining the standpoint of reproductive free
dom and the standpoint of innocent human life. These positions
represent the basic stances and clear opposites in abortion ethics.
Marquis rejects bothofthem and continues to discuss a third stand
point, one he calls the personhood perspective. According to this
view, the (non-)personhoodofthe foetusdoes notprove that abortion
is morally right or wrong. The fourth standpoint (Marquis terms it
the pro-attitude perspective), is an upgraded version of the person
hood perspective. It strongly emphasizes the value ofthe right to life,
and is based on the conception of a person as a continued subject of
experience. The desire ofa person to live isan indicator that she con
siders her future life to be valuable. Hence, it is not some biological
features (as is assumed by proponents of the standpoint ofinnocent
human life) but rather one's valuing of her future life that grounds
the right to life.

Consideringthat foetuses donothave such a desire, abortion ismor
ally permissible. Marquis claims that these upgraded pro-choice
perspectives face serious difficulties. The problem with them is that
they are not based on an appropriate theory about the wrongness
ofkilling. Both are too permissive in that regard: they imply that it
would be morally justified to kill not only foetuses, but also adults
who do not have a desire to live (due to a major depression, for ex
ample). Marquis continues to present hisown standpoint. This is the
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fifth standpoint, one that he terms the future ofvalue perspective.
In an earlier paper Marquis explains that "one's future of value is
the class of goods in one's future that occur later than a given time
in one's life, ifone does not die prematurely" (Marquis 2007, p. 399).
According to this view, killing a fetus is equally morally wrong as
killing a depressed person, because both can be considered to have
a future of value. Marquis also demonstrates that his perspective
does not rule out the idea ofhuman being as a person. He does that
by introducing the notion of p-future of value, which implies that
a valuable future consists not merely of future goods, but also of a
future of being a person.

In her text "Procreative Selection to Help Others: Saviour Siblings",
Katrien Devolder addresses a type ofenhancement thatdoesnotdeaI
with our cognition, butwith our reproduction: saviour siblings. She
discussesmoral reasons for havingsaviour siblings. Pre-implantation
tissue typing has been proposed as a method for creating such sib
lings: tissue matched children that can serve as a stem celi donor for
a sick sibling in need of a haematopoietic stem celi transplantation.
Despite promising results, many still think this method should not
be used. Devolder's ehapter addressesthe twomain concernsofthese
critics:

(1) the risk ofpre-implantationtissue typing for the saviour sib
ling and

(2) the morally dubious intentionsfor having a saviour sibling. She
argues that these concerns cannot support a conclusive argu
ment against using pre-implantation tissue typing to select
a saviour sibling. Devolder further argues that since, when
selecting a child, there is good moral reason to take not only
one's future child's expected wellbeing into account, but also
that of others, we have a strong moral reason, if not a moral
obligation, to create saviour siblings using pre-implantation
tissue typing.
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Veselin Mitrovic deals with social and epistemological problems
regarding human enhancement. In the first part of his chapter, he
examines the so-called "yuck" factor, aswell asargumentswhich try
to diminish its significance for criticism of human enhancement.
Discussing mostly examples of cloning and genetic engineering,
the author claims that the "yuck" factor represents a part of nor
mal human functioning and that in this respect it cannot be fully
rejected when assessing the moral justification of enhancement. In
the second part of his text, Mitrovic explores the problem of differ
entiation oftwo classes in an "enhanced" society: one consisting of
enjoyers of enhancement and the other of those who have no access
to enhancement.

Mitrovic maintains that the approach of the power elite, nicely rep
resented byWrightMills' The Power Elite and Michael Foucault's The
Birth ofthe Clinic, is the most pertinent one when we discuss this
issue. In the closing part of his text, Mitrovic attempts to demon
strate that utilizing the concept of self-fulfilment in the context of
enhancement, as well as adducingWeber in this context, rests on a
wrongunderstandingofWeber's thesisabout the spirit ofcapitalism.

Ivan Mladenović

Vojin Rakić
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Ingmar Persson

Unfit for the Future:
A BriefArgument for Moral Enhancement'

1. Introduction

It is easier for us to harm each other than it is for us to benefit each
other, for instance, it is easier for us to kill than to save life. As the
progress ofscientific technology has increased our powers ofaction,
our capacity to harm has reached the point atwhich it is possible for
usto undermine worthwhile life on Earth forever. This couldbe done
bythe use ofweaponsofmassdestruction or by causingcatastrophic
climatic and environmental changes. The problem is that our moral
psychology has been adapted to life in small, close-knit societies
with primitive technology, in which human beings have lived for
the most part of their history. This is reflected in the fact that we
are psychologically myopic, disposed to care more aboutwhat hap
pens in the near future to ourselves and some individuals who are
near and dear to us. We are also incapable of respondingadequately
to the suffering of larger collectives. Due to the fact that it is easier
to harm, we have a moral reluctance to harm that is stronger than
our disposition to benefit, but like the latter it is largely confined
to an "in-group", and this makes it an ineffective bar when modern
weapon technology enables us to create kill large numbers at long
distance. To some extentwe have undergone moral improvement in
the course of history by means of traditional moral education. But
to cope with the moral problems created by the advance ofscientific
technology, it seems thatwe would have to change radically in short
time. Therefore, it is imperative thatwe investigate the possibility of

1 This paper is asummaryoflngmar Persson and Julian Savulescu (2012), Unfit
for the Future: The Needfor Moral Enhancement, Oxford: Oxford University
Press.
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moral enhancement bymeansofgenetic and biomedical techniques.
We need advanced technology for the foreseeable future to provide
a huge, and increasing, human population on Earth with a decent
standard oflife. In summary form the argumentgoes like this:

(1) It is easier to harm us than to benefit us.

(2) Due to the progress of scientific technology, we are now in a
position to cause ultimate harm, i.e. forever make worthwhile
life on this planet impossible.

(3) Since our moral dispositions are designed for life rather in
small communitieswith limited technology, there is consider
able risk thatwe shall cause ultimate harm.

(4) We need moral enhancement ifpossible bybiomedical means,
alongside traditional means to minimize the riskofus causing
ultimate harm.

The following sections spell out these daims inmore detail.

2. Easier to Harm than to Benefit

It is easier for us to harm each other than it is for us to benefit each
other. To give an everyday illustration: most of you probably have
access to a car and live in densely populated areas. Whenever you
drive, you could easily kill a number of people, by ploughing into a
crowd. But very few, if any, of you have the opportunity every day
to save the lives of an equal number. Indeed, it might be that none
of you have ever had that opportunity, since this kind of situation
obtains only when, first, a large number oflives is threatened, and,
secondly, you are also in a position to eliminate that threat. The
ela im is not that we are never capable of saving as many individuals
aswould die ifa threatwere not successfully foiled. It is that in order
to save such number oflives, we have to find ourselves in situations
in which these lives are under a threat that we could avert, and this
is a comparatively rare event often beyond our control. By contrast,
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we frequently have the opportunity to kill many. We could distin
guish between two related aspects of the greater easiness or power
to cause harm. First, the magnitude of the harm we can cause can
be greater than the magnitude of the benefits we can provide: e.g.
we can generally kill more individuals thanwe can save the lives of,
wound more thanwe could heal the wounds of, and cause pain that
is more intense than the pleasure thatwe could cause.

Secondly, there are normally many more ways or means of causing
harm of a given magnitude than there are ways ofbenefiting to the
same degree. This is because there are more ways of disturbing a
well-functioning system, like a biological organism, than of im
proving it to the same extent. Thus, arbitrary interferences with
well-functioning systems are much likelier to damage them than to
improve them. Their degree of organization or integration tends to
decrease in the course of time because most changes in them will
damage them. This is a partofwhat is knownas entropy. Ifwe remove
any of the countless conditionswhich are necessary to maintain the
functioning ofan integrated system, we shall interrupt its function,
but in order to improve its function, we shall have to discover a con
dition which fits in so well with alt or most ofthese conditions that
the function is enhanced. Such conditions are likely to be far fewer,
so this task is much harder.

This iswhy it is in general easier to kill than to save life. But, imag
ine, contrary to the present argument, that it would be as easy to
save life as to kill; it would still not follow that, ifwe save a life, we
could claim credit for as much life-preservation as we are guilty of
life-destruction ifwe end it. This is againbecause there are countless
conditions which are necessary for an organism to remain alive. If
we remove any of these conditions, we are guilty of ending the life
forever. But ifwe prevent the removal ofsucha condition, we cannot
claim the whole credit for the continuation ofthis life, since there are
other conditionswhich are necessary to keep itgoing. Therefore, our
life-saving is not by itself sufficient to sustain life, while our killing
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is by itselfsufficient to end it. Suppose that life is good for the organ
ism as long as it lasts. Ifwe remove any of the conditionswhich are
requisite to sustain it, we kill the organism, thereby depriving it of
ali the future good that its life would have contained had it not been
ended. Thus, by removing any of those conditions we are guilty of
causing it a harm which equals the lossofthe goodnessofwhich it is
deprived. But ifwe had instead saved the organism from death at the
same time, we cannotclaim credit for ali the good that the future has
in store for it, since this saving is onlyone ofindefinitelymany condi
tionswhich are necessary for it to lead this good life in the future.

Consequently, the benefit we would bestow upon an individua! by
saving its life at a time would be Jess than the harm we would do it
were we to kill it at the same time, for our saving is not sufficient for
it to receive the future good life, whereas the killing is sufficient to
deprive it ofit. Therefore, even ifit had been as easy to save life as to
kill, which it has here been claimed that it is not, it would still not
be true that our capacity to benefit would be as great as our capac
ity to harm by these means. In this argument, it has been assumed
that life is worthwhile, at least better than non-existence. IfArthur
Schopenhauer and other pessimists are right that life is alwaysworse
than non-existence, then the opposite would hold: by killing some
body, we would benefit them much more thanwe would harm them
were we instead to save their life. Here we shall however proceed on
the assumption that life, or at Ieast human life, is normally better
than non-existence, since this is presumably the view that most of
us would take.

3. The RiskofUltimateHarm Because ofthe
Advance ofTechnology

Asscientific technology increases our powers ofaction increase, the
easiness to harm is magnified. Of course, our capacity to benefit
also increases, but the power to harm maintains its clear lead. With
the invention of nuclear weapons during the last century our power
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to harm reached the point at which we could cause what might be
called ultimate harm, which consists in making worthwhile lifefor
ever impossible on this planet. Since such a harm would prevent an
indefinitely large number ofworthwhile lives thatwould have been
led in the future had itnotoccurred, its negative (instrumenta!) value
is indefinitely high.

To fabricate a nuclear bomb out of fissile material, such as highly en
riched uranium or plutonium, is comparatively difficult, though it
mightinthe imminentfuture bewithinthe capacity ofawell-organized
terrorist group. The expansion of technological prowess is likely to
put in the handsofan increasing number ofpeople such weaponsof
mass destruction. Now, if an increasing number of us acquires the
capacity to destroy an increasing number ofus, it is enough ifvery
few of us are malevolent or deranged enough to use this power for
ali of us to run a significantly greater risk ofdeath and grave injury.
Biological weapons of mass destruction are far easier to fabricate
than nuclear weapons - indeed, a single individual could do so. For
instance, some scientists inAustralia inadvertentlyproduced a strain
ofmousepox that is lethal in almost 100% ofmice. The study of the
genetic modification of mouse pox was published on the Internet,
making it indiscriminately available. Mousepox is similar to human
smallpox. Knowledge ofsuch experiments could enable a small group
of terrorists to genetically engineer smallpox to create a new strain
witha mortality ofnear to 100% instead of30%, andwitha resistance
against current vaccine.

These terrorists could then fly around the world and deposit aero
solizers with fluids of this virus in airport terminals, underground
stations, shoppingmalls, indoor stadiums, etc.Within a fewminutes
these aerosolizers could infect thousandsofpeople at each location,
most of whom would in their turn infect others, and so on. Since
the incubation period of smallpox is one to two weeks, the disease
would have spreadwidely before itwas even detected, and even after
detection there would be no effective way ofpreventing further dis-
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semination. Biologicalweapons are harder to control and outlawthan
nuclear weapons because they are the downside of research which
has the laudable aim ofcuring diseases.

The advance ofscientific technology has also produced another kind
of threat to our survival. It has produced an explosion of the human
population and its colonization ofthe whole planet, bygiving itmeans
to an extensive use of natural resources. The human population is
now 7 billion and is expected to grow to over 9 billion by 2050 and
perhaps to 10 billion by the end of the century. Population growth
is bad enough, but it will coupled with a sharp rise in consumption
in some populous countries like China, lndia and Brazil, to bring
them closer to the standard of life in Western democracies. The
human impact on the Earth is a function ofthree variables: the size
of the human population, the average leve! of welfare, or the GDP
per capita, and the efficiency of technology, i.e. how much welfare
it could generate out of natural resources. "Overshoot Day", i.e. the
daywhenwe have consumed more than the Earth produces ina year
and exhausted more waste than it can reabsorb, has in the last years
occurred alarmingly early, in August or September.

This means that in a year humans spend close to 30% more than
what the Earth can provide in the same period of time. Clearly, this
overconsumption is untenable, but it seems unlikely that we could
stop it only bymaking technology more efficient. To achieve sustain
ability, technology must however be made radically more efficient:
it has been estimated (Hamilton 2010) that even ifcarbon emissions
per unit of GDP produced are cut by 90% to 2050, this will not be
enough to prevent catastrophic elimatic and environmental changes.
Such an increase of efficiency is of course hard to bring about, but
there is also the problem that if technology is made more effective,
the surplus tends to be spenton more consumption. This iswhat has
happened so far in human history, and especially inviewofthe huge
global inequality it is likely to go on happening. Consider the two
countries which emit most carbon dioxide in the world: China and
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the United States. The population ofChina is roughly four times as
large as the population of the US, but the per capita emission of the
US is roughly five times as high as it is in China.

Moreover, since 1850 the US has been responsible for 29% of the
greenhouse gases put in the atmosphere whereas China has been
responsible for a mere 8%. In view this historical record, China could
claim a right to a per capita rate of emissions which is at least as
high as that of the US. But it would be disastrous for the climate if
China were to increase its leve! of emissions to the present leve! of
the US. Rather, equality should be achieved by reducing the US leve!
by80% to the current leve! ofChina. But, needless to say, itwould be
exceedingly difficult to persuade voters in the US ofsuch a Draconic
cut. Itwould also be difficult to persuade China not to increase their
present level. So, the astonishing progress of scientific technology
has not produced the bright future prospects for humanity that one
might have hoped. Quite the contrary, the future of humankind
looks darker than ever. The prominent British scientist Martin Rees
estimates that "the odds are no better than fifty-fifty that our pres
ent civilisation on the Earth will survive to the end of the present
century" (Rees 2003, p. 8).

Such an estimate would have been wildly implausible with respect
to any other hundred year period before 195o's, before humans ac
quired a nuclear capacity to blow up the Earth by nuclear weapons,
and when only eruptions of super-volcanos or hits by massive as
teroids presented such catastrophic threats. It then seems indis
putable that contemporary scientific technology has markedly in
creased the risk of world-wide catastrophe, even if Rees's estimate
of the risk might be exaggerated. Perhaps human civilization will
end sometimes this century in a war with weapons of mass de
struction over the dwindling resources of this planet. On the other
hand, we have seen that we do need a more efficient technology to
provide a huge - and increasing - human population with a decent
standard of living without depleting the resources of the planet.
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It is unacceptable to letbillionsofhuman continue to live in misery.
Thus, we face a dilemma: we need sophisticated technology for the
foreseeable future, though it comeswith a horrifying risk.

4. HumanNature and Common Sense Morality

We face this dilemma because we are not capable of handling this
powerful technology in a morally responsible way. Technology has
progressed so quid<ly that there is now a huge mismatch between
our technclogical and moral capacity. It is reasonable to hypoth
esize thatour moral psychology hasbeen shaped by evolution to suit
entirely different social circumstances than the current ones. For
most oftheir 150,000 year longhistory, humanbeings lived in small,
close-knit societies with a limited technology that allowed them to
affect only their most immediate environment. Therefore, evolution
is likely to have made humanbeingspsychologicallymyopic, disposed
to care more about what happens in the near future to themselves
and some individualswho are near anddear to them.

Since the threats thatare mosturgent to dealwith in order to survive
and reproduce tend to be located in the immediate future, we have
been equippedwitha bias towards the nearfuture. It is this biaswhich
manifests itselfwhen we are relieved if something unpleasant due
to happen to us in the immediate future is postponed, and disap
pointed ifsomethingpleasant in store for us is postponed. The bias
towards the near future is nota discountingofpossible future events
in proportion to how probable they appear. For we could be greatly
relievedwhenanunpleasant event, suchasa painful piece ofsurgery,
is postponed for just a day, even thoughwe take this delay to make it
only marginally less probable. To the extent that our lesser concern
for what ismore distant in the future is out ofproportion to its being
estimated as less probable, it is arguably irrational. The bias towards
the near future is often the explanation ofwhywe exhibit weakness
ofwill by choosing, against our better judgement, to have a smaller
good straightaway rather than towait some extra hours for a greater
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good. Many thinkers in the history ofphilosophyhave believed that
humanbeings are exdusively eqoistic, i.e. concerned onlyabout their
own well-being for its own sake. But this sits ili bothwith everyday
experience and evolutionary theory.

From an evolutionary point ofview, it is to be expected thatwe ex
hibit kin altruism, i.e. altruism as regardsour children, parents, and
siblings. Kin altruism is straightforwardlyexplicable in evolutionary
terms, since each child shares 50% of each of its parent's genes and
on average 50% of each sibling's genes. Consequently, caring about
kin would be caring about somebody who carries genes similar to
one's own. Butwe seem also to develop concern for other individuals
whom we meet on a daily basis and enter into mutually beneficial
cooperationwith. Such regular dose encounters apparently tend to
breed sympathyand liking, other things beingequal, i.e. unless there
are special reasons for averse feelings suchhostility, fear, disgust, etc.
However, the sheer number of subjects to whom we have to respond
can presentan obstade to our adoption ofa proper response. While
many ofus are capable ofvividly imagining the sufferingofa single
subject before our eyes and, consequently, offeelingstrong compas
sion for this subject, we are unable vividly to imagine the suffering
of100, or even 10, subjects even if theybe in sight- indeed, we could
barely vividly imagine the suffering of more than one subject. Nor
could we feel a compassion which is 100 or 10 times as strong as the
compassionwe could feel for a single sufferer.

Rather, the degree ofour compassion is likely to remainmore or less
constant when we switch from reflecting upon the suffering of a
single subject to the sufferingof 100 subjects. Yet the costofrelieving
the sufferingof 100 subjectsmaywelt be 100 timesas high as the cost
ofrelievingthe sufferingofone subject. Therefore, it is notsurprising
that, as the number ofsubjects in need of aid increases, the amount
of aid we are willing to give to each subject decreases.Our altruism
and disposition to cooperation do not extend indiscriminately to
strangers; thiswould mean a too great danger ofbeing exploited by
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free-riders. Suspicion against strangers is called for, since human
beings often try to get the better of each other. This is presumably
the explanation ofwhy xenophobia is a widespread characteristic of
humanity.

Owing to the relative ease ofcausingharm, common sense morality
places more stress on not causing harm than on doing good. This
finds expression in the so-called act-omission doctrine. According
to this doctrine, it is harder to justify morally causing harm than
letting harm occur. But like altruism, the disposition to do good,
this reluctance to refrain from harming is strongest vis-a-vis people
in our in-groups.

The act-omission doctrine involves a conception ofresponsibility
as causally-based, a feeling that we are responsible for an effect in
proportion to our causal contribution to it. We do not see ourselves
as causes ofwhat we let happen, so we feel little responsibility for
it. The notion of responsibility as causally based is proportionally
diluted when we cause things together with other agents, e.g. when
we together destroy a lawn by each ofuswalking across it from time
to time, since our own causal contribution to the deterioration of
the lawn then decreases compared to what it would have been had
we destroyed the lawn single-handedly. This is obviously an aspect
that is highly relevant to such issues as climate change and environ
mental destruction.

5. The Need for and Possibilities ofMoral Enhancement

Against the background of this sketch of our moral psychology, we
can see thatwe are rather badly equipped to dealwith the moral prob
lems that have been created by the advance ofscientific technology.
The limitation ofour altruism to those withwhom we are personally
acquainted rendersusunable help poor and starvingpeople in distant
developing countries. The sheer enormity of their number is a Iso an
obstacle for us to respond with an appropriate degree of sympathy
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to their suffering. The trust which is necessary for cooperation is
similarly limited. This gives rise to cooperation problems, like the
tragedy of the commons: Suppose that if the herdsmen of a village
let their cattle continue to graze to the current extent the pastures
that they have in common, there will be overgrazing of them in the
near future. As a consequence, the herdsmen will in the course of
time be able to feed fewer cattle, and they and their families will
eventually starve.

Suppose further that if only a few hardsmen reduce the grazing of
their cattle, and most of the other herdsmen do not do so, there will
still be overgrazing, though it will occur somewhat later. Almost
alt of them will have to effect a reduction if overgrazing is to be
avoided. Then it might not be rational for any individua! herdsman
to cut down on the grazing of his cattle. Thiswill be rational only if
he has good reason to believe that a sufficient number of the other
heardsmen will do so as welt, and especially if this number will not
be sufficientwithout his own contribution. Otherwise, his reduction
will be a useless sacrifice. In small villages there mightbe good reason
to trust that others will do their share. But in contemporary societ
ies, which have millions, and sometimes even billions of members,
there is little ground for such trust. Also, it is easy for free-riders to
escape detection.

Similar problems arise internationally, in negotiations between dif
ferentnationsabout e.g. reductionsofemissionsofgreenhouse gases.
The bias towards the near future is also a drawback in the context
of climatic and environmental problems, since the worst effects on
the elimate and environment are likely to occur in the more remote
future. Our parochial altruism is likewise a drawback, since the
people who will suffer most from our wasteful lifestyle are future
generationsand poor people indeveloping countries. Our conception
ofresponsibilityas causally based is a further obstacle, for the reason
that it is dilutedwhenwe produce an effect together with others be
cause our own causal contribution then decreases. This conception
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of responsibility, and the concomitantweak feeling ofresponsibility
for what we let happen, becomes particularly pernicious when our
powers of action grow, and we could do a lot of good by eliminate
suffering indevelopingcountries. Together with the limitation ofour
altruism and our inability to sympathize with great numbers, this
conceptionofresponsibility isa large partofthe cause ofwhyso little
hasbeendone to rectify global inequality. Our reluctance to harm is
stronger thanour disposition todogood, but it ismostpowerfulwith
respect to individuals in our neighbourhood. This isworrying since
bymeans ofweapons ofmass destructionwe can kill huge numbers
at great distance. During human history some moral improvement
has occurred; consider, for instance, the idea that ali human beings
are of equal worth that is now more widely spread than ever. But
to a significant extent people pay only lip-service to this doctrine;
their behaviour often gives evidence ofracial discrimination, and in
recent times we have witnessed even outbreaks of genocide, e.g. in
ex-Yugoslavia and Rwanda. Xenophobia lurks beneath the surface.

Since humanmoral developmenthas been relativelymodestso far in
the course ofhistory, and such a greatmoral improvement in short
time seems necessary for us to handle responsibly the enormous
powers ofmodern scientific technology, it is important to put a lot
ofeffort into research on biological and medical means ofmoral en
hancement, as a supplement to intensified moral education ofa tra
ditional sort. In principle, suchmeanscould be effective, since moral
dispositions like altruism have a biological basis. This is indicated
for instance bythe fact that it isgenerally stronger inwomen than in
men, as argued e.g. by Simon Baron-Cohen (2003). Moreover, there
are novalid philosophical or moral objections tomoral enhancement
bysuchmeans. Contrary towhat some, e.g. John Harris, claimitdoes
not undermine our freedom." The most interesting scientific find-

2 See his "Moral Enhancement and Freedom" (Harris 2010, pp. 102-m), and
the reply by Ingmar Persson and Julian Savulescu: "Getting Moral Enhance
ment Right: The Desirability of Moral Enhancement" (Persson and Savulescu,
forthcoming).
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ings in the area ofmoral bioenhancementmightbe on the hormone
oxytocin. Oxytocin is naturally elevated by sex and touching, but it
can also be elevated by nasa! spray. It facilitates maternal care, pair
bonding, and other pro-social attitudes, like trust, sympathy and
generosity. Frustratingly, however, oxytocin's effects on trustingand
other pro-social behaviour towards other people appears to be sen
sitive to the group membership of these people. Research findings
indicate that people who received oxytocin were significantly more
likely to sacrifice a different-race individua! in order to save a group
of race-unspecified others than they were to sacrifice a same-race
individua!. The effectofoxytocin might thenbe to increase sympathy
only tomembers ofone's in-group. lf this is the case, itwould notbe
ofmuch use to solve the global problems of today.

Research in this area, however, is still in its infancy, so it is too early
to judge its prospects. Perhaps itwill not be able to deliver any use
ful results in time, but human moral enhancement is so urgent that
this avenue should be explored.' However, even if effective means
ofmoral bioenhancementwere discovered, there is still the problem
that these means must be administered by human beings who are
morally imperfect; consequently, there is a risk that they will be
misapplied as other kinds of scientific technology have been. The
road ahead to moral bioenhancement is no doubt full ofpitfalls. But
itseemsthathumanity has nowso radicallychanged its environment
that its best chance of surviving is by radically changing its own
nature so as to be able to master morally this new environment.•

J Cf. Frans de Waal: "!'d be reluctant to radically change the human condition.
But if l could change one thing, it would be to expand the range of fellow feel
ing. The greatest problem today, with so many groups rubbing shoulders on a
crowded planet, is excessive loyalty to one's own nation, group, or religion" (de
Waal 2010, p. 203).
◄ Many thanks for valuable comments to participants of the conference (New)
Perspeccives in Bioethics, Belgrade, October 13-15, 2011, especially Vojin Rakic.
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Thomas Douglas

The Harms of Enhancement and
the Conclusive Reasons View

Biomedical technologies have traditionally been used primarily to
combat disease. But increasingly they can also be used to augment
the capacities or traits of norrnal, healthy people. This practice is
commonly referred to asbiomedicalenhancementor bioenhancement.
Perhaps the best-established examples ofbiomedical enhancement
are cosmetic surgery and doping in sport, but biomedical enhance
ment also occurs in other spheres. For example, some musicians
take beta-blockers to calm their nervesbefore performances (Tindall
2004) and a significant proportion of American college students
report taking methylphenidate (Ritalin) while studying in order to
improve performance in examinations (Johnston, O'Malleyand Bach
man 2003; Teter et al. 2005).

Biomedical enhancements can be contrasted, on the one hand, with
non-biomedical enhancementsand, on the other hand, withbiomedi
cal therapies. Non-biomedical enhancements aim to augment the
capacities or traits of norrnal, healthy individuals, but not through
the use ofbiomedical technology. lnstead, theymay employ institu
tions (such as schools) or external technologies (such as computers).
Biomedical therapies employ biomedical technologies, but, unlike
enhancements, they aim to treatdisease. Theyare the staple ofmain
stream Western medicine.

Non-biomedical enhancement and biomedical therapyare widelyac
cepted as typically ethicallypermissible, andoften ethicallydesirable.
However, the same is not true ofbiomedical enhancement, which has
become the subject ofvigorous ethical debate.
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The Legitimacy ofBiomedical Enhancement

THOMASDOUGW

A number of different ethical questions have been asked about bio
medical enhancement. When, if ever, is it ethically permissible for
individuals to undergo biomedical enhancements? Should the state
nmd or provide these enhancements? May states/employers/parents
ever permissibly require that their citizens/employees/children to un
dergo biomedical enhancements? Should biomedical enhancements
be provided within the ordinary institutions ofdinica) medicine?

One important ethical question concemsthe legitimacy ofbiomedical
enhancement. In recentwork, Allen Buchanan, argues that, at !east
in liberal societies, political institutions should treat biomedical
enhancement as a legitimate enterprise. That is to say, they should

(i) allow individuals and organizations "considerable freedom" to
develop and use biomedical enhancement technologies,

(ii) devote "significant public resources" to research expected to
produce them, and

(iii) promote debate about - and sound policies on - their use
(Buchanan 2011, p. 16)1

Buchanan here takes himselfto be arguing against the views taken
by so-called 'bioconservative' authors such as Francis Fukuyama
(2002, 2004), Leon Kass (2002, 2003) and Michael Sande! (2007).
Though these authors have notbeen entirely clear aboutwhatstance
society should take towards biomedical enhancement, they do ap
pear to be committed to the view that it should not treat biomedi
cal enhancement as a legitimate enterprise, in Buchanan's sense.
For example, Michael Sande) portrays himself as offering an "argu
mentagainst enhancement" not further specified (Sande) 2007, p. 97,
p. 95), and Francis Fukuyama urges thatwe protect "the full range of
our complex, evolved natures against attempts at self-modification"

1 See also Harris UXYJ.
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(Fukuyama 2002, p. 172). These claims are naturally read as favour
ing a model inwhich the state generally discourages, if not prohib
its, biomedical enhancements. In what follows, I will assume that
Fukuyama, Kass and Sande! indeed take their arguments to show
that enhancement should not be treated as a legitimate enterprise.
As I will henceforth say, they are arguing against the legitimation of
biomedical enhancement.

The Conclusive Reasons View

It is notable that, in arguing against the legitimation ofbiomedical
enhancement, Fukuyama, KassandSande! do notengage in a balanc
ing of the pros and cons of legitimating enhancement. Rather, they
lay out one or a few reasons against such legitimation. For exarnple,
Michael Sande! baseshis case against legitimationalmostexclusively
on the claim that engaging in biomedical enhancement expresses an
objectionable attitude - an attitude of"mastery" towards oneself, or
an "unwillingness to accept the given". He does discuss other gen
eral arguments that have been offered against enhancement, but he
dismisses them as inadequate (Sande! 2007, pp. 5-24)..

Kass and Fukuyama both endorse a broader range ofconcernsabout
biomedical enhancement. But, like Sandel, they engage in no attempt
to weigh these concerns against possible upsides of legitimating
biomedical enhancement.This approach suggests that these authors
acceptwhatBuchanan hascalled the Conclusive ReasonsView (CRV)
(Buchanan 2008; Buchanan 2011). In the context ofdebate about the
legitimation of biomedical enhancement, this can be understood
as the view that there are conclusive reasons against legitimating
enhancement. A conclusive reason is a reason that is decisive - that
is, one that outweighs ali countervailing reasons - and whose deci
siveness is obvious in advance of engaging in any explicit weighing
against those countervailing reasons. Unless we attribute this view
Fukuyama, Kass and Sandel, it is difficult to make sense, in any
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charitable way, of their tendency to evade any balancing ofthe pros
and cons ofenhancement (Buchanan 2008, pp. 19-20).

The problem is that the reasons against Iegitimating enhancement
thathave been cited by these authors lookunpromising as candidate
conclusive reasons. The reasonsmost often cited are thatbiomedical
enhancements:

are unnatural

will compromise or offend against human nature

will alienate us from our authentic selves

express a lack ofgratitude and an attitude ofmastery.

Buchanan has argued that none of these considerations gives us
conclusive reasons not to legitimate biomedical enhancement (Bu
chanan 2011) and it would, l think, be unsurprising if he were right
about this. There are, at least two grounds for doubting that these
considerations (either individually or collectively) constitute conclu
sive reasons against legitimating enhancement.

First, none ofthese reasons appears to be harm-based. None indicates
that voluntarily engaging in biornedical enhancement will cause
harm to anyone other than the individua) who pursues the enhance
ment. The concern that enhancement rnight render the enhanced
individua! inauthentic is a concern aboutone way in which engaging
in enhancernent rnight harm oneself And the concerns about natu
ralness, human nature, and the expression ofobjectionable attitudes
arguably do not point to harms at ali.

This isproblernatic since it isarguablya fundamenta) tenet ofliberal
ism that a voluntary practice should be treated as legitimate unless it
causes harm to others. According to liberals, putative reasonsagainst
legitirnating an enhancernent are not reasons at ali unless they are
grounded in harm caused to others. Ofcourse, bioconservativewrit-
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ers might reject liberalism, or at !east, this tenet of it.' They might
maintain that considerations other than harm can provide reasons
against legitimating enhancements. But nowwe come to the second
ground for doubt. Even ifone accepts that considerationsother than
harm could count against the legitimation of biomedical enhance
ment, it is doubtful whether any of the considerations adduced by
Fukuyama, Kass and Sande! in fact play this role. The normative
significance of naturalness, human nature and authenticity are ali
hotly contested, and it is also questionable whether the fact than an
action (e.g. engaging in enhancement) expresses a defect ofcharacter
or attitude can count against legitimating that action.

Like Buchanan, then, l doubtwhether existing defences ofthe Con
clusive ReasonsView can succeed. However, l believe that there may
be a more promisingway ofdefending thatview -one that is neither
systematically advanced by Fukuyama, Kass or Sande!, nor explicitly
confronted by Buchanan: one might appeal to ways in which volun
tary pursuit of enhancement by some might inflict harm on others.
This approachwould be acceptable to libera ls, andwould appeal to a
consideration (i.e., harm) that iswidely accepted to be relevant to the
legitimacy ofany practice. Moreover, aswe will see, there are severa)
mechanismsvia which biomedical enhancementmight plausibly be
thought to inflict harm on others, and indeed at least one author
who appears to subscribe to CRV- Francis Fukuyama - hasappealed,
among other considerations, to concerns about harm to others.

l believe, then, that it would be premature to reject the CRV; the
most promising argument its favour has not yet been considered.
My question, in the remainder of this article, will be "do concerns
about harm-to-others give us conclusive reasons not to legitimate
biomedical enhancement?" l begin by outlining five ways in which

2 Michael Sandel suggests that standard liberal prin ciples are unable to capture
the problematic nature ofbiomedical enhancement and takes this to count not in
favourofbiomedical enhancement, butagainst liberalism (Sandel 2007, chap.i),
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enhancementmight cause harm to others. I then consider whether
these can be assembled into a conclusive case against legitimating
enhancement.

Five Harms ofEnhancement

(1) Deliberate Harmful Use

One way inwhich enhancement could cause harm isbybeingplaced
in the service ofharmful goals. Enhancements could be used to in
crease the effectiveness or efficiencyofthose engaged in deliberately
harmful activities. The clearest example of this would be enhance
ment in the military. Modafinil is a drugwhich increases the ability
of soldiers and air force pilots to fight even when deprived of sleep,
and has been approved for use by the US Air Force for this purpose
(Caldwell and Caldwell 2005). Since one ofthe aimsofmilitary com
bat is typically to inflict harm on one's opponents, one might expect
that, where modafinil is effective at increasing a soldier's combative
effectiveness, it will tend to increase the amount of harm inflicted
on one's opponents.

(2) Competitive Effects

A second way in which enhancement could cause harm to others is
by increasing the effectiveness the enhanced in some competitive
activity, and therefore placing the unenhanced at a competitive dis
advantage. This is probably the most frequently mentioned harm of
enhancementand has been widely adduced in support of restrictive
approaches to enhancement.l The classic example of a competitive
enhancement is doping in sport. Ifone athlete usesperformance en
hancing drugs (or other biomedical technologies), she clearly places

l See for example: Academy ofMedical Sciences, 2008, pp. 158-9; Chatterjee
2009; McKibben 2003; President's Council on Bioethics, 2003, pp. 131-4, pp.
28o-1.
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her competitors as a competitive disadvantage. Similar concerns
can aIso be raised about cognitive enhancements insofar as they are
used by those engaged students preparing for exams or anyone else
engaged in competitive, cognitively demanding activities.

(3) Contribution to Coercive Enhancement

Another commonly mentioned way in which voluntary biomedical
enhancementmight lead to harm is by causally contributing to sub
sequent coercive biomedical enhancements (President's Council on
Bioethics 2003, pp. 135-7, pp. 283-5; Farah et al. 2004, p. 423; British
Medical Association 2007, pp. 19-23; Sande! 2007, pp. 18-19). There
are two distinctways inwhich one person's voluntary enhancement
might lead others to be coerced intounwanted enhancements. First,
one person's voluntary enhancement might increase the cornpeti
tive pressure on others to follow suit: the unenhanced may need to
engage in enhancements to maintain their competitivenesswith the
enhanced individuals, and thus to maintain their status quo ante
levels ofwellbeing. The initial enhancement thus puts pressure on
others to enhance, and this might be thought to amount to a soft
form of coercion. Second, voluntary enhancement by some might
lead to coercive enhancementsbybreakingdownanti-enhancement
attitudes and conventions, perhaps ultimately leading to a society
in which governments or others feel free to make enhancements
compulsory. For example, suppose a number ofindividuals engage in
enhancements thatdramatically enhance their economic productiv
ity across a range of occupations, One can imagine that, observing
this efTect, a governmentmightbe tempted tomake the enhancement
compulsory. After ali, belief in the productivity-increasing effects
of primary education played an important role in moves to make it
compulsory. •

4 For example, the Elementary Education Act 1870, which paved the way to
compulsory primary education in England and Wales, was motivated largely
by a concern for those countries tomaintain their international economic com
petitiveness. See for example: Ramirez and Boli 1987, p. 9.
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(4) Undermining Harm Aversion
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A less frequentlydiscussed way inwhich enhancementmight cause
harm is by undermining those psychological factors that typically
hold people back from harmingothers. These might include empathic
ability, feelings or sympathy, and the capacity for moral reasoning.
We can imagine variousways inwhich enhancementsmightweaken
these resources. One possibility is that aggressive pursuit of en
hancement by some individuals might confer on those individuals
capacities so different from those possess byothers that the enhanced
feel so different from (and perhaps superior to) the unenhanced
that they can no longer empathise or sympathise with them (Sande)
2007, pp. 89-91). Another possibility is that enhancements might
simply reduce the psychological costs of harmdoing. Think of an
intervention that enhanced forgetfulness in soldiers, thus allowing
them to commit atrocities over and over without succumbing to
post-traumatic stress disorder. Or consider a ruthless businessman
who seeks to enhance his efficiency by biomedically suppressing
feelings ofaltruism. These enhancements could surely increase the
prevalence ofharmful behaviour.

(5) Susceptibility toJustified Harm

Afifth possibilitythathas been considered bya fewauthors, lyingon
either side ofthe enhancementdebate, is that cognitively or ernotion
ally enhanced individuals might not only harm us in variousways,
theymight bejustified in doing so.5 To see how this could occur, note
that cognitively norma) adult humans are normally thought to have
the right to exclude children and cognitive disabled adults from ef
fective political participation by introducing political arrangements
that are much too complex for them to effectively participate in,
and that are, in some cases, entirely closed to their participation.

s See : Wikler 2009, pp. 341-55; Wilson 2007; Buchanan 2009; Buchanan 2011;

Doug)as 201J; DeGrazia 2012, pp. 135-139.

l-
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For example, we have the right to introduce democratic institutions
which some cognitively disabled aduIts cannot understand, and from
which children are legally prevented from participating. Now sup
pose that there existed super-enhanced beingscapable ofmuch more
sophisticated forms of social and political co-ordination than us. It
might be thought (by them, us, or both) that they would have the
right to introduce these socio-political arrangements at the expense
ofour less sophisticated arrangements, even though we would then
be excluded from effective engagement in the dominant co-operative
system.6 There would thus be a sense in which the existence of the
super-enhanced beingswould have renderedordinary humansmore
susceptible topermissible harm ofa certainkind. And this increase in
susceptibility topermissible harm might itselfbe regarded asa harm.

Are There Conclusive Harm-Based Reasons against
Legitimating Biomedical Enhancement?

There are severa! ways in which biomedical enhancements under
gone by some individuals could impose harms on others. Moreover,
we might expect that at !east some actual biomedical enhancements
will indeed have these harmful consequences. Andwe might reason
ably suppose that treating biomedical enhancement as a legitimate
enterprise would, by increasing the overall amount of biomedical
enhancement that takes place, tend to increase the frequency with
which these harmswould occur compared to the situation inwhich
we did not legitimate biomedical enhancement. Do harm-based con
siderations thus give us conclusive reasons not to legitimate such
enhancement? · ·

One reasonto doubt thattheydo is that it seemsdoubtfulwhether al/
biomedical enhancementswould cause harm to others. Ifonly some
would do so, then it might be acceptable to legitimate biomedical
enhancement. Recall thatpolitical institutions Iegitimate biomedical

6 This example is modified from:Wikler 2009; Buchanan 2009.
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enhancementjust in case they (i) allow individualsandorganizations
"considerable freedom" to develop and use biomedical enhancement
technologies, (ii) devete "significant public resources" to research
expected to produce them, and (iii) promote debate about - and
sound policies on - their use. This is consistent with prohibiting
some biomedical enhancements. Perhaps, then, the right approach
would be to legitimate biomedical enhancement, but then prohibit
specific types ofbiomedical enhancement on harm-based grounds.

Another reason to doubt whether considerations of harm give us
conclusive reasons not to legitimate enhancement is that there may
be some thatwe have no reason to avoid. When a judge hands down
a sentence to a convict, she harms that convict, but provided that
the harm isproportionate to the offence, consistentwith sentencing
rules and so on, it is not clear that the judge has any reason not to
impose that harm.

Similar thoughts may apply to some of the harms brought about
through biomedical enhancement. I noted above that biomedical
enhancementsmight harm others through competitive effects. One
person's biomedical enhancement might place others at a competi
tive disadvantage. But it is not clear that we have reasons to avoid
imposing ali competitive harms. When one student buys a newer,
better textbook, he may place other students at a competitive dis
advantage. But it is not obvious that this gives the student a reason
not to by the textbook. Competitive disadvantages created by, say,
cognitive biomedical enhancements might in some cases also lack
normative significance.

For the sake ofargument, however, let us suppose that either:

(1) All biomedical enhancementswould result in harm to others,
including harm that there is reason to avoid

Or
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(2) Many biomedical enhancementswould result in harm to oth
ers, including harm that there is reason to avoid, and there
is no effective form of regulation that would prevent these
biomedical enhancementswhile enabling others.

Ifeither of these assumptions is correct, then harm-based consid
erations would, I take it, give us some reason not to legitimate bio
medical enhancement. The interesting question, and the one that I
will pursue in the remainder of this article, is whether these reasons
count conclusively against legitimating biomedical enhancement.

Harms versus Benefits

One problem with the suggestion that they do is that biomedical
enhancements can obviously benefit others as well as harming
them. For example, Buchanan argues that, like non-biomedical
enhancements such as education and information technology,
many biomedical enhancements should be expected to significantly
increase human productivity- our ability to produce thingswe value
with the resources we have (Buchanan 2008, pp. 35-67). As well as
benefitting the enhanced, this is predicted to have spillover benefits
for the unenhanced, for example by lowering prices, accelerating
scientific progress, andassisting themitigationofglobal threats suchas
pandemicsand climate change.7 It seemspossible thatreasonstobring
about these benefits by legitimating enhancementwould outweigh
reasons to prevent harms bynotdoing so.

At thispoint, there seem tobe three main routesopen to the opponent
of enhancement. One would be to argue, perhaps by appealing to a
strong variant of the precautionary principle, that when a course of
action is associated with serious harm, one ought not to pursue it
regardless ofthe benefits. Anotherwouldbe toargue thatthe benefitsof

7 Bostrom and Ord 2006; Buchann 2011, pp. 38-49. Compare: Persson and
Savulescu 2008.
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enhancementare qualitativelydifferentfrom, and less important than,
the harms. Finally, a third responsewould be to argue that the benefits
ofenhancementwill be smaller inmagnitude than the harms. Inwhat
follows l consider whether any of these approaches establishes that
harm-based reasons against legitimating biomedical enhancement
are conclusive - that isdecisive, and able to be established asdecisive
in advance ofanyweighing against countervailing considerations. l
beginwith the approach grounded on the precautionary principle.

The Precautionary Principle

The precautionary principle was developed in northern Europe in
the late 1960s and is frequently advocated as a guide for assessing
projects that pose environmental risks. It has been formulated in
many different ways (Sunstein 2005, p. 18). Perhaps the two most
frequentlydiscussed variants hold respectively that, in assessing the
risk-benefit balance posed by some policy or project:

(i) lack ofcertainty aboutpossible risks should notprevent those
risks from being taken into account,8 and

(ii) the burden ofproof is on those who claim that a risky policy
or project should be pursued.9

s See, forexample, United Nations Environment Prograrnme, Principle 15: "In
order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall bewidely
applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of
serious or irreversibledamage, lack offull scientific certainty shall not be used
as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental
degradation" (1992, online).
9 See, forexample, Ashford et al.: "Wherean activity raises threats ofharm to
theenvironment orhuman health, precautionarymeasures should be taken even
ifsome causeand effect relationships are not fully established scientifically. In
this context the proponent ofthe activity, rather than the public, should bear
the burden ofproof' (19g8, online).
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Neither ofthese variantsofthe principle is ofmuchhelp to the propo
nent ofthe CRV. These formulationsdo bea r on how the risk-benefit
balance associatedwith legitimatingbiomedical enhancementshould
be determined. But once we have established that there are both
risks of harm and prospects ofbenefit associated with legitimating
biomedical enhancement - as, plausibly, we already have - these
variants of the precautionary principle lose relevance, for they teli us
nothingabouthowone should respond toa given risk-benefit profile.

A thirdvariantofthe precautionary principle appears more promis
ing as a potential basis for the CRV. This variant holds that

(Strong Precaution)When a project or policy is associated with a serious
risk, it should not be pursued regardless of its expected benefits.v

The seriousness of the risk would typically be determined by the
severity of the bad outcome that may occur, though the likelihood
and certainty of that outcome might a Iso be relevant. If this variant
of the precautionary principle is correct, and if the risks of harm
posed by legitimating biomedical enhancement are serious, then
we would have decisive harm-based reasons not to legitimate bio
medical enhancement. Moreover, the decisiveness of those reasons
could be established without weighing them against any benefits:
the existence of a serious risk ofharm combined with acceptance of
Strong Precaution are together sufficient to rule outthe legitimation
ofbiomedical enhancement.

Strong Precaution is, however, susceptible to an apparentlydevastat
ingobjection. Suppose thatwe are consideringwhether toadopt some
policyPandwe wish to applyStrong Precaution.There are twodiffer-

10 See, for a similar fonnulation of the precautionary principle, Seas at Risk:
"lf the 'worst case scenario' for a certain activity is serious enough then even a
small amount ofdoubt as to the safety ofthat activity is sufficient to stop it tak
ing place" (1994, p. 28).
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entways inwhichwe mightapply it. One optionwould be to simply
assess the likely risks ofP, determine whether any are serious, and
if they are, condude that P should not be adopted. But suppose that
the following situation obtains: Pwill create some serious risks, but
any alternative policy (induding the status quo policy) is associated
with even more serious risks. In this case, considerations ofprecau
tion should count infavour ofP. Yet if we apply Strong Precaution
in the way suggested above, it will instead count against P. It wiII
instruct usnot to adopt P. The problem arises because the risk asso
ciatedwith alternatives to P is ignored. This suggests an alternative
more comprehensive approach inwhichwe applyStrong Precaution
to Pandali alternative policies (induding the status quo policy). For
each alternative, we determine whether it poses a serious risk, and
if it does, condude that it should not be adopted. But ifwe use this
method, Strong Precaution may imply that none of the available al
ternatives should be adopted, since each may pose a serious risk. In
this case the principle provides guidance that cannot be followed,
since it isdearly impossible to reject ali policy alternatives." Thus, if
StrongPrecaution is applied in a restricted way, itmaygive the wrong
guidance, and if it is applied in a comprehensive way, it maygive no
practical guidance at ali.

Itmightbe thoughtthatwe should neverthelessapplyStrongPrecau
tion in caseswhere it can be applied comprehensively and still yield
guidance that can be followed - that is, in cases where some but not
ali alternatives pose a serious risk. However, it seems unlikely that
this is the case when the decision is between legitimating biomedi
cal enhancement or not. This is because both legitimating and not
legitimatingbiomedical enhancementare likely to be associatedwith
seriousrisks. We have already discussed the risks ofharm associated
with legitimatingbiomedical enhancement. Risksassociatedwith not
legitimating biomedical enhancementmight include a risk that bio
medical enhancementswill be pursued 'underground' withoutproper

11 This critique is adapted from: Manson 2002; Sunstein 2005, pp. 18-49.
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safeguards and thus potentially in ways that will cause significant
harm, for example, through medical side effects. It seems likely that
Strong Precaution will advise against not legitimating biomedical
enhancement aswell as against Iegitimating it.

At this point, we couldweaken Strong Precaution to something like
the following:

(Weak Precaution) In deciding between alternative policies we should
attach greater weight to risks associated with each policy than to the
benefits.

This principle may well yield practical guidance on the question
whether to Iegitimate biomedical enhancement: it will not rule out
all available courses of action. But it faces further problems. For ex
ample, it relies on there beinga meaningful distinctionbetween risks
and the Ioss ofbenefits, but it is not clear that there is one. Suppose
we chose not to legitimate biomedical enhancement and thereby
sacrificed certain productivity benefits that would otherwise have
been obtained. It is not obvious that this loss ofbenefits should not
itself qualify as a risk. Another problem is that it remains unclear
why risks should be attached more weight than benefits.

Qualitative Differences

Given the problems faced by an attempt to justify the CRV through
appeal to the precautionaryprinciple, it seemswise to lookelsewhere
for a defence of that view. One possible defence of the CRV would
maintain that the advertised benefits of biomedical enhancement,
in the form of increased productivity, are qualitatively less impor
tant than the harms. For example, we can imagine someone arguing
that at !east some of the harms of enhancement would be a matter
of justice or rights, whereas the benefits would not. (I henceforth
pursue this suggestion using the language of justice, though, given
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that there is plausibly a close connection between justice and rights,
I suspectwhat I say could be translated into the language of rights.)

When a soldier waging an unjust war takes an enhancement that
increases his efficiency, this not only harms others, it does so by
bringing it about that injustices are perpetrated against those oth
ers. Similarly, ifvoluntary enhancement by some individuals harms
others by encouraging the state to pursue coercive enhancements,
it might be thought that those harms could be the upshot of an in
justice. For surely it could be unjust for the state to coerce people to
undergo biomedical enhancements. These cases suggest that there
are reasons ofjustice not to legitimate biomedical enhancement.

It is, arguably, less clear thatthere are reasonsofjustice to bringabout
productivity benefits through legitimatingbiomedical enhancement.
According to certain minimalist theories of justice, justice gives us
reasons only to abstain from the most seriously immoral actions.
For example, it may give us reasons only to correct, and refrain from
causing or materially contributing to exploitation, oppression and
extreme deprivation. It doesn't give us reasons to bring about gains
in social productivity.

!fit is correct that the harmsofenhancement are a matter ofjustice,
but the benefits are not, then the CRVwill look quite plausible. This
is because justice is often thought to be a moral consideration of
over-riding importance. Thomas Nage! puts it like this:

Somepeoplesu/Ter from congenital handicaps, mental and physical, which
are not only burdens in the themselves, but affect the capacity to gain
benefits through social interaction. Others suffer from d iseases, likekid
ney failure, that require expensive treatment. l do not think that society
has the same kind of responsibility, under just ice, with respect to those
inequalities that it has with respect to others that are socially caused.
Straightforward humanitarian concern for thewelfare of those afflicted
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will not be undermined by the fact that nature is responsible for their
disadvantage, but the kinds of deontological judgments of justice that
take precedence over the general welfare may well be.

(Nage( 1997, p. 315)

If Nage! is right, then an appeal to justice will be a promising way of
defending the Conclusive Reasons View. Nevertheless, I don't think
the view can be rescued so straightforwardly. This is because bio
medical enhancements could have other benefits, besides those of
increased productivity, and these might well be a matter of justice.
That is to say, they might be benefits that we have reasons ofjustice
to promote.

(1) Preventing Injustice through Biomedical Enhancement

An initial possibility is that biomedical enhancements might be used
in ways that prevent the perpetration ofinjustices. One way in which
they might do this is by altering the enhanced person's moral psychol
ogy in away that makes her less likely to act unjustly. The enhance
ment might, for example, attenuate those psychological factors that
dispose a person to act unjustly.

There is already one biomedical intervention that is used more-or-less
in order to prevent the perpetration of injustices. Anti-androgenic
drugs are used in severa! jurisdictions to prevent recidivism in sex
offenders, a practice that has become known as 'chernical castration',
Chemical castration significantly reduces rates ofre-offending in cer
tain classes of sex ofTender, include paedophiles." It is unclear wheth
er this intervention should be regarded as a biomedical enhancement,
since it is being used to correct what is clearly an abnormality (if not
a disease). However, the existence ofbiomedical interventions capable
of reducing unjust conduct in certain abnormal individuals at least

12 See , for a recene review, Thibaut et al. 2010.
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raises the prospect that itmightbe possible to develop interventions
which also reduce unjust conduct in norma) individuals.

To give a concrete example, we can imagine an enhancement that
would reduce racial, sexual, or self-servingbiases by attenuating the
emotional aversions on which these biases are based, or by gener
ally improving our ability to engage in explicitmoral reasoning. Let
understand 'biases' as robust tendencies tomore or lessweight than
we ought to give to certain considerationswhen (consciously or sub
consciously) tallying competing considerations. There is a growing
body ofevidence showing thatmostpeople are susceptible to a range
ofbiases, understood thus, and that these can drive behaviour that
most of us would regard as unjust.

A relatively uncontroversial example of a bias is self-serving bias.
Sometimes we ought to act impartially, for example when we are
entrusted with settling some matter justly or fairly. Often, on such
occasions, we fail to be as impartial as they we ought to be. Bah
coek and collaborators allocated pairs ofparticipants to the roles of
plaintiffand defendant in a lega) dispute. They then presented each
member of the pair with information about the case and informed
them that the judge had awarded in favour of the plaintiff. When
asked to estimate whatwould be a fair settlement, plaintiffs on av
erage estimated that a larger settlement would be fair compared to
defendants. Moreover, the difference between the estimates reached
statistical significance. lf the participantshad reached their estimate
from an impartial pointofview, we would have expected there to be
no significant difference between the estimates of the defendants
and those of the plaintiffs (Babcock 1995).

Further uncontroversial examples ofbias include racism and sexism:
favouring or disfavouring the claims of those from certain racial
groups or ofa certain sex in caseswhere race and sex are morally ir
relevant. It is tempting to think that racism and sexism are, at !east
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inWesternsocieties, largelya thingofthe past. But the evidence sug
gests not. Though racial bias is notoriouslydifficult to measure, most
research suggests that, though it has dedined since 1960, it remains
present. Regression analyses typically find that Black US men earn
less than theirWhite counterparts even after correction for alterna
tive explanatory factors such as educational attainment and age.v

Darity and Mason estimate that in 1980 and 1990 black men in the
United States were paid 12-15% less than white men as a result of
racial discrimination (Darity and Mason 1998, p. 71). Further direct
evidence ofbias comes from court proceedings (successful suits for
racial discrimination remain frequent) and audits, in which pairs of
actors who differ in race but are trained to perform equally well at
interview apply for the same position with matched curricula vitae.
A series of such audits in the United States found that black male
actorswere three timesmore likely to be turned down for a job than
white male actors (Fix, GaIster and Struyk 1993). ••

Similar evidence isavailable for sexual bias (Neumark, BankandNort
1996). In one interesting study, Goldin and Rouse found thatwhere
symphony orchestrasmove from auditioning candidates in the view
ofauditioners to 'blind' auditions, the average likelihood ofwomen
being selected increases by fifty percent (Goldin and Rouse 2000).
Sexual, rada) and self-servingbiases appear to be part ofnorma) hu
man psychology. Yet it should be uncontroversial that the behaviour
motivated by these biases is often unjust. If it were possible to at
tenuate these biasesvia biomedical means, we might thereby prevent
unjust conduct. Moreover, it seems somewhat plausible that thiswill
be possible in the future. A technique known as neurofeedback has
already shown promise in trainingemotional response in human re
search subjects. Neurofeedback involves presenting individualswith

13 Sec, forexample, Darity, Guilkey and Winfrey 1996; Rodgers and Spriggs 1996;
Gottschalk 1997.
14 See also Darity and Mason 1998, pp. 79-81.
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real-time data on neural activity through continuous neuroimaging
(such as fMRI). When subjects are presented with data on neural
activity in certain emotional centres of their brain while engaged
in emotional training tasks, they are able to quickly learn new emo
tional responses.'5 It has been suggested that this intervention could
be used as a treatment for psychopathy (Sitaram et al. 2007), and it
seemsplausible that it could also be used to attenuate the emotional
aversions that underpin some biases.

(2) Correcting Past Injustices through
Biomedical Enhancement

Another way in which enhancement might have benefits that are
a matter of justice is through being used in ways that correct, or
partially correct, past injustices. This possibility can be illustrated
straightforwardlywith the aid of hypothetical cases. Consider first
this case:

Suppose that the adult members of a minority group were, as children,
unjustly excluded from the education available to others by a racist gov
ernment. As a result they compete less successfully in the labour market
than their contemporaries from other ethnic groups. A new, more en
lightened government now in power decides to provide intensive adult
education programmes for members of the minority. As a result of en
gaging in these programmes, many members of the minority group are
able to competemore successfully with their contemporaries.

I thinkmostwould agree that the educational programme offered by
the government in this case helps to correct a past injustice.

But now consider a second case, in which everything is the same
as before except that this time the educational deficit is too severe
to be much altered by an education programme alone. So instead,

1s Sitaram et al. 2007; Sitaram and Birbaumer 2009; Caria et al. 2010.
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the government decides to offer an intensive education programme
plus a cognitive enhancing drug that improves learning ability. This
programme substantially increases the success ofthose whoundergo
it in the labour market.

It seems clear that if the education programme in the first case cor
rected an injustice, then the combined education-biomedical en
hancementprogramme in the second case does so too. Moreover, the
biomedical enhancement described here might well become tech
nologically feasible. There are already drugs available that augment
variousaspectsofcognitive function includingworkingmemoryand
attention (de Jongh 2008), and, though the long term effects of these
drugs on learning in norma) individuals has not be investigated, it
would not be surprising if they turned out to be positive.

(3) Justice on Both Sides

Given the possibilities described above, it seems thatboth those who
oppose and thosewho support legitimating biomedical enhancement
can appeal to considerations ofjustice. l have granted that legitimat
ing biomedical enhancements might contribute to the perpetration
of injustices. But l have also now argued that biomedical enhance
ments could prevent or correct injustices. Thus, not legitimating en
hancementmayalso contribute to the perpetration or persistence of
injustices - itmightdo this by preventing these injustice-correcting
or injustice-preventingbiomedical enhancements from takingplace.
Considerations of'justice - arguably the most important moral con
siderations - can thus be found on both sides of the ledger.

Given this, it seems doubtful that the potential benefits ofenhance
ment are qualitatively less important than the potential harms. It
could be responded, at this point, that the justice-based reasons
against legitimating biomedical enhancement are of a more power
ful variety than the justice-based reasonsfor doing so. Arguably, by
legitimating biomedical enhancement, a society would be actively
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contributing to the future perpetration of injustices (such as those
that consist in coercing individuals to undergo biomedical enhance
ment) whereas by declining to legitimate enhancement it would
merelybe passivelyallowingsome future injustices to be perpetrated
(or to persist). Itmight be argued that there are stronger reasons not
to positively contribute to injustice than toprevent or correct them.

However, this response relies onthe view that to legitimate biomedi
cal enhancement is to take an active step in a way that to dedine
to legitimate it is not. This, l think, is questionable, for at !east two
reasons. First, there is a sense in whichwe ordinarily treat an activ
ity as legitimate as the default position. lf this is right, then there is
a sense inwhich not legitimatingbiomedical enhancement is in fact
more 'active' than is legitimating it: the former involves deviation
from the default position, whereas the Iatter does not. Second, it
seems fair to say that, at the moment, most liberal democracies treat
some biomedical enhancements as legitimate and others not. For
example, almost ali biomedical enhancements thatenhance sporting
performance are widelyprohibited: biomedical enhancement in sport
is certainlynottreated as a Iegitimate enterprise in Buchanan's sense.

On the other hand, cosmetic procedures generally are treated as Ie
gitimate. Thus, either legitimating biomedical enhancement or not
legitimating it would require some change from the status quo. In a
sense, then, bothwould involve taking active steps.

Quantitative Differences

A third and fina) way of defending the view that considerations of
harm provide conclusive reasons against legitimating biomedical
enhancement would maintain that the harms associated with Je
gitimating biomedical enhancement are, or are likely to, exceed the
benefits inmagnitude. For example, one might argue that, although
it ispossible that biomedical enhancements might be used in ways
that prevent or correct injustices, they would only very rarely be
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used in these ways. Much more frequently, theywill be used inways
that contribute to injustice. Ali things considered, then, we should
expect the legitimation of biomedical enhancement to increase the
amount of injustice in the world. Or one might expand the scope of
one's concern from injustices to ali good and bad outcomes, and one
might argue simply that legitimating biomedical enhancement will
have overall worse effects than not doing so.

However, this defence faces problems too. For most non-biomedical
innovations that have augmented the capacities of norma) humans,
the benefits have exceeded the harms, and regardless whether the
benefits are measured in terms of justice or overali good and bad.
Thinkofcomputers, the internet, and telephones, deviceswhich have
enhanced our information processing and communication abilities.
Or think ofenhancing institutions such as schools, universities, the
criminal justice system (whichwe could thinkofasa kind ofexternal
moral enhancement) and contract law (which enhances our abili
ties to make credible promises). Most ofus think that most of these
technologies and institutionshave been used more for good than for
bad, and have mitigated injustice more than they have contributed
to it. We have at least a prima facie reason to expect the same to be
true ofbiomedical enhancement technologies.

Of course, this analogy between non-biomedical and biomedical
enhancements could be questioned. One could argue thatbiomedical
enhancement technologies differ from other 'external' enhancers in
ways thatmake them more susceptible to bad or injustice-producing
uses. Certainly experience to datewith the bestestablishedbiornedi
cal enhancements - doping substances and cosmetic procedures -
doesnot fili one with confidence thatbiomedical enhancementswill
generally be a force for justice and the good.

I suspect that the most promising argument against legitimating
biomedical enhancement is the one being discussed here - the one
which maintains that biomedical enhancementswill do more harm
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than good, or more for injustice than justice. It may well turn out
that this argument is well-founded. However, I find it difficult to
see how we could put ourselves in a position to conclude that it is
except by weighing the likely benefits of enhancement against the
risks. There is some reason, based on consideration ofpast, external
enhancements, to expect that biomedical enhancements will have
net beneficial effects, both in terms ofjustice and overall value.

Thus, merely pointing out that biomedical enhancements will of
ten cause harm - and may even often cause injustices - will not be
enough to establish the case against legitimating these enhance
ments. These harrn-based considerationswill notprovide conclusive
reasonsagainst legitimatingbiomedical enhancements. The reasons
they provide may end up being decisive, but we can establish their
decisivenessonlybyweighingthem againstthe benefit-based reasons
to legitimate biomedical enhancement.

Conclusion

The Conclusive Reasons View maintains that we have conclusive
reasonsnot to legitimate biomedical enhancement- reasons thatare
decisive, and whose decisiveness is already available to us. To date,
the main candidates for the role of conclusive reasons have been
those grounded on considerations of naturalness, human nature,
authenticity and character. But I have suggested that these are un
promising candidates. More promising, I think, are reasonsgrounded
on harms that biomedical enhancements might cause to others. I
have identified five ways in which biomedical enhancements might
impose such harmsanddistinguished three ways inwhichone might
argue that these reasons count conclusivelyagainst legitimatingbio
medical enhancement: by appealing to the precautionary principle,
byarguing that the relevantharms are qualitativelydifferent to, and
more important than, the benefits ofbiomedical enhancement, or by
arguing that the harms exceed the benefits in magnitude. I have sug
gested that the last of these approaches is most promising and may,
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in the end, establish that we have decisive reasons not to legitimate
biomedical enhancement.

However, even this approach does not support the Conclusive Rea
sons View. If the harm-based case against legitimating biomedical
enhancements is quantitative - maintaining that the harms exceed
the benefits in magnitude - then a careful weighing oflikely harms
and benefits is required, for it is not obvious in advance that the
harmswill exceed the benefits. This is a weighing that opponents of
biomedical enhancement have yet to engage in.
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Vojin Rakić

Integrated neuro-enhancement1

Perspective 1: Cognitive Enhancement
as ourMoral Duty

Libertarian proponents of cognitive bio-enhancement believe that
we should not refuse enhancement to someone who wishes to be
subjected to it. The enlargement of human possibilities is a step to
greater freedom, because of two reasons. Firstly, it increases the op
tions open to people by adding the option of undergoing enhance
ment. Secondly, the enhancement itselfincreases freedom: it enables
us to learn and earn more, augmenting thereby the number of op
portunities we have in our lives. It is therefore not bio-technologies
but the state that is the primary potential culprit for denying our
pursuit ofhappiness through self-improvement.

Since human well-being is a valuable goal, the argument goes, bio
technological interventions to increase opportunity andhappiness are
morally justified even iftheydo notoperate by treating or preventing
disease. Enhancement is thusmorally permissible. Some libertarians
go further: if it is our duty to treat and prevent disease, it is also our
duty to intervene inwhat is given to usbynature in order to provide
an individualwith the bestprospects for havingthe best possible life
(Savulescu 2007, p 525). Hence, enhancement is morally obligatory.

Arguments in favor of the moral permissibility of enhancement,
including cognitive enhancement (CE), can be found in the works
ofAgar (2003) and Kamm (2005). Agar argues that enhancement is

1 l am indebted to Ingmar Persson and Thomas Douglas for commenting ex
tensively on a previous version ofthis paper.
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morallypermissible butnotmorally obligatory. Unlike authoritarian
eugenics that embraces a monistic outlook on human excellence,
liberal eugenics encourages a pluralistic view. This view is marked
byan absence ofcompulsionwhich distinguishes it from the eugenic
practices of the Nazis - practices that were based on the concept
of a single desirable genome. Kamm (2005) argues against Sande!
(2004), developing her line ofreasoning into a consideration ofwhat
can be safely enhanced. Moreover, she makes an attempt to prove
that, contrary to Sandel's view, the motivation of enhancement by
the desire for mastery is not a satisfactory ground for asserting its
impermissibility. The foca! point in Kamm's argument is notdifferent
than in Agar's: an emphasis on the moral permissibility rather than
on the moral duty of enhancement.

Agar's and Kamm's deliberations in favor ofthe moral tolerability of
enhancementare developed byHarrisand Savulescu into the conten
tion that we have a moral duty to enhance. Harris argues that it is
notonly feasible touse genetic technologyto make people healthier,
longer-lived and more intelligent, but that it is in most cases our
moral duty as well. Moreover, a drastic augmentation ofour mental
and physical powerswill influence the verycourse ofevolution. New
types of regenerative medicine appear to open up the possibility of
human tissue to repair itself, techniquesare becomingavailable that
can radically extend life expectancy, while new drugs can improve
concentration and memory and enable us to function successfully
with less sleep. Harris emphasizes thathe wishes these enhancement
techniques to make people healthier, longer-lived and cognitively
upgraded, supporting the idea that we should enhance ourselves in
almost anywaywe desire (Harris 2007).

In the view that was promoted by Savulescu, parents should have
freedom over their children's genes that is similar to the freedom
they have regarding their rea ring and education. Procreative liberty
is to be extended to enhancement. From the perspective ofparents:
since the raising of children is a private matter and parents must
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endure much of the weight of having children, they have a justifi
able interest in the nature of the child they are bringing up. From
the perspective of ali of us: it is only through "experiments in living"
that people find out what is best for them, while others have the op
portunity to observe the variety oflives that can be good; diversity
in choice is thus essential to discovering which lives are optima! for
human beings (Savulescu 2007, pp. 526-527).

The argument that enhancement is morally impermissible because
we should not interfere in God's ordinance or in human nature, Sa
vulescu rebuts by asserting that people implicitly reject this view
already when screening embryos and fetuses for diseases, while vac
cination, pain relief for women in tabor or the treatment of deadly
diseases is not Iess of an interference in nature or God's will than
genetic therapy. Hence, medical interventions based on new bio
technologies are our moral duty and do not hinder God's will more
than, for example, the administration of antibiotics (Savulescu 2007,
pp. 528-529).

The fear of the creation of a two-tier society of the enhanced and
the unenhanced Savulsecu confutes by asserting that the inferior,
unenhanced are already underprivileged all through life. Some are
born terribly deprived, fated to die in physical and mental torment
after short and miserable lives or to suffer great genetic disadvan
tage, while others are born talented in many aspects. Consequently,
allowing choice to change our biology will permit the ungifted to
approach the gifted. Enhancement may be fairer than the gamble of
nature. Furthermore, how well the lives of those who are deprived
go depends not on whether enhancement is allowed, but on the so
cial institutions we have to protect the underprivileged and provide
everyone with a fair chance in life (Savulescu 2007, p. 530).

Savulescu believes that those who oppose the use ofbio-technological
enhancement are guilty of a "crude form of social determinism", pre
dicting undesirable social consequences if enhancement is permitted,
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even though it iswithinour power toavoid these consequences taking
place and to reduce inequality (Savulescu 2006, p. 336).

Moreover, the cost-benefit ratio of bio-technological enhancement
compared to education might favor the former. Cheap and safe cog
nition-enhancing pills can improve cognition in a similar manner
as years of education. But the bio-medical route to enhancement
implies only a tiny fraction ofthe time and resources required by the
educational route (Bostrom 2010).

Everything considered, what remains is the difference between a
naturally given and a perfected human being. Ifwe have to choose
between these two, it is our duty to opt for the latter. A cognitively
enhanced human being is a better human being. We are obliged to
try to become better, while society ought to provide uswith the best
opportunity for this endeavor.

Perspective 2: Moral Enhancement as a Precursor to
Cognitive Enhancement

Nevertheless, even if we conclude with Savulescu that enhance
ment "expresses the human spirit" and that "to be human is to be
better" (Savulescu 2006, p. 531), the question remains whether we
have the moral capacity to cognitively enhance ourselves. And ifwe
do not have such a capacity, is moral enhancement (ME) a possible
solutioni" Douglas (2008) considersME to be permissible. He focus
es on motives, defining ME as follows: "A person morally enhances
herselfifshe alters herself in a way thatmay reasonably be expected

2 Moral enhancement J understand hereasdenoting arelatively broad specter of
meanings. Most importantly, it includes those types of cognitive enhancement
that serve amoral purpose. This understanding makessense, becausean increase
in number of acts with amoral purposeenhances us morally. Acts with a moral
purpose, l posit, indude those that are directed to achieving thewell-being of
others, but also of oneself - provided that theseacts do not harm others.
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to result in her having morally better future rnotives, taken in sum,
than she would otherwise have had" (Douglas 2008, p. 229). Doug
las tentatively suggests that examples of moral enhancement might
include, in some individuals, a reduction of dislike of certain racial
groups, as well a lessening of impulsive violent aggression. Moral
enhancement would thus lead people who choose to undergo it to
have better motives than they would otherwise have had (Doug
las 2008, p. 231). Douglas refers to a number of relevant findings:
oxytocin has been shown to promote trust, serotonin (and SSRis)
to increase cooperation and reduce aggression, while methylpheni
date (marketed in the U.S. as Ritalin) reduces violent belligerence;
furthermore, the biological basis for some personality types that
prompt to immoral conduct appears to be elucidated - antisocial
personality disorder may have biological underpinnings, whereas
criminality has been related to MAO mutation on the X chromo
some when coupled with social deprivation (Douglas 2008, p. 233).3
None ofthese findings suggests that we already have reliable means
ofachievingME, but further advancesmay bringabout suchmeans.

The biological underpinnings of morality are also evidenced by the
fact that identical twins, whohave been broughtupseparately, exhibit
similar responses in "ultimatum garnes", These games are usually
encountered in economic experiments in which two players have to
decide how to divide a sum of money that is handed out to them.

J For an illustrative analysis of the role of the neurotransmitter serotonin, see
Crockett et al. 2010 Serotonin tums out to directly alter both moral judgment and
behavior through increasing ouraversion to personally harming others. Hence,
it has the capacity ofenhancing us morally. In Crockett's experiment the leve! of
serotonin in healthy volunteers was increased with an SSR!. The elfects of this
drug on moral judgment were measured in a set ofmoral "dilemmas", contrast
ing utilitarian outcomes (e.g., saving five lives) to extremely aversive harmful
actions (e.g., killing an innocent human being). lndividuals whose serotonin
levels were increased by the SSR! turned out to be more likely to judge harmful
actions as unacceptable, but only in cases in which harms were emotionally laden
(Crockett et al. 2010, p. 17433).
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Player 1 proposes how to divide this sum between her and Player
2. The latter can accept or reject this proposal. If Player 2 opts for
rejection, neither player receives anything. If Player 2 decides to ac
cept, the money is divided according to the proposal. Reactions to
"unfair offers" (other than 50-50 splits) vary, but the similarity of the
responses in the study on monozygotic twinswho have been brought
up separately appears to boost the hypothesis that genetic variation
can affect reactions to "unfair offers",

Persson and Savulescu believe that ME is not just morally permis
sible (as Douglas appears to argue), but morally obligatory. It ought
to accompany other forms of enhancement.

For ifan increasing percentage ofus acquires the power to destroy a large
number ofus, it is enough ifvery few ofus are malevolent orvicious enough
to use this power forali ofus to run an unacceptable increase ofthe risk of
death and disaster. To eliminate this risk, cognitive enhancement would
have to be accompanied by a moral enhancement which extends to ali of
us, since such moral enhancement could reduce malevolence.

(Persson and Savulescu 2008, p. 166)•

The argument that ME ought to "accompany" CE, appears to imply
that the latter should be avoided until we are sufficiently morally
enhanced: "Therefore, the progress of science is in one respect for the
worse by making likelier the misuse of ever more effective weapons of
mass destruction, and this badness is increased if scientific progress
is speeded up by cognitive enhancement, until effective means of
moral enhancement are found and applied" (Persson and Savulescu
2008, p. 174; emphasis added). It follows from this citation that "to
accompany" is actually understood as "to precede", That CE is to be
preceded by ME follows also from Persson and Savulescu's reference

◄ An apparent modifica tion ofSavulescu 's position between 2006 and 2oo8 is
to be noted.
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to one of C.S. Lewis's fantasy novels for children and the "Deplorable
Word" (a magical curse which will end ali life in the world except
that of the one who pronounces it).

"Ifwe ali knew the Deplorable Word, the world would likely not last
Jong. The Deplorable Word may arrive soon, in the form of nano
technology or biotechnology. Perhaps the only solution is to engineer
ourselves so we can never utter it, or never want to utter it" (Persson
and Savulescu 2008, p 175).In other words, Persson and Savulescu
argue that we ought to "engineer" ourselves morally in such a man
ner that we will be highly disinclined to destroy ourselves with the
cognitive capacities we have. In that sense, our first task isME, while
much of CE has to wait until this task has been accomplished.

Moral enhancement has to be related to our motivation to act mor
ally (Persson and Savulescu 2008, p. 167). The steady decrease in
racism through our evolution Persson and Savulescu forward as an
example of such a motivationally determined understanding ofME:
the role of racial distinction to signify a lack of kinship by marking
off strangers from neighbors has been gradually losing its biological
significance, enabling us to comprehend the moral falsity of racism
(Persson and Savulescu 2008, p. 168). Since moral features are not
a social construct, but are based in our biological makeup (Persson
and Savulescu 2008, p. 168), Persson and Savulescu conclude that the
potential hazards of CE are to be kept in check by serious research
on the biological foundations of moral behavior, while effective and
safe forms ofME are our duty and ought to be mandatory.

"At the very least, the perils of cognitive enhancement require a
vigorous research program on understanding the biological under
pinnings of moral behavior. As Hawking quipped, our future may
depend on making ourselves wiser and less aggressive. If safe moral
enhancements are ever developed, there are strong reasons to believe
that their use should be obligatory, like education or fluoride in the
water, since those who should take them are least likely to be inclined
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to use them. That is, safe, effective moral enhancement would be
cornpulsory" (Persson and Savulescu 2008, p. 174).

In a more recent paper, Persson and Savulescu continue to develop
their argumentation along the same lines (Persson and Savulescu
2011a). Theydiagnose a misfitbetween a limited humanmoral nature
and globalized, highly sophisticated technology. As the progress
of scientific technology has been steadily increasing, the human
capacity to cause harm has reached the stage atwhich life on Earth
might be annihilated. The root of the problem is that human moral
psychology has been adapted to life in small, cohesive societieswith
primeval technology, while it is unprepared for the moral challenges
of a technologically advanced global society. The development of
advanced scientific technology appears to have resulted in the need
for a radical change ofhuman moral dispositions. The misfitbetween
a limited human moral nature and a technologically sophisticated
global society ought to be ameliorated by ME, in order to achieve
restraint, promote cooperation, develop respect for equality, as well
as other values that are now necessary for the survival of humanity.
And it is scientific progress, the cause of this misfit, that might be
employed to adress it - by offering means leading to the enhance
ment ofour capacity for moral behavior. But that is precisely where
the caveat ("the bootstrappingproblem") is: human beings, i.e. those
who need to be morally enhanced, are the ones who have to make a
morallywise use of the techniques ofmoral enhancement (Persson,
Savulescu 2011a, p. 498).

Fenton (2010) and Harris (2011) criticize Persson and Savulescu
(2008). Fenton claims that if ME is to take place at the biological
leve), non-traditional CE is required. Hence, if we do not continue
scientific research into enhancement, we have no hope ofachieving
the great moral progress that will ensure the survival of humans as
a species. In other words, the argument that Persson and Savulescu
develop appears to lead us to an obstinate predicament: "scientific
progress is both the means ofour salvation, as well as the means of
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our downfall" (Fenton 2010, p.148).5 Harris also asserts thatME must
in large part consist of CE and that the latter ought not to be post
poned in anticipation of the farmer (Harris 2011, p. 106). Not only that
scientific development would be delayed in that way, but we would
also impose restrictions on our freedom, including our "freedom to
fali". Furthermore, much of the mass destruction we have been or will
be exposed to is not attributable to malice and is thus not subject to
moral intercession. It is rather the consequence of various types of
cognitive failure (prejudices, "idiocy" etc.).

The most obvious countermeasure to prejudices Harris believes to
be a combination of rationality and education, possibly assisted in
the future by various new forms of CE (Harris 2011c, p. 105). Harris
also makes an important remark about the discrepancy between
what we do and what we believe we ought to do: "The space between
knowing the good and doing the good is a region entirely inhabited
by freedom ... We know how lamentably bad we are at doing what
we know we should" (Harris 2011, p. 104).

Persson and Savulescu (2011b) forcefully rebuke Harris in severa!
ways. When the issue of freedom is concerned , they do it in the
following manner. Suppose, they say, that our freedom is compat
ible with it being fully determined by us acting in accordance with
what we believe is right to do. In that case, a proper use of moral
bio-enhancement techniques will not reduce our freedom. It will
simply make us always or almost always act as we believe we ought
to act. Suppose on the other hand, they continue, that we are free
only because, by nature, we are not fully determined to do what we
believe is right to do. In that case, moral bio-enhancement cannot
be truly effective, because our freedom in this indeterministic sense
limits its effectiveness. In other words, no matter whether we ac
cept determinism or indeterminism in the realm of human action,

s For a response to Fenton's argumentation, see a recene art icle ofPersson and
Savulescu (2011c).
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moral bio-enhancementwill not limit our freedom.In fact, Persson
and Savulecu appear to argue that moral bio-enhancementwill not
encroach upon our freedom, because we:

- either lacka completely free will and moral bio-enhancement
will thus not make us lose our freedom;

- or we have a completely free will that limits the effectiveness
ofmoral bio-enhancement.

But they do not take into account the possibility thatwe can have an
entirety free will that does not limit the effectiveness of moral bio
enhancement. As a matter offact, we can be morally enhanced in an
effective mannerwithout losing our freedom. The reasonwhy this is
possible is that our free judgmentwill always remain the adjudicator
of the morality of our actions - even if it is has been effectively sub
jected to moral bio-enhancement. We are free to decide whether we
wish to be morally bio-enhanced. Ifwe wish to be, we do notgive up
our freedom. We only use our freedom to decide to be morally bio
enhanced. Our motives might change ifwe undergo effective moral
bio-enhancement (as do our motives change for a variety of other
reasons), but our freedom will not be curtailed by it. In other words,
voluntary moral enhancement, even ifbrought about in an effective
manner bymedication, induces us to actmore morally, while leaving
our freedom untouched.

Perspective 3: Cognitive Enhancement That Leads to
Moral Enhancement

It is dear from the two foregoing chapters that both perspectives on
the relationship between cognitive enhancement and morality have
been subjected to vigorous mutual critiques. l will argue that both
are less cogent than a third perspective. This perspective states that
cognitive enhancementismorally permissible only ifleading to moral
enhancement, induding moral bio-enhancernent, In what follows I
will first emphasize the discrepancy between whatwe do andwhat
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we believe is right to do as arguably the fundamenta! problem ofour
moral existence, relating this discrepancy to weaknesses of the first
perspective. Subsequently, I shall provide arguments in favor of the
third perspective, delineating it from the second perspective. Then
I will give a number of examples that are to shed additional light
on the third perspective. The concluding paragraphs will be a note
on the issue of whether there are individuals or groups that should
be prevented from undergoing CE and ME, and whether we should
expect a significant number of people being sufficiently motivated
to be subjected to both types of enhancement, as defined in the third
perspective.

The discrepancy between what we do and what we believe is right
to do might be the greatest predicament of our existence as moral
beings. The essential issue is not how to make us understand mo
rality better, but how to morally enhance our actions. It is freedom
rather than cognition that is at the heart of the matter. Hence, the
key problem of morality comes down to how we use our freedom,
to how we decide to act. On the other hand, Harris's thesis is that
prejudices can best be countered by a combination ofrationality and
education. If these two countermeasures are applied successfully, our
comprehension of morality will be enhanced.

But the question is to what degree it will morally enhance our ac
tions (in quantity and quality)? ls it going to have a critical impact on
the great moral concern of our existence, on the problem of how to
bring our actions in line with our understanding of morality? Since
it is difficult to believe that the impact will be even close to decisive,
additional means (apart from rationality and education) will have
to be sought in order to make us act more morally.One possibility
is medication for ME. It is indeed gradually becoming possible to
develop medicines that can help us act more morally. We have noted
already that trust can be promoted by drugs containing oxytocin,
cooperation by SSRls, while violent aggression can be reduced by
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methylphenidate.6 Hence, it might well be some types of drugs,
rather than rationality and education, that can have a favorable bear
ingon the enhancementofthe moralityofour actions. They improve
the morality ofour deeds, not solely our comprehension ofmorality.
They primarily Iead to morally enhanced behavior.

Harris is certainly right in claiming that defects in cognition drive
much immoral behavior. As Garett Jones observes, smarter groups
are generally more patient and more perceptive, traits that are keys
to cooperative behavior (Jones, 2008, p. 496). If these observations
are correct, the implication is that intelligence is one of the drivers
ofmoral behavior: whenwe are more intelligent, we cooperate more
and are Iess prone to violent conflict or to secretive actions; hence,
we might be less inclined to certain types ofimmoral behavior; con
sequently, enhanced intelligence appears to helpusactmore morally.
Intelligence can be improved through better nutrition, healthier
environments, and better education in the world's poorest countries.
In other words, traditional means of CE are indeed essential toME.
But they are not sufficient for two reasons:

- Morality has some biological underpinnings, which cannot
be affected by traditional means of CE. The roles ofoxytocin
and serotonin have been mentioned, as well as the responses
of identical twins in ultimatum games.

- Traditional means of CE do not have a critical impact on us
bridging the gap between how we act and how we believe
we ought to act. Hence, they do not offer us decisive help in
dealing with what might be the greatest predicament of our
moral existence.

6 It ought to be acknowledged, however, that increasing trust and decreas
ing aggression will not always constitute a moral enhancement. l am thankful
to Thomas Douglas for arguing along these lines while commenting on this
paragraph.
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Moreover, not ali motives for CE are morally justified (e.g., the use
of methylphenidate by students in order to provide them with a
comparative advantage over their colleagues during exams might
be morally dubious). Hence, we should not enhance our cognition
indiscriminately. We have to use our moral judgment in order to de
eide which types of CE are ethical. But in the second perspective it is
precisely this judgment that is alleged as what ought to be enhanced.

The only morally permissible solution to this problem appears to
be to promote exclusively those types of CE that lead to ME. This
solution solves also the "bootstrapping" problem to which Persson
and Savulescu point (2011a): human beings, i.e. those who need to be
morally enhanced, will make a morally wise use of the techniques of
cognitive enhancement by ensuring that ali cognitive enhancement
serves a moral purpose. Servinga moral purpose it contributes to our
moral enhancement (see footnote 2). Hence, we need to approach
cognitive and moral enhancement as a single project. Our objective
ought to be cognitive plus moral enhancement, (C+M) E. lntegrated
neuro-enhancement.

The third perspective is to be delineated from the second as follows:

1) The argument that ME ought to "accompany" CE implies that
the latter should be avoided until we are sufficiently morally
enhanced (Persson and Savulescu pg 166, pg 174).(9) We have
established that "to accompany" is understood as "to precede",
In other words, the second perspective is in favor of CE after
ME. The third perspective, on the other hand, is against the
idea of postponing CE in anticipation of ME. Nevertheless, it
poses a significant limitation to CE, claiming its acceptability
only ifleading to ME.

2) IfME is to become compulsory, as is claimed by some propo
nents of the second perspective, our freedom will obviously be
restricted. Conversely, the third perspective is not in favor of
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makingMEobligatory, maintainingthatonlyvoluntary (C+M)
Ewill leave our freedom intact.

3) The second perspective fails to give a solution to the problem
ofhow competent decisions on ME can be taken by ordinary
humans, i.e. by those who have to be morally enhanced. This
failure is a consequence of the second perspective regarding
ME too much in isolation from CE. In fact, by treating ME as
something that ought to take place before CE, it is not sup
portive of either one of them. The third perspective, on the
other hand, considers CE and ME as highly related processes.

Perssonand Savulescualso do notdenythat the discoveryofeffective
bio-medical techniques of moral enhancement may turn out to Jie
too far into the future for such techniques to give us a helping hand
in facing the enormous moral problems we are overwhelmed with
(Persson and Savulescu 2010a, p. 667). The solution that l propose is
immediate, but integrated neuro-enhancement - both by education
and medication.

How can this type of neuro-enhancement ameliorate the concerns
Persson and Savulescu raise regarding the danger "ultimate harm"?
Persson and Savulescu define ultimate harm as something that can
permanently annihilate sentient life, or damage its conditions so
drastically that, in general, life will not be worth living anymore
(Persson and Savulescu 2011c). The danger of ultimate harm has
become reality as a consequence of technological developments in
the previous decades taking place at a faster pace than our moral
development. We fear that life can be extinguished on our planet and
are willing to dowhatever we can to eliminate that possibility, even
if the chance ofit becoming reality is very slight. An increase in the
probability of ultimate harm from 0.05 to 0.1 might not noticeably
affect the intensity ofour fear, whereasan increase in it from o to 0.05
could strike us with horror. Hence, Persson and Savulescu believe
thatwe have tomake sure thatCE is accompanied (=preceded) byME.
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On the other hand, we can never fully eliminate the possibility ofour
self-annihilation. Nuclear, bio-technological and other weapons of
mass destruction may end up in the hands ofone or more deranged
individualswho can inflict ultimate harm with it. Our security will
not be guaranteed if we postpone CE. Cognitive bio-enhancement
should notwait until humanity acquires appropriate moral capaci
ties to dealwith the potentiallydestructive technological means that
are at its disposal. A small number of psychopaths are sufficient to
cause ultimate harm. We have to learn to live with the idea that this
harm will remain a possibility. The probability of the annihilation
of humankind will never be o. Hence, we can only try to keep its
likelihood at a minimum. Cognitive bio-enhancement is a fiddly
path - as are many other contemporary technological advances. But
if we make sure that it leads to ME, we can reasonably expect that
we have donewhat is in our power to keepthe probability ofultimate
harm as low as possible.

Let us look now at some examples of (C+M) E. General cognitive
capacity is positively correlated with a number ofmorally desirable
outcomes. It diminishes the risk of a variety of economic and social
calamities, including bad health, accidents (even being the victim
of homicide), while reducing overall mortality and improving edu
cational outcomes (Bostrom 2010). Jones has also discussed that in
prisoner's-dilemma type experiments individuals with higher eog
nitive abilities do not only cooperate more often, but are also found
to have a stronger future orientation - something that appears to
promote economic success and decrease the likelihood of morally
undesirable outcomes (Jones 2008)

Robin Hanson addresses one attribute that can be associated with
both our cognitive and moral capacities: truth-orientation. He dis
cusses three types of enhancement that might contribute to our
truth-orientation: more recorded and standardized statistics on our
lives, predictionmarkets on importantdisputed topics, aswell as in-
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terventionsthatcould cause our mindsto be more transparent. These
typesofenhancement can resuIt in a reduction ofself- deception and
bias-vices thatare especiallydangerous ina modernworldwith a va
riety ofpotentiallydangerous technologies (Hanson 2009). Moreover,
these vices are Janus-headed: they have both a cognitive and moral
side. Consequently, CE that strengthens our truth-orientation has a
moral purpose. It is CE that leads to ME.

There are a variety oflawsand regulations that are Janus-headed ina
similar manner. Bostrom gives the following examples ofsafeguards
of cognition: regulation of lead in paints and water; requirements
ofboxing, bicycle, and motorcycle helmets; hans on alcohol for mi
nors; mandatory education; folic acid fortification of cereals; lega!
sanctions againstmothers takingdrugs during pregnancy (Bostrom
2010). But Bostrom fails to note the Janus-headedness of these )aws
and regulations: not only do they safeguard or promote cognition,
but in addition to that, they have a moral purpose.

Bostrom also discusses recent studies indicating that children's IQ
can be boosted up by increasing maternal docosahexaenoic acid
(DHA) intake duringpregnancy. This increase can be accomplished
by supplementing infant formula with DHA. Furthermore, cogni
tive function can be enhanced by the treatment ofhundreds ofmil
lions of people worldwide suffering from iodine deficiency. lodine
deficient populations average between 12.5 and 13.5 IQ points less
than norma! populations (Bostrom 2010). Hence, by supplementing
infant formula with DHAand by iodizingsait in areas thatare worst
affected by iodine deficiency (sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia, but
also Central and Eastern Eurpe and the CIS), we cognitively enhance
populations with a moral purpose.Unlike the mentioned examples
of (C+M) E, cognitive enhancement without a moral purpose can
hardly be considered as morally justified. At the very !east, it has a
morally ambiguous status. The use ofmethylphenidate with the aim
of providing oneselfwith a comparative advantage over classmates
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would be an example.7 In this context, it is useful to compare medi
cine in generalwith sports medicine. TjorbjornTannsjo believes that
inmedicine in general we are to accept both enhancement andwhat
he calls "positive rneasures" (the improvement of functioning of a
human organism within the range of natural variation). In sports
medicine, on the other hand, both enhancement and positive mea
sures are considered as morally dubious, because in elite sports we
search for the limits of human capacities, endorsing a very specific
notion of justice according to which we think highly of individuals
who excel for having been endowed with something valuable in the
natural genetic lottery. Let it be noted that Tannsjo rejects this no
tion ofjustice (Tannsjo 2009). In the third perspective, the one that
promotes integrated neuro-enhancement (C+M) E, enhancement in
general and enhancement in sports medicine are both difficult to
accept if they do not serve a moral purpose.

The "recreative" use of anti-depressants and tranquilizers (in order
to improve our norma! mood) canpossibly serve the purpose ofmak
ingus feel better. Such a purpose might be considered to be morally
justified, according to the criterion of "acts with a moral purpose"
from footnote ii. The recreative use of the mentioned drugs would
then be an example of (C+M) E: it can possibly help us improve our
well-beingwithout causing harm to others. In that sense, it differs
from the use of methylphenidate with the purpose of achieving a
comparative advantage over competitors.

The last question l would like to address here is whether there are
individuals or groups that ought to be prevented from undergoing
(C+M) E andwhetherwe should expecta significantnumber ofpeople
being sufficiently motivated to be subjected to (C+M) E. The first
question is not difficult to answer. Since the third perspective deals

7 On theother hand, there is nothing morally doubtful in using methylpheni
date for improving our motivation or boosting our self-confidencewithout the
purposeof achieving an advantage over others in a competitive setting.
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only with those forms of CE that lead to ME, there is no reason to
preventanyone from undergoing it. AII should be allowed to be sub
jected to (C+M) E. An entirely different problem iswhether many of
uswould be reallymotivated to embark on thatpath ofimprovement.
Are we eager to use medication in order to enhance the morality of
our actions? lf we were, why would we prefer to take drugs rather
than decide to act more morally without them? Furthermore, will
more trust and less aggressiveness help us to be successful in the
societies we live in? Might more empathy not be abused by others?

Since all ofthe above concernsare founded, it appears thatwe might
be in need of external stimuli to undergo (C+M) E. The state ought
not to be excluded here as an actor that can have a role in providing
them. It should not prescribe (C+M) E, but it can use a variety of
means in favourofC+M enhanced citizens: tax reductions, schooling
allowances for their children, retirement benefits, affirmative action
policies that favor them. Such benefitswouldgive morally enhanced
individuals various social advantages: advantage in opportunity,
rather than equality of opportunity.

The fact that (C+M) E would not be obligatory, in combinationwith
what has been proposed above, ensures us achieving two essential
objectives. First, (C+M) E would be encouraged, while making sure
that C+M enhanced individuals are not in a disadvanteged position
in relation to the C+M unenhanced ones. Second, by treating (C+M)
E asa matter ofchoice, our freedom would not be curtailed. In other
words, the third perspective preserves the liberal position ofthe first
perspective, while motivatingcitizens to undergoME (critical in the
second perspective). Consequently, the mutual critiques of the first
(e.g., Harris) and second perspective (e.g., Persson & Savulescu) can
successfully be responded to by adopting the third perspective.
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Sarab Chan

Neuro-enhancement, new enhancement?

My intention in this paper is to engage with arguments drawing on
the conceptofthe "artificial" (as in the title ofthis session) andwhat
may be seen as its binary opposite, the "natural"; and to re-examine
the ways in which these concepts are used in discussions ofhuman
enhancement, particularlyneuro-enhancement. l aim to explore how
new aspects of neuro-technological enhancement, and the ethical
discourse surrounding them, further problematise existing concepts
in the enhancement debate - including enhancement itself, as well
as the "natural"/"artificial" binary and the use of arguments based

· on "human nature".

l will focus for this purpose on two examples in the field ofneuro
enhancement that highlight certain contrasts and similarities. One
form of neurochemical modification that has attracted much recent
bioethical attention is the possibility ofalteringwhatare called (per
haps improperly) the "moral ernotions", and the associated concept
of"moral enhancement", Another mode ofneuro-enhancement that
hasbeen the subject ofethical debate for slightly longer isphysical or
electronic brain modification (for example brain chips and implant
able devices). Comparing the issues raised and the ways in which
ethical arguments relating to the natural, the artificial and human
nature are deployed across these two related but very distinct areas
may, l suggest, reveal some insights common to both.

Enhancement and human nature:
the state ofthe debate

Letme startby layingout two possible positions in relation to human
enhancement and human nature that are often cast in opposition:
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1) "We are already enhanced humans", This claim is often il
lustrated by reference to examples of existing technology
that increase human capacities or change what we think of
as "norma!" or "species-typical", such as vaccination, mod
em medicine, spectacles, and so forth. Other assertions also
associated with this position often include that there is no
moral significance to the "norrn" and that therapy and en
hancement Jie on a continuum; at the individua! leve! they
are morally indistinguishable.

2) Enhancement technologies, or at !east some of them (to dis
tinguish the examples used in the first, opposing argument),
are either "unnatural", against "human nature"; or would rep
resent some (presumably unacceptable) alteration to "human
nature".

These tend to align, respectively, withwhathave often been dubbed
the "bioliberal" and the "bioconservative" approaches to the ethics
of human enhancement.

Making a sound case against enhancement on the basis of human
nature is a difficult task. Appeals to "humannature" and the primacy
of the "natural" to reject some forms ofenhancement but not others
cannotsucceedwithoutproviding first, an accountofwhat is meant
by"human nature" or "the natural"; showinghow the enhancements
in question contravene this; and most importantly, demonstrating
that the accountgiven ofhuman nature or what is natural hasmoral
force. It is debatable whether any ofthe attempts todo this have suc
ceeded thus far, but it is notmy intention here to analyse and dissect
those arguments:

A weaker form of the "naturalistic" argument assumes that what is
"natural" is likely to be better, even ifit has nomoral priorityas such:
what occurs in nature is taken to be better for us, or at !east likely to
be. In its weaker form, this argument crops up in some unexpected
places, as we shall see.
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Part I: Moral enhancement

Morality and emotion: where is the enhancement?

65

The idea of "moral enhancement" has attracted an increasing leve!
ofbioethical attention in recent times (Harris 2011; Persson and Sa
vulescu 2010; Persson and Savulescu 2011; Douglas 2010). One pos
sibility for moral enhancement that has come under consideration
is the use ofneurochemicals that have been shown to have an effect
(whether we view this effect as enhancing or otherwise) on "moral
behaviour".

An interesting feature ofconsidering neurochemicalmoral modifica
tion as a possible enhancement is that much of the research so far
examines the effectofnaturally occurringbiological agents, at levels
within the naturally occurring spectrum ofhuman possibility. This
provides us with an opportunity to re-examine the influence of the
natural in the enhancementdebate, in the context ofarguments over
moral enhancement. To do this, we must explore the relationship
betweenmorality and emotion in order to question the use ofhuman
nature arguments in discussions over what ismoral andwhatwould
constitute an enhancement ofmorality.

The "neuroscience of morality" is a growing and complex field of
scientific investigation. For the purposes of this consideration l
concentrate on one example: the effect of serotonin on (so-called)
moral behaviour. lncreasing the leve! of serotonin in the brain has
been shown to modulate decision-making in situations that are cast
as rnoral/ethical dilemmas, biasing actors against causing direct
harm to persons immediately present (Crockett et al. 2010). This
findinghasbeen interpretedas showinga role for serotonin inmoral
behaviour {TostandMeyer-Lindenberg2010) - the implication being
that individualswho are harm-averse in the particular, narrowsense
of the serotonin-affected, are somehow more moral.
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In a recentseries ofcorrespondence' John Harris and I have critiqued
this interpretation, arguing that ifserotonindoesact in thisway, it in
fact impairsmoral judgment, rather than "enhancing" morality: being
made more susceptible to harrn-aversive emotionsdoes not enhance
moral reasoning. In summary, we have argued that serotonin, because
it strengthens emotional reaction at the expense of reasoning, may
even be considered a moral de-enhancer.

Thisposition, however, doesnotsit entirelyeasilywith the objections
to moral enhancement that Harris raises elsewhere. In a critique of
Tom Douglas' arguments in one of the earliest papers on this tople,
Harris suggests that there are some "things towhich strongaversions
are constitutive of sound morality" (Harris 2007, p. xiii). He cites
Strawson'swork "Freedom and Resentrnent" as an example: it would
notbe "moral" not to feel antipathy to those who unjustifiablyharmed
our loved ones. The argument here, as Harris presents it, is that any
modulation of strongaversionswould have difficultydistinguishing
between these strongaversions, "constitutive ofsoundmorality", and
"things it is bad to have strong aversions to"; and a modulation that
removed the former would not be a moral enhancement.

But this does not fit well, in my mind, with the account ofmorality
and what it is "to be moral" that we have begun to develop in rela
tion to the research on serotonin and its supposed effect on moral
judgment. One possible account of moral behaviour might divide
the process of exercising moral agency up into the following steps:

Moral values-+ moral reasoning -+ action -+ outcome
A B c D

1 Chan and Harris 2011, pp. 130-131; Harris and Chan 2011, p. Ell4 .
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Defects in the process might occur at any of these points:

a) It is possible that one might hold "wrong" moral values (with
out presupposing what "right" moral values might consist of,
or whether there is a single absolute set of'right values);

b) deficits in moral reasoning may mean that the judgments we
come to on the basis of those values are unsound;

c) we may suffer from a failure to act on good moral reasoning
(akrasia, as Harris describes it)•; or

d) the actmay not produce the intended or desired outcome.

Let us accept the position, as our argument regarding the serotonin
experiments implies, that the locus ofthe morality in this process is
the reasoning step. Thus an act can be classed as a moral act if the
actor has appliedmoral judgment or reasoning, even ifit is deficient
in one of the other areas.

Thus in the above account ofwhat it is to be moral, emotions can
either support or controvertmoral reasoning, but theydo not them
selves constitute moral reasoning. Ifsome "strongaversions" happen
to overlap with "sound morality", that is a fortuitous coincidence.
The aversions themselves cannotbe said to be "constitutive ofsound
morality"anymore than the decisions ofMollyCrockett's serotonin
influenced research subjects, to avoid harming the person immedi
ately in front ofthem at the expense ofmore distant persons, can be
said to be moral behaviour.

According to Harris, removing the influence of strong emotions
would not be moral enhancement because it weakens "essentially
moral" responses, but serotonin also impairs moral judgment by
makingus unduly subject to emotional influences on moral reason
ing, and for this reason, tamperingwith our emotions in either way

2 Harris 20n.
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would be morally suspect. But this !eads us to aska further question,
and one that reveals, or at least cautions against, an (albeit implicit)
invocation of the natural in the foregoing analysis. Elsewhere in the
same paper Harris emphasises "the crucial role of personal liberty
and autonomy", "freedom to fali", as central to his (and Milton's) vi
sion ofhumanity, and argues against implementing the kind ofmoral
enhancements that might constrain this, even if such enhancements
might be necessary to save the human race: "l... would not wish to
sacrifice freedom for survival... freedom is certainly as precious,
perhaps more precious than life" (Harris 2011, p. m).

The question, then, that must be asked with respect to the juxtapo
sition of these arguments, is this: Why should we assume that the
endogenous leve! of, say, serotonin (or indeed any other neurotrans
mitter) present in our brains confers the optimum balance between
those "strong ernotions" that produce "essentially moral" responses,
and other emotions that might lead to defective moral reasoning,
or between "freedom to fali" and being slaves to our emotions? If
pro-social emotional impulses actually restrain us from being "free
to fall",i perhaps serotonin reuptake inhibitor inhibitors are actually
what is required in order to maximise meaningful liberty !

The presumption of non-interference

This case also highlights another subtle influence of the weak natu
ralism argument which is not often articulated: the presumption of
non-interference. A simple prescription for moral action is that we
should do good things when we can, and we should avoid doing bad
things when we can. But what about when we just don't know? We
are not agreed, for example, about what would make us morally bet
ter - or for that matter whether becoming morally better would be
better for us. That being the case, is it worse to do something than
to do nothing? If one is caught between two conflicting courses of

3 Harris 2011.
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action, to meddle or not to meddle, our intuition may be to think "if
l don't do anything it's not my fault".We must remember, however,
that if a modification is at worst neutral then there is no harm done.
Of course, ifwe subscribe to the argument that it is easier to do harm
than good, • then when we don't know then we should never do. This,
though, perhaps relies on unwritten assumptions about the given
ness of the status quo, namely that things are the way they are and
we can only act to change them, as opposed to the reality, which is
that we are constantly acting to create the world around us, either
by action or inaction.

Moral enhancernent and human nature: In pursuit ofmoral
perfection?

Many generally accepted accounts of morality allow that it is not
always wrong or morally blameworthy to fail to do what is right or
morally best. This has sometimes been characterised asweak imper
missibility versus all-in impermissibility. In other words, morality
does not require moral perfection. But should it?

John Harris, in his work discussed above, argues (citing Strawson)
that some strong emotions are necessary to morality. One can think,
however, of cases in which these same emotions might be counter to
morality, or at least not conducive to moral perfection. In the famous
"trolley problem" (Thomson 1976), which asks whether we should
sacrifice the life of one person to save multiple others and which is
often used to test moral judgment in neuroscience research, utili
tarian analyses tend to lead to the conclusion that the morally best
course ofaction is to sacrifice the one to save the many. But our afere
mentioned "strong ernotions"would surely weigh against taking this
course of action when the one to be pushed under the trolley is one's
own child. Or, to take another example: in the Schuringa scenario,'

4 As seems to be implied by IngmarPersson (see: Persson and Savulescu 2010).

s Jasper Schuringa was the "hero" ofFlight 253, who attacked awould-be hijack
er, thereby saving the lives ofthe other passengers; see: Chan and Harris zon.
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what if one's child, rather than a stranger, was the hijacker? Should
we allow the rest of the passengers to die rather than risk inflicting
harm on one's own child?

We can say that a mother could not be blamed for failing to harm
her own child to save manyothers in such a situation. Similarly, it is
understandable thatone would choose to rescue one's own child from
the burning hospital rather than multiple others, but that does not
mean it is the morally optimum choice. (And indeed some negative
judgment does attach to, for example, parents of criminal children
who shelter them; andvice versa in the case ofparentswho overcome
their emotion-based protective tendencies to commit children to
justice if they have really done wrong.) Nevertheless, we allow for
this sort ofbehaviour within our account ofpublicly acceptable mo
rality; we create a special case of "vicious choices" that one should
not have to make. A generalisable, consistent account of morality
in these cases entails accepting that we are not morally perfect
beings- there is some "wiggle roorn" for us to be imperfect. But ifthis
is so, why reject the sort ofmoral enhancementwhichmighthave at
!east the potential to make us less imperfect?

This, then, iswhere I want to question our intuitions about human
nature andmorality in this debate. Harris' argumentfeelspersuasive;
wewould be appalled at the suggestion thata person should feel a lack
of special obligations to family members and be willing to sacrifice
them for others, or be indifferent to the perpetrator ofharm toa loved
one (as in the Strawson example)- butherein Hes the problem: itfeels
right, butwhen analysed rationally is difficult to justify as a general
isable and consistent principle, except by introducing agent-relative
reasons or "vicious choice" exceptions to the rule when it comes to
one's nearest and dearest. These "reasons" seem to be generated
in order to justify our intuitions - we are prepared to forgive moral
imperfection in this regard.Forgiving moral imperfection, though,
is a very different thing to clinging on to it, ifand when we have the
option to overcome this weakness! Yet this is what Harris seems to
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be arguing thatwe should do - that we would not be moral ifwe did
not. Indeed, we probably think it would not be human to be able to
exercise such perfect rational capacities, to be able to overcome our
emotional impulses to protectothers and particularly those close to
us, about whom we care. It would not be human not to prefer one's
own family over a stranger. But can we consistently argue that is it
part of essential human nature to be morally imperfect - when we
otherwise reject claims that finitude, fallibility and limitations are
an essential part of human nature?" What balance between reason
and emotion constitutes "natural" human morality - and to what
extent are we letting the ghost of the human nature concept haunt
our bioethical debates over moral enhancement?

Part Il : Cybernetic neuro-enhancement

The "artificial" as non-biological

The moral enhancement problem raises quantitative questions,
sliding scales of what we consider to be the "best" leve! of neu
rochemicals to achieve optimum morality and how, if at ali, that
might relate to naturally-occurring levels of those same chemicals.
It is more straightforward, at !east at first pass, to distinguish the
"natural" from the "artificial" in my second comparator case of
cybernetic neuro-enhancement. l extend this category to include
machine-mediated enhancement, includingelectronic and computer
technology, both external (eg. cars) and interna! (eg. pacemakers),
as well as those enhancements that lie on the boundary (eg. pros
thetic limbs, which may or may not be controlled by brain-machine
interfaces). In the case of neurochemical moral enhancement sero
toninand other neurotransmittersare naturally-occurring, biological
products, though we may be modulating them by artificial means.
In the case of physical, mechanical enhancement, nobody was ever

6 In choosing these words l am thinking. of course, particularly of Leon Kass
(2003), discussed in: Harris 20117.
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born with a silicon chip in the brain - the non-biological is clearly
"artificial" in some respect.

One question of interest with respect to these sorts of enhance
ments is howwe react to the incursion of the "artificial" in the con
text of cyber-enhancement and how in turn this reflects the role
of the "natural"/"artificial" divide in the discourse over these new
modes of neuro-enhancement. What I will suggest is that many of
the concerns about and objections to cyber-enhancement fali out
along the !ines ofwhat I call "the bodyas boundary": thatwe tend to
treat external cyber-enhancements differently to interna!. I want to
show, however, that this boundary is by no means established, solid
and impermeable and that that objections to internal, as opposed
to external, enhancements on the basis of that classification alone
are spurious. In addition, however, we must consider the possibility
that although concerns fali on this boundary, it is correlative rather
than causative - there are other reasons why they align in thisway,
and these may point us to the root of some of the genuine ethical
concerns over neuro-enhancement.

Implantable technologies and the body as boundary

Does breaching the boundaries of the physical body also constitute
a transgression of some moral boundary, some change to essential
human characteristics? Looking at how others have described the
concernsassociatedwith implantable technologies thatbreach bodily
integrity, it seems thatthis is indeed a major, ifnot the sole, objection
to these types of interventions. Maguire and McGee, for example,
worry that "[ejlectronic equipment implantedwithin human bodies
might replace, augment and enhance those mosthuman offaculties,
our memory and our ability to reason" (Maguire and McGee 2007, p.
291). To observe the replacement of"these most human of faculties"
by external electronic enhancement, one hasonly towatch anaverage
high-schoolmathematics student turning to a cakulator to perform
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simple single-digit arithmetic! Yet calculatorsdo not seem toarouse
the same kind ofgeneral concern as implantable brain chips do.

In fact, the internal/external divide is inscribed not only in our at
titudes towards implantable cyber-technologies, but towards other
formsof enhancement: chemica l and biological aswell as mechani
cal and physical. Consider the words of Stephen Rose on chemical
cognitive enhancement: "It is true that when Galileo developed the
telescope there were those among his compatriots who refused to
look through it, but few today would share this ethical discomfort.
Yet in the contextofsubstances that interactdirectlywith our bodily
biochemistry, we feel a considerable unease, reflected in custom and
law" (Rose 2006, p. 74). Now of course unease is not in itself a moral
objection, but itdoes seem clear that concerns about bodily integrity
and interfering with the body underlie many of the worries about
implantable cyber-enhancement technologies.

The internal/external divide: some preliminary justifications

Are there valid reasonswhymightwe be concerned to preserve the
divide between interna! and external - the "body as boundary"?
First, it would seem that interna! interventions expose the subject
to greater physical risk. Our bodily integrity; the physical boundary
of the body, represents our defence against the outside world: the
legion of microbes that threaten to assail us whenever that bound
ary is breached, the external environment that is often hostile and
outside our control - whereas inside our skin, we carry around our
own personal, homeostatically regulated, microenvironment. There
is also a greater degree of permanence associated with interna! en
hancements: it is much harder to take out an implanted chip than it
is to take off a wristwatch or put down a smartphone.

It seems facile, though, to say that interna! interventions will nec
essarily be more risky, even though they may tap into deeply-held
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intuitionsabout the integrity ofthe body. Plenty ofexternal enhance
ments pose significant risk to those who choose to adopt them - fast
cars, for example. As for permanence, the external environment can
wreak changes on the physical body, notjust inobvious passive ways
such as acquiring a suntan, or suffering injury in a natural disaster,
but through the active use of external "devices" (or if you like, "en
hancernents"). These changes can be to the brain aswell - the effect
on the brains of London taxi drivers of acquiring "the knowledge"
is an oft-cited example - and can be equally as permanent as direct
interna! interventions.

Refiguring the body

Does it and should it make a difference to us whether a technology
is inside the body or outside it? We know that our self-perception
can extend beyond the physical body to objects to which we grow
accustomed to using. An example l have used previously in relation
to this topic is that ofmobile phones and laptop computers: we rely
on these devices, they "enhance" us, but at the same time we tend to
feel them as part of our norma! or ideal "way ofbeing in the world".
Other writers have coined a term for this array oftechnologies that,
although not physically part of our bodies, are nevertheless part of
our "selves": the exocortex.

The blurring of the internal/external boundary goes far beyond the
obvious parallels in consequence and effect. Tool use reconfigures
the brain to recognise external tools aspartofthe body (Cardinali et
al. 2009}; the converse is a Iso possible in the case ofneuropsychologi
cal conditions that fail to recognise parts ofphysical body as part of
the "self". (Oliver Sacks reports a fascinating case of a patient who
fell out of bed because he had awakened to find a strange leg in the
bed with him and pushed it out of bed - only to find that it was at
tached to his own torso!). In other words our own brain's image of
our bodies, our feelingofour bodies as "us" is essentiallymalleable.
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Our understanding and experience of ourselves as embodied humans
intrinsically ineludes our interaction with assorted technologies, no
matter on which side of our skin - the inside or the outside - they
are located. Furthermore, external technologies also change how we
perceive and understand the world. Frequent and widespread use of
computers changes our experience of everyday concepts: our experi
ence of words, for example, gains in addition to semantic meaning
and sound, the physical memory associated with typing words on a
keyboard.

Accepting the human body as mutable should lead to two things:
the acceptability of interna! interventions, whether "therapeutic" or
enhancement; and a readiness to accept increasing variability in the
human form and what counts as "human" in body.

Cyber-enhancement and changing human nature

Human nature also plays a part in the cyber-enhancement debate.
Consider this quote regarding BMis: "... brain-machine interfac
es will put new forms of stress on ... what it means to be human.
Brain-machine interfaces will enable humans to be constantly logged
onto the Internet, and this augmented human-system interaction can
assist not only those with failing memory, but might even bestow
fluency in a new language, enable "recognition" of previously unmet
individuals, and provide nearly instantaneous access to encyclopedic
databases. It promises to change the capacities ofhumans to such a
degree that they become fundamentally different. Humanity itself,
at !east those (former) members ofHomo sapienswho have access to
the technology, will be substantially different" (McGee and Maguire
2007, p. 293).

Ifwe look at some of the feature identified in the above quote, how
ever, we must conclude thatwe are al ready "fundamentally different",
Recognition of"new" faces is possible thanks to social media and can
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even be automated by face recognition software; readily accessible
encyclopaedic knowledge is provided by search engines and infor
mation tools such as Google andWikipedia. The ways in which we
engage with and understand the world are different; the quality and
the nature ofknowledge have changed.

This demonstrates, if anything, that it is not actually against our
nature to take technologies, whether internal or external, on board
as part of ourselves and our bodies; nor to accept entities that push
the conventional bounds of what we think of as "human" as being
"us" - our concepts of the human body and human nature are es
sentiallymalleable.

In so far as cyber-enhancements produce changes that we should
worry about, then, these changes might be not to human form but
tohuman society. There may, as I suggested, be reasonson thisbasis
for the lines of ethical concern to be drawn at the boundary of the
body, without invokingarguments based on the natural human form
or human nature itself.

Mediating technology: who controls neuro-enhancement?

A potentially very important difference between external cyber
enhancements (such as computers, the internet, phones etc, which
we mostly accept) and internat (such as brain chips, brain-machine
interfaces and other direct physical interventions into the brain,
which are often subject to question) is thatenhancements in the Iatter
categorygenerally require medical assistance tomediate, to introduce
and ifnecessary to remove. The body's boundary is also the bound
ary ofmedical expertise, a realm inwhich ordinary citizens are not
considered privileged to intervene. This raises a broader question:
why are health care practitioners uniquely privileged to interfere
with bodily integrity? (Though of course not entirety uniquely; tat
too andpiercingartistsshare a limited amountofthe same privilege.
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lnterestingly, theyare granted license to breach the bodilyboundary
in pursuit of an aim that might be regarded as cosmetic enhance
ment, but almost certainly cannot be classified as medical; one may
speculate as to whether "chlpping" parlours might one day deliver
brain-chip neuro-enhancements in the same way!) One possibility
is thatwe think there should be some relationship between the lev
els of risk involved in uptake of a new technology and the expertise
required to access it, as a way of mitigating the risks. The need for
accountability may also be a factor, also related to increased risks
(or the perception thereof). Be that as it may, however, it seems to
be the case that as things stand, the control of implantable neuro
enhancements will be less in our hands and more in those of the
medical profession.

Perhaps therefore our concerns in relation to such enhancements
are less about classifying enhancements as "artificial" or "natural",
"interna!" or "external", than about how enhancement technologies
are mediated and who the mediators are. Similarly in the case of
neurochemical moral enhancement, the issues that have been raised
relate not )east to the prospect ofinvoluntaryor coercive use ofthese
drugs as potential "anti-anti-social behavior" agents, and the threat
to personal liberty thatmight ensue. Thus it is not the meansof en
hancement itselfthat is the cause ofconcern, but the meansbywhich
we access the means, and the leve! of control that we have over this.

Aswe have seen, the role ofmedical expertise is invoked in the inter
nal/external debate over cyber-enhancement as well as some forms
ofchemical cognitive enhancement, and hence becomes problematic
in this context, leading some to describe this as cosmetic neurolog
y7 and seeing doctors as the gatekeepers to cognitive enhancement.
The spectre ofpolitical control is invoked in case ofmoral enhance
ment: who decides for us that we should be good, or compels us to
be good? In both cases the locus ofcontrol is notwith the individua!,
and herein lies the source of concern.

7 Hamilton et al. 2011; Chatterjee 2004; Chatterjee 2007.
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Once we are able to disentangle fears about how technologywill be
mediated and used, and perhaps either forced upon us or forcibly
denied us, from other issues surrounding moral enhancernent, a
host of other interesting questions will remain. For exarnple, ifwe
wanted to make ourselves less "moral" in the moral reasoning sense
by increasing our emotional susceptibilities - would we be wrong to
do so? Should we befree to do so? What is it that rnakes us want to
be good, and would increasing this be an effective moral enhance
ment? These are the sorts ofissues that both advocates and skeptics
ofmoral enhancement will need to consider.

Conclusions

In thispaper I have compared two novel formsofneuro-enhancement:
chemical moral enhancementand cybernetic cognitive enhancement,
in order to to show how these, and bioethical arguments in respect
ofthem, draw out different aspects of the "artificial"/"natural" and
Mhuman nature" discourses that are sowell-rehearsed in the context
of other forms of enhancement. Revealing the potential hidden in
fluence of these concepts in the neuro-enhancement and moral en
hancementdebate has implicationsperhaps especially for bioliberals,
both in terms ofhowwe conceive ofenhancementand howwe apply
arguments regarding "artiflcial", "natural" and "human nature" in
terms of these new neuro-enhancements.

Finally, I have argued that this analysis demonstrates a need to re
focus our arguments about enhancement on the means of access
ing technology rather than whether it is natural or artificial per se:
our common concern in both these areas of neuro-enhancement,
and probably in enhancement more generally, relates to how the
technology is mediated and who the mediators of technology are,
not the nature technology itself. As such it is essentially a political,
rather than a moral question, about who has control and who holds
the power. Thus the enhancement debate moves somewhat out of
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the realm ofmoral philosophy and firmly into the political - where
some, ofcourse, would argue that it already is, and always has been.
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Stefan Lorenz Sorgner

Three Types of Freedom

In this article I put forward some guidelines concerning the ques
tion: What is the best way of dealing with the norm of "freedom"
concerningquestionsofgenetic enhancement? I wish to defend that
a pragmatic hermeneutic approachwhich argues bymeans ofanale
gies represents a more plausible way of responding to the various
challenges in question than either a libertarian or a liberal social
democratic one.Aswe are dealingwith "(New) Perspectives in Bioeth
ics", I focus on the topic ofgenetic enhancement, because it touches
and challenges the most fundamenta l believes ofhuman beingsand
it seems to me that it will be the topic which will be of particular
relevance to law makers, ethicists, and philosophers for manyyears
to come.

I progress as follows. Firstly, I describe four different typesofgenetic
enhancement, structurally analogousprocedureswithwhichwe are
already familia r, because I think analogies are an important tool for
handling the ethics of emerging technologies, and the various, cor
responding types of freedom. Secondly, I refer to two paradigmatic
types ofbioliberal positions and discuss some challenges they have
to face so that a range of options, how to deal with moral questions
concerning genetic enhancement in a liberal society, are being re
vealed. The paradigmatic positions are being represented well by
John Harris (2007), who can get classified as libertarian, and James
Hughes (2004), who upholds a liberal social democratic position.
Thirdly, l presentsome outlinesofa pragmatic hermeneutic approach
concerninghow to react to the challengesmentionedbefore, whereby
I suggest a method ofdealing with the moral challengeswe have to
face whenwe get confrontedwithproblems related to new technolo
gies ofgenetic enhancement.
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1. Genetic Enhancement and ThreeTypes ofFreedom

The following list of four types of genetic enhancement startswith
measureswhich concern primarilyones ownselfand endswithmea
sures which concern primarily ones children. Due to the different
scope ofwho getsaffected by the variousgenetic enhancement tech
nologies, different ethical reflections become relevant. Basically, one
can distinguish between autonomous and heteronomous versions of
genetic enhancement. Concerning the autonomous versions, I will
mention some differenceswhich need to be consideredwhen somatic
and germ cells get altered. Concerning the heteronomous options, I
will distinguish between technologies ofgenetic enhancementwhich
focusofselectingand otherswhich focus onalteringanalreadygiven
genetic makeup.

1.1. AutonomousTypes ofGenetic Enhancement

Autonomousvariants ofgenetic enhancement occur, when an aduIt
wishes to change his genetic makeup which has successfully been
done already, e.g. early in 2007, when RobertJohnson, who suffered
from Leber's congenital amaurosis, was successfully treated atMoor
fields Eye Hospital and UniversityCollege London's Institute ofOph
thalmology without any apparent side affects (Maguire, Simonelli
and Pierce 2008). Transduction is one means ofhaving altered ones
own genetic makeup. It occurs when a gene gets altered by means
of a modified virus which permanently (or temporarily) alters the
genetic sequence ofall cells.

Thereby, the modified virus gradually changes the gene in question
in all body cells. lf the procedure thus changes a gene of a somatic
ceti, e.g. a diploid celi, then we have a case ofgenetic enhancement
which primarily affects the person in question. As the altered cell
is a somatic celi and not a germ celi, e.g. a haploid cell, the altered
sequence does not get passed on to the person's children. In this
context the first type of freedom becomes relevant.
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So far, these types oftreatment have only been done for therapeutic
ends. However, it is a malter of dispute whether there is a clear cut
distinction between a therapy and an enhancement and there are
good reasons for rejecting such a distinction. (FitzGerald 2009, pp.
39-53) In any case, given the related methods of genetic enhance
ment become more reliable and the risk of side affects get reduced
and it seems to be highly likely that the developments move into
this direction, we will be faced with the question ofwhether such
enhancements ought be lega) of not.

Given that morphological freedom (More 1993) or the right to alter
ones own body is an important right in liberal societies and somatic
cells are a part of ones own body, it is plausible to hold that we also
oughtbe permitted to have morphological freedom concerningones
somatic cells by means of genetic enhancement procedures. Given
that genetic alterations do not only concern ones somatic cells but
also ones germ cells, the issue gets more complicated, because it
does not only concern ones own selfbut also that of ones offspring.

1.1.2Morphological Freedom concerning ones Germ Cells

Altering ones germ cells is an interesting case, because it involves
ones own cells, i.e. ones germ cells, but it primarily affects others,
i.e. ones offspring. As germ cells here are the cells of an adult, it can
be seen such that the right to alter ones germ cells still falls under
the norm ofmorphological freedom. Do l not have the right to alter
my own germ celis, even though theymight no longer be within my
bodybutmight alreadyexist invitro? Ofcourse, germ line genetic en
hancement, i.e. the genetic alteration ofgametesor haploid cells, does
notworkyet, but ifitworked, itwould change the genetic makeupof
ali ofa person's offspring.ln this case, it can get arguedanalogously to
the first case. However, the issue gets more complicated, if the germ
celis are no longer within ones body but outside of it. In this case, it
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might be more appropriate to talk about the freedom to alter what
one owns instead ofmorphological freedom. This type offreedom is
more limited thanmorphological freedom, however, because external
things might also concern other people more than ones own body.
There are limitations to what one is allowed to do with ones house.

The issue becomes evenmore complicatedwhenwe are dealingwith
heteronomous types ofgenetic enhancement, e.g. when the person
to be enhanced is not ones adult self, but is ones offspring. In the
case of germ line enhancement, we have already had special case
which can be understood as Iying in between an autonomous and
a heteronomous version of genetic enhancement. However, in the
case of heteronomous genetic enhancement adults make decisions
about their offspring.

1.2 Heteronomous Types ofGenetic Enhancernent

Tomake a decision for someone else, which influences their genetic
makeup, is a far reaching decision. When discussing heteronomous
types ofgenetic enhancement two paradigmatically different types
need to be distinguished. They have been alluded to by Savulescu
(2001, p. 422), but the impact of their distinctness has not been suf
ficiently considered, as two categorically different types of freedom
become relevant in these two cases. In the first case, a specific already
given genetic makeup is beingselected. In the second case, an already
presentgeneticmakeup is beingaltered. I beginwith the firstoption.

1.2.1 Selecting a Genetic Makeup

In 2011, there have been intensive political discussions in Germany
concerning the ethical legitimacyofpreimplantation geneticdiagno
sis (PGD}, and itwasdecided that in certain veryspecific caseswhen
grave diseases are predicted, the selection procedure is supposed to
be morally and legally legitimate. It is amove into the right direction,
l think. What happens during this type ofenhancement? Firstly, an
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in-vitro-fertilisation has to take place, then one or two cells from
a fertilised egg get taken and their genetic make up gets analysed.
On the basis of the analysis, the parents can decide whether the re
spective fertilised egg can get implanted or not. The parents do not
actively influence or put together a genetic makeup, butmerely have
the possibilityofchoosingsome genetic optionsamonga greatvariety
ofgenetic variants, given thatmanyeggswere fertilised, as it isbeing
done in the UK. Selectinga fertilised eggafter an in-vitro-fertilisation
and PGD is a procedurewhichdiffers significantly from the processof
actually changinga gene or maybe even actually creatinga complete
genetic makeup concerning its morally relevant aspects.

Which type of freedom becomes important in this context? J think
procreative freedom iswhat is at issue here, and procreative freedom
is also what is at issue when we select a sex partner with whom we
wish to have offspring. l also hold that we have reasons to believe
that there is a structural analogy between selecting ones partner in
order to bring about a child and selectinga fertilized egg after an in
vitro fertilization. In how far are these two procedures analogous?By
choosing a partner with whom one wishes to have offspring, one
thereby implicitly a Iso determines the genetic makeup ofones kids,
as 50 per cent of their genes come from ones partner, and the other
50 per cent from oneself. By selecting a fertilised egg, one also de
termines 100 per cent of the genetic makeup by means of selection.

One objection, which might be raised here, is that selecting a fer
tilised egg celi is a conscious procedure but normally one does not
choose a partner according to their genetic makeup such that one
has specific genes for ones child. However, it canget replied thatour
evolutionary heritage might be more effective during the selection
procedure ofa partner thanwe consciouslywish to acknowledge. In
addition, the qualities according to which we choose a fertilised egg
after a PGD mightnot have been chosen as consciouslyaswe wish to
believe, butmight be influencedmore on the basisofour unconscious
organic setup thanwe wish to acknowledge. Itmight evenbe the case,
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that the standards for choosinga partner and for choosinga fertilised
egg might both be strongly influenced by our organic makeup and
evolutionary heritage such that both are extremely similar.

A difference between these two selection procedures is surely that
in the one case, one selects a specific entity, a fertilised egg, but in
the other case a partner and therefore only a certain range ofgenetic
possibilities. However, given the latest epigenetic research, we know
that genes can get switched on and off which makes an enormous
difference on the phenomenological level. Hence, it is also the case
that by choosing a fertilised egg, we only choose a certain range of
phenomenological possibilities of the later adult, as is the case by
choosing a partner for procreative purposes.

The aforementioned comparison provides some initial evidence for
holding that there is a structural analogy between choosinga partner
for procreative purposes and for choosing a fertilised egg celi after
PGDwhich again provides some reasons for regarding the following
line of thought as plausible:A liberal society allows its citizens to
select ones partner in order to bringabout a child.As selecting a fer
tilized eggafter PGD isstructurally analogous to selecting a partner
in order to bring about a child, it ought to be evaluated analogously.
The liberal state imposes few restrictions concerning the selection
of a partner to bring about a child.'

Hence, the state also ought to impose few restrictions concerning
the selection of a fertilized egg after a PGD.The aim of this section
was not to argue in favour ofa liberal attitude towards selection pro
ceduresafter PGD but to show the central importance ofprocreative
freedom both when one is choosing onespartner aswell aswhenone
is choosing a fertilised egg after PGD.

1 In Germany incest among consenting aduits is Iegally forbidden which I regard
as highly problematic. In Catholic Spain such behavior is Iegally Iegitimate by
theway.
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A different type offreedom becomes relevantwhenwe are concerned
with genetic enhancement by means of altering a genetic makeup,
given that the decision is made by parents for their offspring. This
can take place in the case ofsomatic genetic enhancementoffoetuses,
embryosor babies, e.g. bymeansoftransduction, wherebya modified
virus permanently (or temporarily) alters the genetic sequence ofali
cells. In that case educative freedom becomes central, because there
are reasons for holding that there is a structural analogy between
educatingones child and changing the genetic makeup ofoneschild
by means of somatic genetic enhancement which I have shown in
the article "Beyond Humanism" (Sorgner 2010b, section 1.1.1). Both
procedures have in common thatdecisionsare beingmade byparents
concerning the developmentof their child, at a stage where the child
cannotyet decide for himselfwhat it should do. In the case ofgenetic
enhancementwe are faced with the choice between genetic roulette
vs. genetic enhancement. In the case ofeducational enhancementwe
face the optionsofa Kasper Hauser lifestyle vsparental guidance. On
the basis of this analogy, the following argument can be suggested:

A liberal society allows its citizens to educate their children.As
changing the genetic makeup ofones child by means of somatic ge
netic enhancement is structurally analogous to educatingones child,
it ought to be evaluated analogously. To have the right to educate
ones child does not imply that there are no restrictions concerning
how the child can be treated.As there are and ought tobe restrictions
concerning how to educate ones child, there ought to be restrictions
concerning how to change the genetic makeup ofones child

In liberal countries there is also the duty to educate ones child. Analo
gously it can be argued that there ought to be the duty to change
the genetic makeup of ones child. Given this analogy and given the
situation that in Germany we have compulsory education, it be-
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comes plausible to also a demand a duty of genetic enhancement.
As I and most citizens ofWestern civilizations regard such a state
governed versionofenhancement, or should I sayeugenics, asmorally
highly problematic, I recently suggested in a public talk as part of
the BayreutherDialoge 2010 to alter the law concerning compulsory
educationwhichwe have in Germany into a Bildungspflicht!the duty
to bring about Bildung in ones kids, which does not demand that
children go to school but allows the possibility of home schooling
or other options for educating ones child.

Sucha regulation is present inmostother European countriessuchas
Austria, Switzerland, France, Spain etcet. Evengiven a Bildungspflicht
and the analogy between genetic enhancement and classical educa
tion, in certain circumstancesgenetic enhancementofones children
can become a duty. However, mymain goalwithin this sectionwas to
showwhich type of freedom becomes relevant in the case ofgenetic
enhancement, given that adults decide to alter the genetic makeup
of their children, namely educative freedom.

2 Non-Bioconservative Challenges of
Bioliberal Positions

In section one, I showed the relevance of freedom for decisionmak
ing processes concerning moral challenges in the field of genetic
enhancement. Morphological, procreative, and educative freedom
are three different types offreedomwhich are relevant for the above
mentioned versions ofgenetic enhancement. By revealing analogies
between these types of genetic enhancement and traditional pro
cedures, I suggested that an analogous evaluation of both types of
procedures is appropriate. I also stressed that it is possible to draw
analogies between new typesofgenetic enhancementand procedures
with which we are already familiar with whereby I stressed the fol
lowing three procedures: 1) Human beings change their own bodily
feature - morphological freedom; 2)Human beings choose a partner
for procreative purposes - procreative freedom; 3) Human beings
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educate their offspring- educative freedom. In section two, l describe
some fundamenta! challenges various liberal positions have to face.

2.1 Libertarianism primarily focuses on the Norm of
(Negative) Freedom

The classical libertarian position is one which regards it as the duty
of the state to uphold the rights ofbodily integrity and the property
of its cltizens. Ali other social realms are open to free exchange
and negotiations. According to this position, it is regarded as an
illegitimate paternalism of the state, if the state decides to intrude
into the financial, ethical or social realm of its citizens beyond the
areas mentioned above.

The problems related to sucha positionbecome particularlygrave, if
the field of genetic enhancement gets considered. The rich are able
to afford the best treatments for remaining or becominghealthyand
also for getting stronger and more intelligent and for living longer.
Hence, the differences between the poor and the rich, the ili and the
healthyand the simple-minded and the intelligent oneswill increase
permanently, so thatwe are likely to end up in a hierarchical system
with enormous financial and social differences, far beyond the difTer
enceswe already have. Such a system leads both to interna! conflicts
concerning the financesaswell as to an endangerment for the system
itself. It is highly likely that the rich, by being is a position ofpower,
alsowish to gain political power, wherebythe libertarian system ends
upbyundermining itself. By solely focusingon freedom, there is the
<langer ofbringingabout structuresofrigid dominationwhichmake
people dependent and unfree.

The situation can get even worse, if a libertarian system does not
only lead to a hierarchical society with various social classes, but
if biotechnologies manage to bring about a posthuman so distant
from contemporary human beings that it also demands a special
consideration on the political level, as itwas presented in the movie
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Gattaca. I am not claiming that the coming about of a posthuman
has to have these consequences, but this risk cannot be excluded,
I think. In any case, a libertarian political system seems to imply
consequences which do not seem as appealing to myselfand to many
others I think, too. Henceforth, certain restrictions are needed in
order to avoid the above mentioned problems.

2.2 Social Democratic Liberalism

The aforementioned reflections show reasons for stressing and con
sidering the norm of equality as well as the norm offreedom, as it was
pointed out by social democratic liberals. What are the consequences
of such a position concerning genetic enhancement procedures?
Given a social democratic liberal system, the state supports certain
enhancement technologies which have proven to be particularly suc
cessful and effective such that they become available not only to the
affiuent but to whoever is keen on using them. It has the advantage
that the most basic and most significant options become publicly
available and only some mores specific ones or new developments
do not have such a wide spread availability.

We have a similar way ofhandling vaccinations in Germany nowa
days. We had obligatory vaccinations only until 1983 (Polio). Since
then, the most important vaccinations have been offered by public
health insurance companies and are publicly available in this way.
Other more specific vaccinations are not being covered by public
health insurances but need to be paid privately. Vaccinations are a
widely practised enhancement technology. Genetic enhancement
technologies, if they become relatively safe and successful, could
get treated analogously.The problem l see with such a liberal social
democratic position is that an overtly strong and too dogmatic con
sideration of the norm of equality )eads to paternalistic intrusions of
the state into the realm of the individua! both in the financial realm
as well as in the ethical realm. It strongly intrudes into the financial
realm, because money gets taken away from the financially more
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successful and hence more affluentonesand itgets distributed such
that ali citizens have an equal share ofcertain basic benefits. In addi
tion, such lega! regulations also intrude into the ethical realm of the
citizens. If genetic enhancement technologies are publicly available
by means of a public health insurance, then people who disapprove
of these technologies, and many people still do, get forced to pay for
theses technologies, even though they strongly reject them. Thereby,
social democratic liberalism undermines central achievementsofthe
enlightenmentprocess.

Duringthe Enlightenment, flghtshave taken place on various social
and intellectual levels. Philosophers, citizens, soldiers and scientists
attacked the leading Aristocratic and religious classes to free indi
viduals from the ethical and financial domination of religious and
Aristocratic leaders. Their goal was to gain freedom, i.e. negative
freedom so that citizens eventually become able to live according to
their own understanding of the good life which is a wonderful goal
and a praiseworthy achievement. People no longer wanted to be
forced byAristocratic and religious leaders to support their affluent
lifestyle financially and to be forced to live according to what the
leaders regard as a good life, but wished to make up their own mind
on how to live a fulfilled life. Organic constitutions ofhumanbeings
differ significantly from one another and human dreams and fanta
sies andwhat is needed to live a good life differs significantly, too.

Ali the various struggles which have taken place from the Renais
sance onwards supported the fight for the right to live according to
ones own concept of a good life and hence, negative freedom. (Sor
gner 2010a, pp. 239-242) In many realms, this freedom has not been
realised significantly yet, esp. when I am considering the bioethical
regulations in Germany. (Sorgner 2010a, pp. 244-250) The historical
perspective has made me aware of the central importance of nega
tive freedom. Hence, there is the <langer that a too strong focus on
equality undermines central and highly valuable achievements of
the Enlightenment period. Therefore, l think that a dogmatic social
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democratic liberalism seems to me not as the appropriate response
to future bioethical challenges either. In the third and fina! section, I
will presentsome perspectives ofmy own suggestion concerninghow
to deal with freedom in the context of challenges related to genetic
enhancementprocedures.

3 Negative Freedom and Genetic Enhancement

In section three, I present some reflections concerningwhat needs
tobe taken in accountwhen new challenges ofgenetic enhancement
procedures are beingdealt with. Instead ofa dogmatic libertarian or
social democratic liberalist solution, I present a rather hermeneutic
pragmatism which is a further development of Vattimo's pensiero
debele. (Vattimo and Rovatti 2010) His position ends up in a herme
neutic communism, butmine can rather be classified as a pragmatic
posthumanist, this-worldly liberalism. However, both ofus expiain
whatwe put forward bymeans ofa Nietzschean type ofgenealogy. By
reference to historical processes it is possible to put the importance
of freedom and equality into the appropriate perspective. At the end
ofthe second section, l alreadypresented tracesofmyline ofthought
which stresses that freedom is not an eternal truth butwasgained as
the result oflong lasting class struggles during the Enlightenment.

As a dogmatic reliance upon a libertarian or a social democratic
liberal position leads to problematic consequences, l suggest that it
is advisable to take a more pragmatic approach which enables us to
dynamically adapt to newchallenges. To be pragmatic does notmean
that no stable norm or basic integrity is given. The integrity, which
I am suggesting, refers to the insight that negative freedom is a pre
ciousachievementwhich members ofmany interestgroupsand from
manysocial and intellectual backgroundshave managed to establish
during the previous 500 years. It is an achievementwhichwe should
not abandon tao easily, as it has taken a long time to establish a wide
spread recognition ofthis norm andmany intensive fightson various
levels were needed to bring about the realization of the importance
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of negative freedom. To stress the importance of negative freedom
does not mean that libertarianism is the most appropriate reply to
our challenges, but it implies that only iftoo much negative freedom
endangers itself, then equality ought to be considered further as
long as the paternalistic intrusions implicit in the norm of equality
do not impose toomany, rigid, and strict restrictionsupon the norm
ofnegative freedom. -

The norm ofnegative freedom is one, whichalwaysought to be taken
into consideration. The norm of equality which is derivatively con
nected to that of freedom also needs to have its adequate place in
a !egal system. In daily politics, it ought to be considered that if
negative freedom brings about a too rigid and vast separation of the
various social groups, theu the aspect of equality ought to be con
sidered further. If the decisions connected to the consideration of
equality bring about a too rigid and intensive intrusion of the state
into private realrns, then the focus ought to move back to freedom,
so that a dynamic and balancing dialectics between freedom and
equality gets instantiated during which the historical achievement
ofthe central norm ofnegative freedom mustnotbe forgotten. Inmy
recentmonograph "Menschenwiirde nach Nietzsche" l spelled out in
more detail the specific web ofthoughtand implications connected to
this approach. (2010a, pp. 232-266) Which consequenceswould such
an approach have for our current and future bioethical challenges?

This position implies thatmorphological, procreative and educative
freedom ought to be of central importance which also leads to the
demand that lega! regulations concerning enhancement technolo
gies ought to consider the norm of freedom more than most laws in
Western countries do today. However, this position does not imply
that one must disrespect the historical and cultural embeddedness
of each country, as it is based upon a historical narrative by means
of which the current situation gets understood. l am not comrnit
ting the genetic fallacy, because l am notclaiming that the historical
origin proves the truth of falsity of a currently given norm. l am a
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perspectivist, and according to an intellectually legitimate version
ofperspectives, every perspective is an interpretation, and this a Iso
applies to my own perspective of course. Being a perspective does
not imply that it is false, but merely that it can be false which is the
crucial distinction between a simple minded and an intellectually
legitimate version ofperspectivism. However, I am putting forward
reasons in favour of the above mentioned position and I am trying
to show why I regard it as the most plausible one.

Toapply this approach ina specific situation currently implies in most
European countries that changes towards a more liberal state ofaf
fairs are wanted, buta Iso that such alterations need to be undertaken
with care, because the future needs the pastand it is not in the inter
estofhuman beings to be forced to adapt to fast, and radica l changes.
It also means that the same !egal regulations are not appropriate for
ali countries. In Germany, we have to deal with the fascist past dur
ingwhich state governed eugenics has been practised. In the UK, it
is already permitted to make research with animal-human hybrids,
i.e. chimeras or parahumans. To face the bioethical challenges in the
field ofgenetic enhancement implies that the past of a country gets
taken into consideration because a significant group of citizens is
stil! emotionally connected to them. On the other hand, the latest
research also needs to be considered, an adequate dialectics between
freedom and equality needs to be upheld, and the wonderful norm
of negative freedom must not be forgotten, because it has enabled
citizens to live in accord with their own wishes, desires and dreams
so that they can realise their own concept of having a fulfilled life.

4 Conclusion

The aim ofthis paperwas to put forward some guidelines concerning
how best to deal with the norm of "freedom" with respect to ques
tions ofgenetic enhancement without falling into either a libertar
ian or liberal social democratic trap. By stressing the importance of
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a dynamic hermeneutic position which takes seriously the impact
and relevance of structural analogies and which considers both the
historical background of a country as well as latest research out
comesand the central norm of freedom, l wish to point out that even
though we are lacking absolute guidelines, we have some reliable
and plausible cornerstoneswhich provide uswith a basis for dealing
with new challenges. Concerning the latest challenges in the field of
genetic enhancement, l showed in which way the norm of freedom
is relevant and in how far analogies between new technologies and
already known procedures are given:

1There ismorphological freedom which givesus the right to alter
ourselves which can also get applied to the realm of genetic
alterations;

2There is procreative freedom which gives usthe right to geneti
cally determine our offspring by choosing our partner which
can a Iso be applied to the field of PGD;

3 There is educative freedom which givesus the right and duty to
provide our children with the best basis for their adulthood
whichcan also be applied to the field ofgenetic enhancements.

To apply these insights in the decision makingprocesses ofthe vari
ous countries is a cornplex matter and cannot be done by means of
some general remarks. Each decision depends upon a detailed prior
study and a careful way ofprogressing such that both due respects
is being paid to the past, present and future, whereby ali dogmatic
single minded solutions get rejected. A dynamic open minded en
quiry with takes ali the latest scientific and ethical insights and
research outputs into consideration, but also attributes adequate
respect to values and norms from which ones country has benefited
immensely in the past, can lead to plausible solutions in the difficult
field ofcontemporary bioethical challenges, and the moral challenges
related to the topic genetic enhancement are clearly significant ones,
as they touch the very basis of our understanding of humankind.
Yet, I am hopeful that by progressing carefully, we can benefit sig-
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nificantly from the wonderful scientific progresses without having
to worry too much about the corresponding dangers connected to
any type of progress.
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Nada Gligorov

Seeking More than Health'

Introduction

Enhancement in general is defined as the use of medical interven
tion aimed at the improvement of norma) individuals. An example
ofa medication that may be used asan enhancer is methylphenidate
(marketed in the United States as RitalinO). For individuals with
AttentionDeficitand Hyperactivity Disorder it isprescribed as treat
ment, but for those withoutthe disease ithasbeen shown to increase
concentration and improve performance on cognitive tasks (Mehta
2000 et al. 1997). Other examples include pharmaceuticals used for
treatmentofAlzheimer'sdisease, which in healthy individuals could
produce enhancernent in rnernory (Yesavage et al. 2002), andmedica
tions used to treat depression, which in norma) individuals could be
used as mood enhancers.

The purpose of this essay is to examine some ofthe ethical concerns
raised with regards to the use of neuroenhancers. Authors such as
Fukuyama (2002) and Sandel (2004) argue that medical intervention
should be limited to treatment of disease, and that enhancement
should be outside of the scope ofmedicine. This paper will examine
the distinction between treatment and enhancement. l shall con
dude that it is not a well-drawn distinction and should not be used
to provide guidance with regards to the use ofpsychopharmacologi
cal agents for the purpose of enhancement. l shall further exarnine
whether concepts such as disability and normality could provide a

1 Sec tions ofthis paperdrawon a commentary originally published in the News
letter ofthe American Academy ofPediatrics. Gligorov, Nada. (2010). "See king
More than Health: Using Medicine for Enhancement". Newsleuer - Section in
Bioethics. American Academy ofPediatrics, Fall-Winter, pp. 15-18.
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criterion for determiningwhether enhancement isa permissible use
of medical intervention. l condude that as those concepts are con
textually defined, they cannotbe used to make principled arguments
against enhancement. In addition, l shall review the charge that
medicalization ofcognitive performance is not morally permissible.
l shall argue that medicalization might have both negative and posi
tive consequences, and decisions about the moral perrnissibility of
medicalization shouldbe made on a case-by-case basis. Finally, l will
examine the charge that neuro-enhancement can negatively affect
personal identity. l shall argue that although the use of enhancers
might alter aspects of our self-conception, such changes would not
be morally impermissible.

The Distinction between Treatment and Enhancement

The distinction between treatment and enhancernentdiscrirninates
between the use ofmedical intervention intended to cure and prevent
disease and disability, and the uses ofmedicine aimed at the improve
ment ofnormal individuals. An objection against the use of human
enhancers in general, and genetic and neurological enhancements
in particular, rests on the treatment-enhancement distinction and
designates treatmentas the onlymorally acceptable use ofmedicine.
On thisview, medicine should be aimed towards treatmentofdisease,
and physicians should prescribe drugs only for the treatment of ill
ness. Ali other usesofmedical intervention, indudingenhancement,
fali outside the purview ofmedicine (Sande!, 2007).

Although the distinction between treatment and enhancernent is
often invoked, there are myriad caseswhere treatmentand enhance
ment become conceptually linked. A child successfully treated for
ADHD will not only have improvement in symptoms, butwill have
corollary improvement in qualityoflife (e.g. higher test scores, better
prospects for college admission, improved social status, etc.). Ali of
those improvements in quality of life qualify as a type of enhance
ment. Thus, if enhancement results from treatment of disease, we
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cannot argue that it is entirely outside of the realm ofmedicine. An
alternative way ofdrawing the treatment-enhancement distinction
is to define disease in terms of its biological basis. One could argue
that only those conditions that have a biological basis and can be
qualified as a disease should be subject to treatment. Consider the
example ofJohnny and Billy:

Johnny is a short n-year-old boy with documented Growth Hormone (GH)
deficiency resulting from a brain tumor. His parents are ofaverage height.
His predicted adult height without GH treatment is approximately 160 cm
(5 feet 3 inches). Billy is a short n-year old boy with norma! GH secretion
according to current testing methods. However, his parents are extremely
short, and he has a predicted adult height of160 cm (5 feet 3 inches).

(Daniels 2000, p. 9)

In the case of Johnny we can clearly say that his disease, a brain
tumor, is impeding his growth and growth hormone would consti
tute treatment. Billy, however, does not have any identifiable disease
causinghis short stature; hence we could argue that treatment in his
case would be enhancement. A shortcoming in drawing the treat
ment-enhancement distinction by relying on a definition ofdisease
is that biologic variability alone is insufficient to determine what
constitutes a diseased state and a norma! state. Most human traits
can be explained by their biological underpinnings; one can give a
biomedical explanation for both Johnny's and Billy's short stature.

Although the two boys are the same short height, we judge one to
have a disease and the other to be norma!. The difference between
Johnny and Billy is not that one boy's shortness can be traced back
to a biological state and the other boy's cannot, it is that we judge
Johnny's and Billy's biologically explicable shortness differently. For
that reason Daniels (2000) argues that it is our norms and values
thatdefine what counts as disease, not merely the biologically based
characteristics ofa person. Although normsandvaluesdo contribute
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to framinga certainbiological state asa disease state, diseases should
not be considered entirelysocially constructed. Both biologic under
pinnings and social values play a role in the delineation of normal
variation and defined diseases.

With advanćes in biomedical science, more human traits may be
explicable in terms of biology, and more of them will be amenable
to modification through medication. Decisions about which states
should be treated will not rest solely on medicine or biology; rather
theywill also restonnormative and social judgments aboutwhich of
our characteristics traitsare desirable or undesirable. The biological
origin of some conditions, e.g. familia l short stature, is not enough
to characterize those states as disease states; thus the distinction
between treatment and enhancement cannot be buttressed solely
with a biologic notion of disease.

Moreover, even a clearly drawn distinction between treatment and
enhancement would not be enough to justify an argument against
enhancement. Indeed, society tolerates and often encouragesvaried
forms of enhancement. A wide variety of behaviors directed at im
provement of ostensibly norma) abilities are pervasive. People diet,
exercise, and take nutritional supplements in order to improve health,
extend life, enhance memory, elevate mood, and increase concentra
tion. These lifestyle choices are unlikely to be branded as morally
problematic; in fact they are often characterized as laudable. Awide
variety offoods are advertized with reference to their enhancement
properties, for example "brain food" said to improve memory and
improve brain functioning.We drink coffee to stay alert. The use of
neuroenhancers by students is morally contested, butparents often
use ali known means of improving test scores, school performance,
and increase chances ofadmission into a prestigious college.

Given thatmostbehavior aimedatenhancementdoesnot come under
moral scrutiny, it seems inconsistent to argue, on principle alone,
that the use of medical enhancers would be morally questionable.
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The use ofvaccines is at once an example ofmorally permissible en
hancement, where we medically increase our body's norma! ability
to fight infection, and an example of enhancement that is considered
preventative medicine. Furthermore, there are many instances where
medication and the services ofphysicians are used solely for the pur
poses of enhancement, with cosmetic surgery being a conspicuous
example. One could stil! have serious and warranted misgivings about
the use of some medical intervention for the purposes on enhance
ment, for example based on the risks involved.

Defining Disability andNormality

A further way ofdefining the distinction between the use ofmedical
intervention for the treatment of disease and their use for enhance
ment is to argue that medicine should promote norma! function
ing and prevent or treat disability. Given that enhancement entails
prescribing medication to norma! individua ls, it might be outside of
the scope of medicine, and thus is morally impermissible. Norman
Daniels (2000) suggested that one way of identifying normality is
to define it in terms of "species-typical" norma! function, where
departures from species-typical function is considered a disease or
a disability. In thisway disability is defined in contrast to normality,
and normality is fixed by appeal to "species-rypical" function. Daniels
further points out that norma! functioning is used in the context of
medical insurance, and is frequently employed to determine which
medical services people should be helped in obtaining.

There is difficulty however in clearly specifying "species-typical"
functioning. As per Synofzik, the concept ofbiostatistical normality
cannot carry the normative burden (Synofzik 2009). Species-typical
functioning is only meaningful with reference to specific classes of
individuals. Norma! functioning for an adolescent is not the same
as the norma! functioning of an elderly person; there are gender
differences, and many other group differences ali of which could
meaningfully alter the standards of norma! species function.
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Taking this objection into account Daniels argues that norma! "spe
cies-typical" function can be understood as kind of indexica l, where
a myriad of social and cultural factors may be used to more clearly
define normalcy, and in contrast, disability. However, even if this
way of determining the boundaries of normalcy were successful, it
would not help determine the morally permissible uses of medical
intervention, Manybiological attributes considered statistically nor
ma! for specific populations are treated with medical intervention,
such as menopause in women or artherosclerosis in elderly adults.
Furthermore, a number of statistically abnormal attributes such as
high intelligence or absolute pitch are not considered disabilities nor
treated as diseases (Synofzik 2009).

A further problem with the distinction between normality and dis
ability is that norma! species functioning changes over time. For ex
ample, height averages changed over time, and ifone were tospecify
norma! height in the 18th, 191h or the 20th century, these valueswould
differ considerably (Eveleth and Tanner 1991). In 181h century Europe,
bothJohnnyand Billy, mentioned in the previous section, would have
been close to the average height for a man of 5 feet 4 inches. Simi
larly, the steady increase in IQ over the past severa! decades (Flynn
1987) could potentially redefine what we consider a norma! IQ and
consequently whom we identify as cognitively disabled. Such vari
ability in normalcy poses a challenge for those who argue that the
sole purpose ofmedicine is to treat illnessand disability (Fukuyama
2002). lf how we define norma! species-typical functioning is not
only contextual, but changes over time, what once was norma! can
become a disability and vice versa, and the obligation ofphysicians
to treatwill have to change accordingly.

Medicalization

One could argue that the off-labe) use of psychopharmacological
agents is actually precipitating the medicalization of cognitive per
formance. To medicalize a certain condition "refers to the process
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by which certain health, behavior or social conditions come to be
identified as medical issues and treated with medical measures"
(Synofzik 2009). By offering medication to improve concentration and
performance on cognitive tasks, we will "force" the improvements of
those abilities into the realm ofmedicine. Going back to an argument
that was made in a previous section, the more science is able to iden
tify the biological bases of human traits, the more possibility there
is for medicalization. Medicalization is likely to become a frequent
phenomenon, which is in part due to how certain human traits and
conditions become relegated to the realm of medicine. Character
izing a condition as disease depends on our ability to either identify
the physical basis of a certain human trait or to influence that same
trait with the use ofmedical intervention. Thus, ifwe become able to
control cognitive performance with the use of psychopharmacology,
inability to perform at certain leve! will become a medical condition.

One could think of this process in both morally positive and negative
terms. On the one hand, an increased ability to control conditions
that might cause death or disability, as well as those tra its that might
inter fere with quality oflife more broadly, has positive implications.
Consider, for example, our changing conceptualization ofdepression,
where the identification ofa biological basis associated with the con
dition and our ability to effectively treat it with medication, changed
the way in which we think of those suffering from it. Medicalization
of depression has diminished some of the stigma surrounding those
individuals who suffer from depression. Depression is less likely to
be thought of as a "character defect" and those suffering from it are
not considered responsible for the symptoms of depression.

On the other hand, our increased ability to control our physical and
psychological stateswith medical intervention may lead people to rely
on medication to fix unwanted problems, ignoring potential risks, and
sidestepping other alternatives to improve health and quality oflife.
Although medical and surgical treatments for obesity have benefited
those who did not have other means of controlling their weight, the
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medicalization ofweight in general may lead to an over-reliance on
medical or surgical interventions in !ieu ofhealthy lifestyle changes.
Simila r arguments can be made for other conditions that canbe con
trolled by lifestyle modifications, such as diabetes mellitus.

Despite the possible negative outcomes ofmedicalization, an argu
ment against enhancement cannot be made solely on the grounds
that usingpsychopharmacological agents to improve cognitive per
formance is impermissible because itwill push cognitive performance
into the realm of medicine. Medicalization may have a number of
both positive and negative outcomes, most ofwhich cannot be sur
mised in advance. Thus the permissibility of the prescription and
use of enhancerswould most likely have to be determined in a more
context-specific manner.•

Personal Identity

A further argument against neurocognitive enhancement is that it
could alter personal identity in away that is notmorallypermissible.
A few authors have brought up alterations to personal identity as a
potential moral obstacle to neurocognitive enhancement, including
the members of the President's Council on Bioethics (2003).l

The charge is that the use of enhancers could change not just our
intellectual abilities but might alter core personality characteris
tics. Consider, for example, the recently publicized use of selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSR!), marketed in the United States
as Zolofta, to treat shyness (Cain zon). Presumably the use ofSSRls
would treatshyness by transformingthe person, changing their iden
tity, from a shy introvert into a social extrovert. A reason to think
that such a change is not morally permissible is the commitment to
the notionofauthenticity anda moral preference for the natural state

2 Fora proposed model see: Synofzik 2009.
3 Presidental Council on Bioethics 2003.
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of a person's personality. CharlesTaylor argues thatAmerican soci
ety is committed to an ethics of authenticity and self-actualization,
which obligates people to optimizewho they are anddevelophidden
potential (Taylor 1991).

DeGrazia (2005) aptly notes that in order to evaluate the claim that
neuroenhancers can change personal identity, we need to make clear
what ismeantbypersonal identity. Todo that DeGrazia distinguishes
between two senses of identity, numerical identity and narrative
identity (DeGazia 2005a). Numerical identity refers to the identity of
an object across time and is often discussed in philosophy because
establishingnumerical identitygives rise to the problem ofpersonal
identity over time.

Numerical identity for persons isparticularlydifficultgiventhe strict
requirements of Leibniz's Law, which stipulates that two things are
identical if and only if they have ali the same properties. Numeri
cai identity over time would require that a person at two difTerent
stages ofher life, for example at age 6 and then at age 15, have ali the
same properties. It is obvious then, that in most cases this type of
identity would not hold because people endure both physical and
psychological changes over time. To accommodate this problem,
criteria for personal identity over time narrowthe scope to only those
properties that are necessary and sufficient to establish survival of
a person over time.

Broadlyspeaking, there are twomain approaches to solvingthe prob
lem of personal identity within the philosophical literature. One
approach uses a physical criterion to establish identity, while the
other employs a psychological criterion. The psychological criterion
of identity, often referred to as the Lockean criterion, relies on the
continuityofa person'smental features to establish identity over time
(DeGrazia 2005b). A person at one stage is identical to a person at
another stage if and only if they have the same psychological char
acteristics. The psychological criterion presupposes personhood as
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essential for the maintenance ofidentity over time; in other words,
identity across time persists only ifpersonhood persists. The tradi
tional physical criterion establishes a relationshipofidentitybetween
the person and her body, where the body excludes the brain.• Amore
contemporary version of the physical criterion establishes identity
between various stages of the same biological animal.•

DeGrazia argues thatwhen people express the worry that enhancers
might change our identity, theyare worried that the use ofenhancers
would result in a change in numerical identity. DeGrazia, however,
provides arguments for whypersonality changes that can be effected
by the use ofpsychopharmacological enhancementwould resuItonly
in changes of our narrative identity, which refers to our individua!
conceptions ofourselves.• Narrative identity is the view thatwe each
have a personal biography that helps usmaintaina conception ofwho
we are and helps us guide our actions.7

There are severa! features of numerical identity that need to be
mentioned further because they are often mistakenly attributed to
narrative identity. Numerical identity is a bivalent relationship. If
we think of a person's life as divided into various stages, and if we
maintain that the relationship that holds between those life-stages
is that of identity, then Jane at twenty-five can either be identical to
herself at age five or not. ldentity does not admit of degrees. And if
we say that a person is not identical to herselfwhen she was five that
means that Jane at age five and Jane at age twenty-five are actually
two different people with ali the relevant lega! and social sequelae.
Narrative identity, however, is not meant as a criterion of numeri
cai identity; it admits of degrees, and a person can be more or less
similar to herselfover time and still retain numerical identity. Also,

4 See: Perry, 1978, especially the Third Night.
s For a defense ofthis view see: DeGrazia 2005b.
6 See: DeGrazia 2005a.
7 See: DeGrazia 2005b.
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a criterion ofnumerical identity should apply to each human in the
same way. For example, the physical criterion of numerica l identity,
would apply to each human in terms of exactly the same feature.
Assuming the contemporary version of the physical criterion that
feature would be the membership of a particular species. Personal
conceptions, conceptions that individua! people have about them
selves and their identity, would not be accounted for by a criterion
of numerical identity. Whether Jane conceives of herself primarily
as a member of a particular species is irrelevant to whether she is
numerically identical to herself in virtue of possessing that feature.

The manner in which Jane thinks ofherself, for example as a creative,
liberal, introvert, is crucial to her narrative identity, but not to nu
merical identity. After ali, many personality tra its do not persist over
time. One changes political views, moral inclinations, and interests
over the course of a lifetime without change in numerical identity.
The use of'Zoloft" would not entail the dem ise and literal replacement
of the shy introvert with the social extrovert; it would merely precipi
tate a change in narrative identity. The persons' self-conception and
their personal biography might change to accommodate new person
ality traits. One might enjoy interacting with others and partake in
more social activities than before, and the persons' self-conception
would accommodate that change in personality. Furthermore, it is
not obvious that such alterations would be perceived as radica l shifts
from one personality to another. It might in fact feel like the person
has, with the aid of medication, actualized a more authentic self.

In a study done by Bolt and Schemer (2009), patients treated for
Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) reported a
variety of perspectives when it came to the influence of medication
on their sense of personal identity. Although some study participants
expressed that taking medication felt like it changed their person
ality, some reported that they felt more like themselves. Kramer
(1997) reports something similar in his description of a patient taking
medication for depression; the patient reported that she felt more like
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herself on medication then when she was not taking it. Conflicting
evidence about the perception of the continuity of narrative iden
tity shows that one cannot conclude that the use of neurocognitive
enhancers will result in a changed identity. Therefore, there is no
reason to think that enhancers are perilous to personal identity, or
even authenticity.

One could argue, however, thatin both the studybyBoltand Schemer
and Krarner's experience, study participants and patients were dis
cussing the effects oftreatment for ADHD and depression respec
tively, not enhancement. Thus, the use ofmedication is justified, and
the potential changes inpersonality are justified, aspart oftreatment.
In an earlier section ofthe paper, it was argued that the distinction
between treatment and enhancement is not easy tomaintain because
medicine and science have become more successful in explaining
human traits in termsoftheir biological underpinnings. It is human
aversion to certain naturallyoccurring traits thatcontributes to them
being characterized as diseases. It is not self-evident then why the
alteration ofsome naturallyoccurring traits, i.e. disease states, would
be morallyjustified, while the alteration ofother naturally occurring
stateswould be immoral. Ifone is committed to the nation thatwhat
is natural is good, then any alteration of the natural state would be
morallywrong, induding treatment ofdisease.

Finally, in order to establish that a change in identity has occurred,
one would have to establish an inviolable core ofpsychological traits
thatshould notbe altered through the use ofenhancers. It is here that
one mightagain detectconfusionbetween the two sensesofpersonal
identity, numerical and narrative. Although a criterion ofnumerica!
identity needs to establish characteristics that are both necessary
and sufficient for the maintenance of numerical identity, no such
requirement exists for narrative identity. Individua! people might
select different aspects of their personality as primary; they might
define themselves in terms oftheir profession, religion, nationality,
or even in terms oftheir family relationships. Furthermore, a person
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might change her self-conception over timewithout a real challenge
to her identity. When it comes to narrative identity there are no
objective criteria by which one could argue that a person has based
their conception on the wrong personality trait. lf Jane centers her
sense of self on her profession, one cannot say that Jane has failed to
properly form a narrative identity because she has failed to include
her nationality, for example, into her core sense of self.

In addition, there are no specific core personality traits that we ali
ought to have in order to be judged as having a narrative identity.
People might have different opinions for whichpersonality traitsare
most important for a person's narrative identity, but there isno reason
to prefer one such ranking of traits over others. Moreover, the lack
of criteria that are independent of personal perspective prevents us
from categorizingpersonality changes in termsoftheir importance.
It is arbitrary to argue that some types of changes in personality do
not pose threats to identity, while the types ofchange thatmight be
precipitated through the use ofneurocognitive enhancement would
constitute a loss ofnarrative identity.

Given the subjectivity and variability of narrative identity, it would
be peculiar at best to argue that changing one's sense of self is mor
ally wrong. And itwould seem wrong to argue that we have a moral
obligation to maintain a particular sense of self for most ofour life.
Thus, it seems that there is no conceptual reason to judge neurocog
nitive enhancementas immoral, although there might be particular
instances of enhancement that could be.

Conclusion

Asadvances in biomedical science increase the ability to identify the
physical bases of human traits, and improve the ability to control
both health and quality of life, the medical domain will expand.
With thisexpansion ofmedical intervention, the boundariesbetween
treatmentand enhancement, aswell as normal-species function and
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disability, will become increasinglyblurred and this iswhydecisions
about the moral permissibility of the use of cognitive enhancers
should not be based on those concepts. lnstead, physicians' deci
sionswhether to prescribe cognitive enhancers should be made in a
manner similar to decisions about any other medical intervention.
Physicians should take intoaccount the relevant contextual features
of each individua! patient, evaluate the risks and benefits, and use
applicable principlesofmedical ethics to decide whether prescription
ofcognitive enhancers is appropriate.

Itshould be noted thatadditional ethical considerations, whichmight
greatly affect the moral permissibility ofneuroenhancers, were out
side the scope of this paper and remain to be considered. Some of
those issues include the notionofsocial justice and the fair allocation
ofenhancers. lfneuroenhancers become widely available, an issue of
social inequality could arise for those whomightnotbe able toafford
them. In addition, widespread use ofenhancers might create situa
tionswhere people could be pressured or coerced into using them.a
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Don Marquis

Five perspectives on abortion ethics

The reproductive freedom perspective

Mostpeople who defend abortion rights appeal to the value ofrepro
ductive freedom. There is much to be said for this perspective. The
decision concerningwhether to bringa child into the world is central
to one's life plans. 'Unwanted children place a considerable burden
onwomen. Unwanted children are less likely to be loved and raised
well. Apparently, there are many good reasons to respect women's
right to reproductive freedom.

Some object to the reproductive freedom perspective because they
believe that life begins at conception. However, as Harry Blackmun
pointed out in Roe v. Wade (1973), there is no consensus amongphi
losophers and theologians concerningwhen life begins. Surely in a
free society even a majority may not limit valuable liberty rights of
individua) members ofsociety when the limits on freedom are based
on religion. As John Stuart Mili (1869) argued in On Liberty, society
is justified in restricting the liberty of one of its members only to
prevent harm to another.

The reproductive freedom perspective isopen to an apparently dev
astating objection. Consider the product of conception - at !east
after the third week ofpregnancy. It consists of cells that engage in
metabolism. It grows. Therefore, it is certainly living. It is an inte
grated biological unitwith parts. Therefore, it certainly seems to be
a biological organism, although, of course, a very young biological
organism. This biological organism certainly seems to be a member
ofour species. Ofwhat other species could it be a member? Therefore,
human fetuses are livinghuman beings. In otherwords, theyare bio-
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logical organismswho are members of the speciesHomo sapiens. This
being the case, ending their lives is ruled out by Mill's principle, for
to have an abortion greatly harms a human being by ending its life.

The innocent human life perspective

This criticism of the reproductive freedom perspective opens the
door to a very different perspective on abortion ethics. According
to this perspective, the right to life is a right of alt human beings,
or, at least a right of alt human beings who are innocent and have
not waived their right to life. These qualifications do not apply in
the case of those young human beings we call 'fetuses'. Therefore,
ali human fetuses have the right to life. The right to life trumps
anyone's claimed freedom to end that life. Therefore, abortion is
wrong. (Noonan 1970).

The innocent human life perspective is a powerful argument. It
amounts to the syltogism:

1. Ali innocent human beings have the right to life.

2.Ali (human) fetuses are innocent human beings.

3. Therefore, alt (human) fetuses have the right to life.

Notice how power ful the defense of this syllogism seems to be. Given
that no human fetus is guilty ofanything thatwould cause her right to
life to be forfeited, the second premise is a true claim in biology. The
first premise is a claim that ali decent people regard as too obvious
to mention. Plainly discussions of the evil of the Holocaust simply
take this premise for granted. Nothing in this argument rests on an
appeal to religion either. That ali human beings have the right to life
is a basic moral claim that every decent person takes for granted,
whether religious or not. The standard claim that the innocent hu
man life perspective on abortion rests only on religion, or on some
indefensible assumption about when life begins, is clearly false. In
spite of its apparent virtues, the innocent human life perspective is
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subject to three devastating criticisms. The first two were set out
most clearly by Peter Singer (1979) in his famous bookPractica/Eth
ics. Singer criticized the above syllogism in the only way it could be
vulnerable to criticism: he objected to the first premise. He offered
two objections.

First, Singer pointed outthatwhenwe condemn, aswe should, racism,
we take for granted that any biological difference between Caucasians
and non-Caucasianshas, by itself, nomoral significance whatsoever.
When we condernn, as we should, sexism, we take for granted that
anybiological difference between malesand females has, by itself, no
moral significance at ali. Singer argued that for the same reason we
should not suppose that the biological property of being a member
ofour species has any moral significance whatsoever. In short, just
aswe believe that racism and sexism are unfounded, we should also
believe that what Singer called "speciesisrn" is unfounded. Basing a
moral righton a biological property, whether thatbiological property
has to do with race or sex or species is unjustified.

Singer's second objection can be called "the over-commitmentobjec
tion", If ali human beings have the right to life, then human beings
who are rightly judged to be irreversibly unconscious have the right
to life. There are good reasons for believing that some human beings
who are irreversiblyunconscious, butwho are otherwise functioning,
integrated biological organisms are living members of the species
Homo sapiens. Nevertheless, it is hard to believe that such human
beings really do have the right to life. We think ofrights as the sorts
of things that people care about having. (They are more than that,
of course.) Ifyou, reader, were rendered, at some time in the future,
irreversiblyunconscious, wouldyou (now) really care ifyour life were
(then) ended? On the basis of these objections, Singer concluded
that the firstpremise ofthe syllogism that represents the human life
perspective is unjustified and, indeed, false.A third objection to the
innocenthuman life perspective has been found compelling bymany.
It can be called "the under-commitmentobjection". Suppose you are
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visited by a being from outer space. You learn to interact with this
being in many differentways. Eventually, you interact with this being
in most of the same ways you interact with persons on this earth,
You might begin to treat him as another person. Suppose now you
also establish that this being lacks human DNA. You might begin to
suppose that this person from outer space has alt of the same rights
that you attribute to persons who are also members of our species.
This suggests that it is not being biologically human that is morally
central to having the right to life, but some other property. This also
suggests that there is something wrong with the first premise of the
innocent human life perspective. (Warren 1973)

The personhood perspective

The above considerations suggest that what it is about us in virtue
of which we have the right to life is not our being a member of the
species Homo sapiens, but some other characteristic correlated in
many cases with our being a member of our species. Singer, along
with many others, has defended the view that what it is about us
that gives us the right to life is our being persons. Singer under
stands being a person as having the capacity for rational agency and
self-consciousness. The view that human beings have the right to life
in virtue of being persons has a number of virtues.

One virtue is that it explains why we do not find it objectionable not to
keep alive human beings who are unconscious, and whom, we are cer
tain, will never regain consciousness. Since on this personhood view,
such human beings lack rationality and self-consciousness and never
will regain it, such human beings are no longer persons. Since they
are no longer persons, they lack the right to life. Another virtue of
this perspective is that it explains why we would treat certain visitors
from outer space as having the right to life even thought they were not
biologically human. If such visitors exhibit the marks of rationality
and self-consciousness, then we would treat them as persons and, as
a consequence, as having the right to life. The innocent human life
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perspective cannotexplain this, whereas the personhood perspective
can. According to the personhood perspective since fetuses Iack the
capacity for rational agency and self-consciousness fetuses lack the
right to life. Since fetuses lack the right to life, the supposed moral
barrier to women's reproductive freedom posed by the innocent hu
man life perspective vanishes. ls thispersonhoodperspective free of
difficulty? It has, as l have presented it, a rather interestingweakness.
We agree, with Singer, that the biological characteristic of being a
member ofone sex or another ismorally irrelevant, because biology
all by itself is morally irrelevant. Andwe agree, with Singer, that the
biological characteristic ofbelonging to one race rather thananother
ismorally irrelevant because, again, biologyall by itselfismorally ir
relevant. Now suppose we agree, with Singer, thatbeinga member of
one species rather than another ismorally irrelevant because, again,
biologyali by itselfismorally irrelevant. Why shouldwe suppose that
psychology is morally relevant? A psychological property is just as
much a natural property as a biological property.

Presumably our thought that the moral is not based on the biologi
cal is based on some version or other of the natura listic fallacy, that
is, that the claim that an individua! has a natural property does not
entail that the same individua) has a moral property. If we accept
the doctrine of the naturalistic fallacy, then why should we believe
that the possession of a psychological property, which is a natural
property also, is anymore morally significant than the possession ofa
biological property? Ifwe don'taccept the doctrine ofthe natura listic
fallacy, thenwhyshouldwe be so certain that the biological property
of being human has no moral significance?

The pro-attitude perspective

Singer'sview is not a pure personhoodview. He hasan answer to the
naturalistic fallacy concern. He argues that being a person is cen
tral to the correct account of the right to life because a personhood
account gets our va/ues into the account of the right to life. It does
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so in the following way. Only persons have a self concept, that is, a
concept of self as a continu ing subject of experience. Only if one has
a concept of self as a continuing subject of experience can one desire
to live. To desire to live is to value one's future life. To desire to live
is to have a pro-attitude toward one's future life. We have the strong
desire to live. This strong desire to live is the basis for our right to
life. The reason the strong desire to live is the basis for the right to
life is that everyone agrees that we have a presumptive obligation to
respect the desires of others, especially to respect their very strongly
held desires. The desi re to live is a strongly held desire beca use it is
a desire that is a necessary condition of the fulfillment of our other
desires. Accordingly, our strong desire to live is the basis for our belief
that (most) human beings have the right to life.

Perspectives like Singer's are popular in the philosophical commu
nity. Michael Tooley (1972) also argued that our right to life is based
on our desire to live. John Harris (1999) has claimed that our right
to life is based on the fact that we value our future lives. Steinbock
(1992) and Dworkin (1993) have argued that our right to life is based
our interest in continuing to live. Reiman (1999) has claimed that
our right to life is based on the fact that we care about continuing
to live. Paske (1998) and Brown (2002) have argued that our right to
life is based upon our hopes for our future. No doubt there are other
variations on this theme. The differences between these views should
not be allowed to obscure the ir essential similarity. Ali of these views
refer to the fact that you and l value our continued existence. Ali of
these views refer to the fact that you and I have a pro-attitude toward
our continued existence. Ali these views have the same virtues.

The pro-attitude perspectives justify reproductive choice, of course.
Fetuses do not value their future lives, because they lack a concept of
self as a continuing subject of experience. They lack the property that
is necessary for them to value their future lives. As a consequence,
they lack the property that is the basis for the right to life. It follows
that ending their lives is not wrong and abortion is morally perrnis-
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sible. The greatvirtue ofthese pro-attitude views is that theybase our
view thatkillingpost-natal humanbeings iswrong, notultimatelyon
biology and not ultimately in psychology, but on the valueswe actu
ally have. Pro-attitude views have other nice features as well. They
do not suffer from the over-commitment problem. People who are
irreversibly comatose do notvalue their future lives. Indeed, they lack
the brain states invirtue ofwhich theycould possiblyvalue anything
at ali. Therefore, they lack the right to life. Therefore, pro-attitude
views, unlike the innocent human life perspective, donotunderwrite
the wrongness ofkilling them.

Neither do pro-attitude views suffer from the under-commitment
problem. People from outer space who behave like persons presum
ablywant to continue to live. Thatshows that theyvalue their future
lives. Therefore, unlike the innocent human life view, the pro-attitude
view explains why it would be wrong to kill them.

Nevertheless, pro-attitude views all suffer from a devastating prob
lem. Consider someone with untreated bipolar disease who isgreatly
depressed and suicida!. Consider someone who has been given a
suicide pill bya mortal enemyand after the pill takes effect, says sin
cerely she does notwant to live. Consider someone who has become
convinced by his religious leader that all the members of their cuit
should commit suicide in order to obtain bliss in the afterlife. Pro
attitude views imply that it is notwrong to kill such folks. However,
it iswrong. Therefore, any pro-attitude view is false.

Is there a way of modifying these pro-attitude views so that they
are not vulnerable to these counter-examples? A defender of a
pro-attitude view might try to repair her view in the followingway.
She could pointout that the alleged counterexamples to pro-attitude
views describe people who lack rational desires concerning their
future lives. Therefore, she might suggest that the rational desire to
continue to live is the basis for the right to life, and therefore, the
above counterexamples are not counterexamples to the pro-attitude
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view at all.Such a repair is ineffective. People who suffer from dini
cai depression who lack the desire to live also, of course, lack the
rational desire to live. Consequently if the rational desire to live is
the basis for the right to life, then such people lack the right to life.
No one believes that.

Suppose a defender of the pro-attitude view tries to repair her view
by arguing that one's ideal desire to continue to live is the basis for
the right to life (Boonin 2003). One then understandsan ideal desire,
not in terms of a desire that one actually has, but in terms of the de
sire toward one's future life that one wou/d have ifone were rational
and had fu)) information about one's future, whether one actually
has that desire or not. Therefore, one can hold that people who are
suicida) because of depression or because they were given a suicide
pili actually have an ideal desire to continue to live, because if they
were rational and fu)) information about their futures, they would
desire to continue to live. Accordingly, an ideal desire view will not
be subjectto the counterexamples that plague standard pro-attitude
views or views in terms of actual rational pro-attitudes,

Ideal pro-attitude views can be characterized in differentways. One
way of characterizing such a view l shall call an "idealized desire"
view (after Singer, 2009). According to an idealized desire view a
necessary condition ofone's having an idealized desire toward one's
future is that one have some desire or other toward one's future life.
An idealized desire concerningone's future is a desire thatone actu
ally has concerningone's future that is idealized, that is, is corrected
if it is not based on fu)) information and rational calculations con
cerning one's future. Thus, the depressed suicida! patient will have
an idealized desire to live, but fetuses will not. The reason for this
is that a depressed suicida) patient actually has a desire concerning
her future, whereas a fetus, lacking the capacity to have any desires
concerningher future at all, will not have an idealized desire to live.
(I neglect the casewhere the depressed patient says that she doesnot
care whether she lives or not) Therefore, if one has the right to life
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only if one has the idealized desire to continue to live, then fetuses
lack the right to life and abortion choice is assured.

There is a different way of characterizing an ideal desire view. We
mightsuppose thathavingan actual desire concerningone's future is
not a necessary condition ofhaving an ideal desire concerning one's
future. Just to have a name, Jet us call such a view 'a hypothetical
desire' view. A hypothetical desireview concerningone's future is a
desire one would have if one had full information concerning one's
future and one made a rational decision concerning one's future.
Notice that, apart from the absence of the stipulation concerning
actually having some attitude or other concerning one's future, a
hypothetical desire view is the same as an idealized desire view.
However, the presence or absence of this stipulation makes a great
deal of difference if one is concerned with the ethics of abortion.
Fetuses can have hypothetical desires. They cannot have idealized
desires. Therefore, a hypothetical desire accountofthe wrongness of
killingwill be incompatible with abortion choice; an idealized desire
account of the wrongness ofkillingwill support abortion choice.

Which account should we choose? An analogy will help us answer
this question. If a Nazi tellsyou he believes that ali innocent human
being have the right to life-unless, of course, they are Jews, you will
reject his view because he has offered a restriction on the scope of
his account that is arbitrary. Notice that you cannot reject his ac
count on the ground that it is subject to counterexamples. He will
maintain thatali your counterexamples beg the question againsthim.
What this little example shows is that we do not want an account
of the wrongness ofkilling that contains restrictions that cannot be
defended in a principled way. The difficultywith an idealized desire
account of the wrongness of killing is that it contains restrictions
that cannot be defended in a principled way. The account permits
abortion choice so/ely because of a linguistic stipulation about the
definition of idealized desire. Notice how different this view is from
the original pro-attitude view. The original pro-attitude view per-
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mitted abortion because fetuses actually do not desire their futures.
There is nothing arbitrary about that. What this extended analysis
shows is that pro-attitude accounts of the wrongness of kill ing are
subject to counterexamples and that suc h accounts cannot be modi
fied so that they are no longer subject to difficulties.

The result of all of this analysis is that we must find a better sort
of account of the wrongness of kill ing that will help us defend one
perspective or another concerning abortion choice,

The future ofvalue perspective

Why are the counterexamples to (non-idealized) pro-attitude views
really counterexamples? Are these counterexamples based on strong,
but ultimately indefensible moral intuitions, or is there a reason why
these counterexamples are persuasive? There is indeed a reason.
Many people who are depressed can be treated with psychotherapy
and/or psychotropic drugs and can go on to live lives they will value.
We presume that after the suicide pill wears off, the individual who
took the pill will go on to live a life she will value. We presume that
after rescue and treatment the deluded member of the religious cult
can be deprogrammed and can go on to live a life he will value. This
suggests that underlying the counterexamples is the belief that if an
individua l would have a future she will value if she does not die, then
it is wrong to kill her (Marquis 1989).

This suggestion is born out in other ways. Consider the class of people
who do want to live. One could argue that it is wrong to kill them be
cause ifthey are not killed they will go on to live lives they will value.
We believe that one's premature death from cancer or heart disease or
some other cause is a misfortune to her because that death deprives
her of a future that she would value. Why is this? We presume that
a shorter life is a worse life than a longer life because the shorter life
will, ceteris paribus, contain fewer goods than the longer life. We
believe that to cause someone's life to contain fewer goods than it
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would otherwise contain is to harm her. To deprive someone of ali
of the goods ofher future life is to cause great harm to her. It causes
her to suffer a great misfortune. It iswrong to cause others to suffer
a misfortune. It iswrong to harm others and it is certainlywrong to
cause great harm to others. Therefore, killing another human being
is wrong because it deprives her of a future ofvalue. Reflection on
the counterexamples to the pro-attitude view and reflection on our
attitudes to death leads toa better accountofthewrongnessofkilling.

Reflection on ideal desire views of the wrongness of killing lead in
the same direction. If one has a future ofvalue, then, if one has full
informationabout thatfuture and reasonscorrectlyaboutit, then one
will have a hypothetical desire for one's life to continue. One's future
ofvalue is the basis for ones hypothetical desire. The hypothetical
desire view is actually parasitic on the future of value view. lf one
has a future ofvalue, then one will have an hypothetical desire to
continue to live and if one Iack a future ofvalue, then one will Iack
an hypothetical desire to continue to live.

The future ofvalue view, like the innocenthuman life view, or like a
personhoodviewor like the pro-attitude view, is intended to provide
us with a sufficient condition for the wrongness of killing, unless
special circumstances obtain. Special circumstances indude killing
in self-defense, killing in time ofwar, and cases in which the death
penalty may be the appropriate penalty for a crime. Reasoned dis
cussion of these special circumstance cases takes for granted that
ordinarily killing another human being is wrong, but there may
be exceptions in cases involving the termination of other human
life. However, these are ali cases in which the killing needs careful
justification. lf these special circumstances do not obtain, then the
future ofvalue view, like the innocent human life view, and the per
sonhood viewand pro-attitude views, is intended to provide uswith
a sufficient condition for the wrongness, indeed, the very serious
wrongness, ofkilling.
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Does the future ofvalue view provide a necessary condition for the
serious wrongness of killing? Consider those cases that cause dif
ficulty for the innocent human life account: cases of human beings
whohave become irreversibly unconscious. lrreversibly unconscious
humans lack futures ofvalue; that is, they lack a future in which they
would value their experiences. Therefore, the standard reason why
killing a human being iswrong does not apply to them. However, it
does not follow immediately that it is notwrong to kill anyone who
is irreversibly unconscious. There may be another reason why such
human beings should be kept alive. Perhaps a relative is willing to
pay for the continuationoflife supports. Perhaps the patient himself
has made provisions to pay for his continued care. Usually, however,
there is no such reason. Unless such a special situation obtains, end
ing the lives ofpeople whoare irreversibly unconscious isnotwrong.
In the absence of special situations, the future of value account of
the wrongness of killing will function as a necessary condition for
the wrongness of killing.

The future of value account of the wrongness of killing is, strictly
speaking, too inclusive. Although it is easy to think only of cases of
humans when considering the morality of abortion, the unquali
fied future of value account will imply that it is wrong to kill most
mammals. Cows have future ofvalue, as futures ofvalue have been
defined. Beef eaters do not think that it is wrong to kill cows. Un
less this difficulty is addressed, the future ofvalue theory is subject
to a serious objection.

It can be addressed in the followingway. What is attractive about
both the pure personhood theory and the pro-attitude theory isthat
they take into account the moral importance ofthe lives ofpersons.
Warren's view, in particular, is attractive because her view took ac
count of the common view that the lives of persons are far more
morally important than the lives of those who are not. lf the future
ofvalue view cannot provide uswith insight intowhyWarren's view
iswrongin this respect, we would have one reason for thinkingthat
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Warren's personhood view is superior to the future of value view.
We can put the difficulty in another way. The reproductive freedom
view and the pro-attitude view were criticized because they were
too narrow. They made too much killing morally permissible. The
innocent human life perspective was criticized because it was too
broad. It made it wrong to end lives that it was clearly not wrong to
end. ls the future of value view also too broad because it makes it
wrong to end lives that most people think it is not wrong to end?

The future ofvalue view can be qualified so that it deals with this
objection. What are the arguments in favor of the future of value
view? The arguments are based on analysis ofwhy we believe that it
is wrong to kill huma nswhen it is wrong and why we believe that it is
permissible to end the lives ofhumans when it is permissible to end
those lives, Those futures that we believe are so morally important
that they are the basis of a strong moral prohibition of kill ing are
futures that can be characterized as the lives of persons. We believe
that it is wrong to kill suicida! persons, or persons who have taken
a suicide pili or persons in the grip of a religious cult because they
can have (after deprogramming) the kind of futures that persons
have. We believe that death from cancer is a misfortune because it
deprives someone of the kind of future that persons have. Thus what
is morally significant in ending a life contexts seems to be a future
personal life. Call such a life a p-future ofvalue. The p-future ofvalue
view does not imply that we must refrain from eating beef.

Accordingly, one objection (There are others) that the future ofvalue
perspective makes too much killingwrong can be dealtwith. lndeed,
the p-future ofvalue perspective recognizes the moral importance of
the life of a person as much as doesWarren's personhood perspective
and pro-attitude perspectives However, unlike those other perspec
tives, the future of value perspective recognizesfuture personhood.
Therefore, it implies that abortion is not only wrong, but seriously
wrong. It is wrong for the same reason that killing any post natal
human being is wrong. Birth is morally irrelevant.
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A key concept in the p-future ofvalue view is (of course) the notion
of a p-future of value. What it is to have a p-future of value is (I
suppose) intuitively obvious. However, there would be something
wrongwith the p-future ofvalue view if one were unable to unpack
the notion more precisely.

At an early age we acquire a notion ofa natural human life span. We
recognize thatour parents, grandparents, andgreatgrandparentsare
located on later points in that life span. To endsomeone's life at some
particular time is to deprive her of the years of a normal life-span
after that time. But what is that future of which she was deprived?
It is not something that was actually part of her life if his life were
ended prematurely. It isnot necessarily something that she thought
she had. Otherwise, the viewwould not imply that abortion iswrong,
for a fetus is unable to have a concept of her future. An individual's
future of value at a given age is one's poten t ia/ at that age to live to
a greater age and to have a future life that one would value. That
potential is based on one's nature as a biological organism in much
the same wayas table salt's potential to dissolve if put inwater (even
if it is never put in water) is based on the chemical nature of Na Cl
(Mclnerney 1990.)

There is nothing mysterious about this. Epidemiologists have data
concerningone'smedian life expectancyat a givenage.One'smedian
life expectancy refers to one's potential future life at a given age.
One's future ofvalue is just one's median future life expectancy on
the assumption that one would value that future life.

This explication ofthe idea ofa future ofvalue showshowa common
criticism of the future ofvalue view is unsound. Norcross (1990) has
argued that if fetuses have futures of value, then combinations of
sperm and ova also have a future ofvalue, for they can combine to
form a zygote and ultimately a fetus and ultimately a post natal hu
man being. However, not alt combinations of sperm and ova could
possiblyhave a future ofvalue. Prior to fertilization there isno actual
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combination ofa particular sperm and ovum and therefore, nothing
to have the potential that is the basis for a future ofvalue. There are
only a multitude ofpossible combinations. Once a fetus exists, there
is an actual entitywith an actual potential to have a future ofvalue.
Misfortunes require actual victims.

Why the p-future ofvalue view is superior to other
accounts ofthe wrongness ofkilling

Let us compare the p-future ofvalue view to other accounts of the
ethics of abortion. It is superior to the reproductive freedom view
because, unlike the reproductive freedom view, the p-future ofvalue
takes seriously the fact that fetuses are human beings and that, at
least in the vastmajority ofcases, deliberately ending the life ofan
other human being iswrong. It is superior to the innocent human
life view because, unlike the innocent human life view, it is subject
neither to the speciesism objection nor to the over-comrnitment or
under-commitmentobjections. Unlike the innocenthuman life view,
the p-future ofvalue viewdoes not make itwrong to end the lives of
the irreversibly unconscious. lndeed, it does not rule out the moral
permissibility of euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide.

On the other hand, like Warren's personhood view and pro-attitude
views, it is open to the possibility that elsewhere in our universe
there could be individualswith p-futures ofvalue who lack human
DNA. The p-future of value view is superior to Warren's person
hoodviewbecause it involvesour values in away thatWarren's view
does not. The p-future ofvalue view is superior to any of the many
pro-attitude views because itdeals correctlywith cases inwhich, due
to some mental aberration, a human does not desire to continue to
live. Because there are other reasonswhy the p-future ofvalue view
is plausible, the p-future ofvalue view is superior to alternative ac
countsofthe wrongness ofkilling. The p-future ofvalue viewseems
to imply that abortion is morally wrong. This conclusion is, and
should be, very hard to accept. It underwrites a great restriction on
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the liberty ofwomen. Because ofthis the future ofvalue perspective
has been heavily criticized. It is not possible in anessayofthis Iength
to discuss ali of these criticisms.
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Katrien Devolder

Procreative Selection to Help Others:
Saviour Siblings1

Preimplantation Tissue Typing to Select a Saviour
Sibling

Preimplantationtissue typinghasbeen used to enable families to ere
ate so called 'saviour siblings'; tissue matched children that can serve
as a stem celi donor for a sick sibling in need of an allogeneic hae
matopoietic stem celi transplantation. Haematopoietic stem cells are
blood forming stem cells residing inthe bone marrow, the peripheral
blood, and the umbilical cordblood. For several lethal malignant and
some non-malignantdisorders, haematopoietic stem celi transplanta
tion is currently the only therapeutic approach (Benito et al. 2004).

Preimplantationtissue typing involves the combinationofthree tech
niques: in vi tro fertilisation (IVF), preimplantationgenetic diagnosis
(PGD) and human leukocyte antigen(HLA)-typing. PGD involvesthe
genetic testingofiVF embryosprior to transfer to the uterus. One or
two cells are removed from the embryo to test for certain inherited
diseases. Only unaffected embryos are transferred. When PGD is
combinedwithHLA-typing (also called "tissue ryping"), the biopsied
cells are used to test for the embryos' HLA-type. The HLA-type is
determinedbythe antigenpattern, the markerson the surface ofbody
cells and tissues. These markers are used by the immune system to
distinguish our own body cells and tissues from foreignones. The
success ofa stem celi (or any other) transplant largely depends on
howwell the HLA-types of the donor and recipient match.

1 Adapted from: Devolder, K., 2005, "Preimplantation HI.A typing: having chil
dren to save our loved enes"Journal ofMedical Ethics, 31(10): 582-6.
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Why use preimplantation tissue typing to create a saviour sibling?
Preimplantation tissue typing is not required to create a saviour
sibling. There have been cases of couples conceiving, or trying to
conceive saviour siblings via sexual reproduction. The Ayala and
the Curry cases are probably the most discussed ones. In 1989, Ma
rissa Ayala was conceived to provide stem cells for her sisterAnissa,
who suffered from leukaemia andwould die withouta bone marrow
transplant (Morrow 2001).

In the same year, umbilical cord bloodstem cells collected after Emi!y
Curry's birthwere used to treat Emily's sister Natalie, who was born
with a rare genetic condition called FanconiAnaemia andwould likely
die before the age often ifshe did not receive a haematopoietic stem
celi transplant. Emily was the third attempt of Natalie's parents to
conceive a saviour sibling. Natalie'smother had one miscarriage, and
Audrey, their seconddaughter, was nota tissue match for Natalie. The
chance that a child is a perfect tissue match for its sick sibling isoniy
one in four. Couples who are trying to conceive a saviour sibling are
thus faced with a difficult decision about whether to keep trying in
the hope that the next child will be a tissue match. To avoid having
more children that are nota tissue match, some couples made use of
prenatal testing, which is performed during pregnancy. If the fetus
turned out not to be a tissue match, the pregnancycan be terminated
and a new attempt to have a saviour sibling can be made, without
having to extend the family (Auerbach 1994).

Preimplantation tissue typinghas beenproposed as a more efficient
and less demanding method for creating a saviour sibling than the
lotteryofsexual reproductionor selectionafter prenatal testing (Ver
linsky et al. 2001). The main advantage of preimplantation tissue
typing is that it provides genetic information about embryosprior to
implantation. Selection prior to implantation avoids the problem of
havingto take demandingand controversial decisions aboutwhether
or not to terminate a pregnancy if the fetus turns out not to be a
match, or to extend the family in the hope that the nextchildwill have
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the desired HLA-type. Adam Nash, born in 2000, was the first saviour
sibling created as a result of preimplantation tissue typing (Grewal
et al. 2004). The umbilical cord blood stem cells collected after his
birth were used to treat his sister Molly, who had the genetic condi
tion Fanconi anaemia. The procedure involved testing IVF embryos
to identify those that were free from the disease and a tissue match
for Molly. The transplantation was successful and two years later
Molly was cured. In May 2004, a research team in Chicago reported
the birth of five healthy saviour siblings (Verlinsky et al. 2004).

Their older siblings were affected with acute forms ofleukaemia or
with Diamond-Blackfan anaemia and needed HLA-matched hae
matopoietic stem celi transplantations. Because these diseases are
sporadic and not hereditary, the !VF embryos were only tested for
HLA-type, not for hereditary diseases. Since these successful at
tempts, severa! other saviour siblings have been created worldwide
using preimplantation tissue typing. Despite promising results, many
people still object to the use of this method to save sick children. In
what follows, l discuss the two main concerns of these critics and
show that they do not constitute a sufficient ground to reject preim
plantation tissue typing to create a saviour sibling.

The risks ofpreimplantation tissue typing for the
saviour sibling

In some saviour sibling cases, such as the Nash case mentioned ear
lier, the disease in the affected child is hereditary. PGD is then used
both to select an embryo that does not have the disease and that
is also a tissue match for the sick child. Another widely discussed
case is that of the Hashmis. Three-year old Zain Hasmi had Beta
Thalassaemia (BT), a hereditary condition. After a failed attempt to
conceive a saviour sibling naturally, the Hashmis applied to the Hu
man Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA) for permission
to carry out PGD on their !VF embryos to select an embryo that would
not have BT and thatwould be a tissue match for Zain (Boseley 2001).
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Permissionwas granted. In some cases, however, the disease of the
affected child is sporadic. PGD is then used solely for HLA typing
and not as a diagnostic technique. The five saviour siblings created
in Chicago had onlybeen tested for HLA-type. One ofthese saviour
siblings was JamesWhitaker. The Whitakers' earlier request to the
HFEA for permission to use PGD to select a saviour sibling for their
child suffering from Diamond BlackfanAnaemia (OBA) - a sporadic
condition - had been refused, the reason beingthat the IVF embryos
did not have to be tested for a disease but only for their tissue type
(HFEA 2002).

Some who accept PGDfor selection against genetic diseases are op
posedto PGD solely for HLAtyping. Theyhave argued thatanembryo
should be exposed to the risks ofPGD only if it is likely to derive
enoughbenefit from itto outweigh the risks (Wolf, Kahn andWagner
2003). These risks are the as yetunknown long term effects of PGD
resulting from the extractionofone or two cells from the embryo. The
idea is that ifPGD is used to test for genetic diseases, then this is in
the best interest of the child that will be selected, whereas if PGD is
used solely for tissue typing, the only benefit is for the existing sick
child who will receive a stem cell transplant. Suzi Leather, former
chair of the HFEA, expressed this concern as follows:

PGD cansecureanoutcome, whichismuchbetter than the horrible death
say, ofan infantwithTaySachs condition. Clearly then the resultingchild
benefits from the PGD to the extent that it owes its serious-disorder-free
life to PGD. But an interventionwhich imposes risks without benefits, or
where the benefi ts accrue to another person, is very different.

(Leather 2004,online)

This objection is problematic. It is misleadingto say that the child
owes its "serious-disorder-free life" to PGD. The child without Tay
Sachs owes its life to PGD, inthe same wayas anyother child selected
following PGD, for whatever reason, owes its life to PGD. It is not
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as if, without PGD, the same child would have been affected by the
disease. PGD is not a cure, it is a selection procedure.An embryo is,
or is not selec ted because of ge netic characteristics italready had.

How then can PGD benefit children? If one believes it is better to
exist than not to exist (except if a life is so bad that it is not worth
Iiving), the only conceivable benefit of PGD for the resulting child is
its existence, rather than a "serious-disorder-free" existence.Without
PGD itwould probably not have existed at ali. The parentswould not
have had this particular child. lf one does not believe existence is a
benefit, none of the children that came into the world after PGD have
directly benefited from PGD. Consequently, regardless of whether
one thinks coming into existence is a benefit or not, PGD does not
benefit the child in the sense that it prevents the child from having
a serious disease.

Will the resulting child be harmed by PGD? We could say that one
part of the procedure - the extraction of the cells - might harm the
child, but PGD as a whole does nevertheless not harm the child if
it was a necessary condition for the child'sexistence. This does not
mean that the child could not have a complaint about the procedure.
However, a child resultingfrom PGD for tissue typing has no more
grounds for complaintabout possible side effects than a child result
ing from PGD for diagnosis of a genetic disease, given that in both
cases PGD was a necessary condition for the children to exist

In the case of PGD for tissue typing, PGD is carried out for aclearly
person affecting reason - saving thesick sibling, whereas in the case
of PGD for testing for a genetic disease, PGD is carried out for a
mainly non-person affecting reason - the creation of a new person
without a genetic disease as opposed to the creation of another new
person with a genetic disease (Parfit 1984). Of course, there are also
be person affecting reasons for using PGD to select against diseases,
for example, the benefit to the parents and to society, but these kinds
ofperson affecting reasons might also operate in the former case. The
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important point is that in the case of PGD for tissue typing there is
an extra person affecting reason for doing PGD:saving a child's life.

Thisperson affecting reasonmakes the moral case for PGD for tissue
typingeven stronger than the moral case for PGD to select against
genetic diseases. If one accepts the risks of PGD for the benefit of
people whowanta healthy child, surely one should also accept these
risksfor the benefit ofparents who want a healthy child and for the
benefitofa sick child in need of a stem celi transplant.

Themorally dubious intentions to have a saviour sibling

It is, however, precisely this person affecting reason thatis the basis
of another concern of opponents of preimplantation tissue typing
to create a saviour sibling. For example, the editor of the Bulletin of
Medical Eth ics, wrote:

Weare not creating this saviour sibling to be a child in its own right. We
havecreated it - designed it - to be a source of spare parts for an exist
ing child...Where do wedraw a moral distinction between slavery...and
creating what l prefer to call slave siblings

(Nicholson 2003, online)

That saviour siblingswill be created, and thus treated as "spare part
babies" is a common concern. There are, however, severa! problems
with it. First, it is based on thespeculative assumption that saviour
siblings are created merely for instrumenta! reasons, that is, merely
to serve as a stem celi donor for the sick sibling, and not for their
own sake. But why would this be the case? It is extremely difficult,
ifnotimpossible, to separate the reasons that lead to the conception
ofa child because of a 'genuine desire for a child' from those Jinked
to an attempt to save another child. Second, even if saviour siblings
are created for instrumenta! reasons, it is not clear why that in itself
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is so problematic that it justifies preventing their existence. Parents
generally have children for ali sorts of instrumenta! reasons. For
example, "The Value of Children Project" conducted in 1973, before
most assisted reproduction techniques had been developed, indi
cated that one of the advantages of childbearing most frequently
mentioned is the benefit for the husband-wife relationship. Other
frequentlymentioned reasonsinclude 'immortality' of the individua!,
continuity of the familyname, and the economic and psychological
benefits children providewhen their parents become old (Fawcett and
Arnold 1973). These reasonsarewidespread andgenerally considered
unproblematic, as long as the child is aIso valued in its own right.
What is most important in a parentchild relationship is the love and
care inherent in this relationship.We judge people on their attitudes
toward children, rather thanon their motives for having them.

Perhaps this iswhere the problem lies: because saviour children are
created as a means to help another child, theywill not be valued in
their own right. But what does it mean to be valued in one's own
right? Ifyou are extremely rich or talented, and people approachyou
because ofthese characteristics, does thatmean theydonotvalue you
in your own right? Suppose we express it differently, and situate the
problem not in the vagueness ofnot beingvaluedin one's own right,
but rather in terms of not being respected, Ioved, or taken care ofin
the way people expect in given circumstances. Dowe have reason to
believe that saviour siblingswill notbe cared for in the way children
should be cared for? For example, do we have reason to think that
these childrenwill be neglected or abandoned as soon as their stem
cells have been used to save the sick sibling?

One cannot completely exclude the risk that thiswill be the case, but
this is true for ali reproduction. We generally do not think that such
risk justifies interference with people's reproductive plans. Perhaps
the risk of maltreatment or abandonment would be much higher
in the case of saviour siblings because of the particular intention
for having such children. They were created, partly or wholly, as a
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stem celi donor. This concern relies on the assumption that there is
a strong link between one's intention to have a child, and the way
one will treat the child once born. It is, however, a mistake to pre
suppose that the desire or the intentionto have a child determines
the attitudes of the parents toward the child once born. This would
imply that children conceived in order to have a brother or sister for
an already existingchild would not be loved, which, fortunately, is
not the case (Pennings 2004).

Moreover, the fact that the parents make so much effort to try to
save their sick child suggests that theyare caring and loving parents
andmakes itveryunlikely that theywill treat the saviour siblingasa
'bred to order child' andwill abandon it once the transplantationwas
successful (Boyle and Savulescu 2001). Indeed, anecdotal evidence
families with a saviour sibling indicates that these children receive
ali the love and care children should get.Finally, we should not forget
that someone - the sick child - is to benefit from the creation ofa
saviour sibling, whereas the saviour sibling cannot be harmed by its
creation (unless her live is not worth living). One could, of course,
still argue that from a non-person affecting point ofview it is mor
ally better to bring a child into the world that can be expected to
have more wellbeing than any other possible child one could bring
into the world.

For example, the Principle of Procreative Beneficence instructs par
ents to select the child, ofthe possible children they could have, that
will have the best chance at the best life (Savulescu 2001, Savulescu
and Kahane 2007). Suppose a couple can choose to create child A
that is a saviour sibling or child B that is not a saviour sibling. Sup
pose also that A will have somewhat less expected wellbeing than
B. However, if A is selected C will live. lf B is selected C will die.
Procreative Beneficence would instruct parents to select B. Butwhy
should we, when selecting children, only take the wellbeing of the
selected child into account? There is good reason to think that par
ents should alsoprotectand promote the wellbeingofothers through
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their selection decisions. People in general have moral reason to
promote and protect the wellbeing of others through their actions.
lndeed, the existence of such reasons is recognized in relation to pa
rental decision-making contexts that are somewhat related to those
of genetic selection. It is generally thought that parents should raise
their children not merely to have lives containing much wellbeing,
but also to contribute to the wellbeing of others. For example, it is
widely thought that parents should encourage moral sensitivity in
their children. Many also think that they should inculcate certain
values or moral beliefs into their children through punishing harm
ful behaviour and rewarding beneficent behaviour. Accepting that
when selecting a child, parents should a Iso take into account others'
wellbeing would be a natural way of extending these common sense
views about good parenting into contexts of procreative selection
(Douglas and Devolder, forthcoming).

To what extent parents should take into account the wellbeing of
their selected child and that of others is a difficult question I cannot
settle here. But they should take into account both. Since there is no
reason to think the wellbeing of the saviour sibling will be signifi
cantly lower than that of any other child the parents could have, and
the sick sibling will benefit tremendously, we have a strong moral
reason, if not a moral obligation, to use preimplantation tissue typing
to select the saviour sibling.

Conclusion

Preimplantation tissue typing can be used as a method to create
saviour siblings - tissue matched children that can serve as a stem
celi donor to save the life of a sick sibling. Since the saviour sibling
cannot be harmed by the procedure (unless she or he has a life not
worth living), and an existing person - the sick child - will expectedly
benefit from it, there is a strong moral reason for applying it. The
concern that saviour siblings will be used merely as a means does not
provide a strong reason against employing preimplantation tissue
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typing to create them. First, ifwe accept the risk ofabandonment,
or maltreatment in 'norma!' reproduction, we should also accept it
when creating saviour siblings. Secondly, there is no reason to think
that this riskwill be significantly higher in the case ofsavour siblings.
The intentionsofparents to have a child donot necessarilydetermine
the way theywill treat their child.

Moreover, parentswho go through significant effort to create a sav
iour siblingwill generally be caring parents. Finally, even if the sav
iour sibling had somewhat less expected wellbeing than any other
child the parents could select, theywould have good moral reason to
select the saviour sibling. Parents generally have good moral reason
to benefit others through their actions, and it is not clear why this
reason would not extend to reproductive decisions. Since there is
no reason to think the wellbeing of the saviour sibling will be sig
nificantly lower than that of any other possible child, and the sick
siblingwill benefit tremendously, we have a strong moral reason, if
nota moral obligation, to use preimplantation tissue typing to create
a saviour sibling.
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Veselin Mitrovic

Socio-Epistemological Aspects of
Enhancement1

Introduction

Human Enhancement could be described as the use of medicine,
surgery and other kinds of medical technology, not just to cure or
control illness, but rather to enhance or improve human capaci
ties and characteristics (Elliott 1998). One of the well-known and
most contradictory definitions ofEnhancement is that it represents
a directed use ofbiotechnical power through direct intervention in
order to alter the 'norma!' functions of the human body and psyche
- not the disease processes - and to increase or improve the innate
capacities and performances of the body (The President's Council
on Bioethics 2003).

In the contemporary studyofthe idea ofhuman enhancement there
are at least three ethical or theoretical approaches. The first one
is a transhumanist approach, whose advocates explicitly promote
the practice of genetic, prosthetic and cognitive enhancement of
humankind, that is the transition from a human to a post-human
society; the second approach is a bioconservative one and its pro
ponents perceive such experiments on human beings as a violation
ofhuman dignity, meddling in "God's business" (playing God), and
generally asa threat to humankind; while the representatives of the
so-called m idd/e standpoint see the danger in the dialectical relation
between capitalism and medicine. The authors of this middle ap
proachperceive the accessibility to, andapplicationof, biotechnology

1 l am grateful to Marjan Ivkovic, a fellow sociologist and PhD student at the
University ofCambridge, who read severa! versions ofthis manuscript and made
some suggestions, critical observations and recommendations.
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as a certain resource for ensuring better social positions. Thus, it
is necessary to know to what extent the bio-medical enhancement
supports or clashes with the socially accepted activities such as at
tending trainings, courses, language or music lessons, talent build
ing, immunization, etc. Regarding this question, we need to explore
some epistemological and social implications of the main pro and
contra arguments.

I would like to claim that, despite their theoretical divergences, these
approaches encounter the same epistemological problems. In order
to show the social and epistemological implications of the present
day enhancement debate, I am going to discuss the three following
arguments that it faces.

I Irrationality of the "yuck" argument?

When new technologies are introduced, the first reaction is often
either "wow - this is amazing!" or "yuck - this is sickl" Harris deals
with the reasons and arguments that underlie both reactions, and
how it can sometimes be rational to move from "yuck!" to "wow!" The
same author further claims that when using the yuckfactor we only
make an appeal to custom and law, "to feel a considerable unease
reflected in custom and law" (Harris 2007, pp. 1-4; 20).

Agar underlies that the problem with the irrationality of the yuck
argument is the following: ifwe lack a rationally persuasive reason
to find the existence ofbiotechnological interventions wrongful, we
should not translate queasiness into moral condemnation (Agar 2004,

p. 58). Also, Harris emphasizes that Daniels' definition ofhealth and,
hence, of illness in terms of departures from norma! functioning
or departures from species-typical functioning (Daniels 2000), is
unacceptable in those cases like Chemical or Genetic enhancement.
Immunization, as Harris underlies, is also a kind ofhealth change,
which goes beyond species-typical functioning (Harris 2007, p. 21).
Although immunization is a sort of health improvement and one of
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the mostvaluable social goals, especially in the domain ofchildren's
and youth's social - and healthcare, it should not be forgotten that
not ali vaccinations are risk free and morally acceptable. More risky
procedures ofgenetic and chemical enhancementmake the last com
mentmore relevant; although there are some optimistic perspectives
in terms of health, genetic or chemical means are still unexplored
knowledge, risky and ethically questionable.

However, Harris and Agar claim that the difference between the
moral justification of

(1) mechanical enhancement or vaccination, and of

(2) chemical or genetic enhancement is in the irrationality ofthe
"yuckfactor" (Harris 2007, p. 20).

l will try to show that this form of"irrationality" is part ofa norma/
humanfunction. At the same time, the norma/humanfunction term
appears as a valid argument in this kind ofepistemological explana
tion.

Agar examines the argument that human doning and genetic engi
neering are wrong because they violate some deep, inchoate sense
ofwhat is right for us. This line of thinking is called the yuck argu
ment. Placing the conservative's conclusion about biotechnology
beyond reason's reach goes against the grain for those who are used
to rationally justify their moral conclusions. The 'yuck' argument is
designed for reactionsofdisgustthat lack an obvious rational reason,
especially in the case of the cloning of human beings (Agar 2004,

pp. 55-56), where human cloning means the use of the technology
of a nuclear transfer of the human somatic celi to produce a human
embryo (Kass 2001, p. 29). But Agar's assumption in relation to this
example clasheswith at least two kinds ofproblems. The firstgroup
represents scientific facts about the negative effect of cloning or
genetic engineering. The second problem is related to it. Once one
has become familiar with the real dangers of the cloningprocedure,
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fear anduneasiness, based onseveral empirical data thatwe will here
show, cannot be irrational, but are part of the norma l (and everyday
V.M.) human judgment (Wright 2009; Buchanon et al. 2009).

The examination of these problems starts from the concrete proce
dure, aswell as from the challenges that are related to cloning. When
we speak about cloning, as Agar emphasizes, .cloning can serve the
end of human enhancement so long as the traits that parents want
for their children are influenced by genes. Replicating ali ofa persons
genome reproduces, in a new person, ali of the genetic influences
that helped shape her. Another biotechnology might enable more
precise choices of hereditary influences" (Agar 2004, p. 10-11). But,
Agar also underlinesthat the actual experiment of the realization of
reproductive cloning opens many practical problems. The first one
is that the fetus of the done develops faster (about 30%) than the
naturally fertilized fetus. Success in cloning a sheep does not guar
antee success in cloning other organisms (Long et al. 1998, p. xiii).

Joyce D'Silva, underlies that the procedure of the cloning of the an
experimental animal shows severa! serious problems:

(1) Reproductive and other invasive medical interventions; re
quired on a large scale because the process is so ineffi
cient. These are performed on donor animals - for oocyte
extraction - and on surrogate mothers, who often give birth
by caesarean (D'Silva, online).'

(2) Suffering caused to surrogate mothers. Pregnancy is typically
prolonged and cloned calves (and lambs) may be 25% heavier
than normal. Higher birth weights lead to painful births and
often the need for caesarean section (D'Silva, online).

2 See also Compassion in World Farming. The foUndation was founded over
40 years ago in 1967 by a British farmerwho became horrified by the develop
ment ofmodem, intensive factory farming. at the site http://www.ciwf.org.uk/
about_us/default.aspx.
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(3) Abnormal foetal development and late pregnancy mortality,
leading to frequent death at various stages of development.
Death in the second half of gestation is common, with the
occurrence ofhydroallantois, excess accumulation of fluid in
the allantois (D'Silva, online).

(4) Postnatal mortality; the viability of cloned offspring at de
livery and up to weaning isreduced compared to norma!, and
this is despite greater than usual veterinary care.

Surviving newborn clones have altered neonatal metabolism and
physiology - an elevated proportion of them dies before weaning
(complications include gastroenteritis, umbilical infections, defects
in the cardiovascular, musculoskeletal and neurological systems,
as well as susceptibility to lung infections and digestive disorders).
These animals have short lives of suffering. Jeff Carroll writes,
"Post-natal survival of cloned calves can be as low as 33% in some
studies, andwe have experienced similar losses in cloned piglets.

(5) Health problems during life. Recalling a study ofN. D. Wells
(2005), D'Silva emphasizes that Clones may have a greater
propensity in later life for respiratory problems and immune
system deficiencies compared with norma! animals. Any un
derlying frailties in cloned animals may not be fully revealed
until the animals are stressed in some manner (D'Silva, on
line).

In August 2003 three cloned adult pigs died from heart attack. The
three pigs, part of a group of four (the 4th one died only a few days
after birth) did not live to six months. Research leader, Jerry Yang,
ofthe University ofConnecticut, said itwas "dramatic and shocking
when ali three died suddenly from similar problerns" (Cohen 2003).J

He had described the animals as "norrnal, cloned piglets". The sow
from whom the piglets had been cloned was still alive in 2003 and
showedno signs ofcardiovascular problems, Furthermore, the piglets

3 See aJso Lee et al. 2003-.
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ali had separate surrogate mothers. According to Yang himself, that
puts suspicion firmly on the cloning procedure.

In 2001 the biotech company Jmmerge Biotherapeutics and the Uni
versity of Missouri produced transgenic cloned miniature piglets.
Twenty eight surrogate sows were implanted with cloned embryos.
Three sows, implanted with approx 100 embryos each, gave birth
by caesarean to seven cloned piglets. Two piglets died shortly after
birth from breathing problems and a third died after 17 days from
heart failure. Of the surviving piglets, one had heart and lungabnor
malities, one had eye and ear abnormalities and one had a Jeg joint
abnormality . Of the dead piglets, two had Jeg problems and one had
a cleft palate.•

The phenomenon of the DNA copying error is something thatwe may
ali confront, but the problem could be more expressed for someone
whose genome comes from the somatic celi of a fifty-year old man
or woman (Agar 2004, pp. 25-27), because aging increases the pos
sibility of mistake by the process ofDNA replication (which could be
reflected in the wrong information stored in the chromosome of the
potential done). Scientists suggest that the problem may lie in the
fact that an eggwith a new somatic nucleus must reprogram itselfin
a matter of minutes or hours (whereas the nucleus of an unaltered egg
has been prepared over months and years) (Agar 2004; Kass 2001).

Besides, we also know that even a cloned organism such as Dolly
does not inherit a/l its DNA from its progenitor; a small amount of
mitochondrial DNA is bequeathed to it by the enucleated oocyte (that
is, by the contributor of the egg). Mitochondrial DNA is not located
in the nucleus, but in the cytoplasm of a celi. It codes for a number
of metabolic proteins and is passed down exclusively through the
female of a species. When we talk about cloning an organism of either
sex, we must remember that the cloned organism will not inherit its

4 See in Laiet al. 2002.
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mitochondrial DNA from its progenitor unless its progenitor also
donates the oocyte. Thatmeansthatmalescannotbe perfectlycloned
while females only can ifthe somatic celi and the oocyte come from
the same individua! - that is, if the individua! that is being cloned
also provides the egg (Long et al. 1998, p. xiv).

In this sense, Agar's vision ofthe Liberal Eugenics is a circular expla
nation. In the described manner, a "perfectly cloned genius", whose
role is crucial in the fertilization or replication ofa "perfect baby", can
be created from the same genius, who, at the same time, must be a
woman;A cloned embryo must have the same progenitor and donor
of the egg who must have healthy cytoplasm.5 In such an Enhanced
Society, reproductive cloningwould notexist. Hence, we should speak
about the infinite process of the self-reproduction of extraordinary
persons, who must be exclusivelywomen.

Perhaps the biggest factor ofuncertainty is the effect that the envi
ronmenthas on the developmentofanorganism with the same genet
ic base. A relevant example of the interaction between the genotype
and the environment is a research of the behavior of twins. (Ciark
and Grunstain 2000). Examples ofthe behavior oftwin pairs lead to

f s "The named technique is a transfer ofooplasm, which surrounds the nucleus
ofthe egg and is essential for it to thrive, from the donar eggs into the eggs of
women who have experienced recu rring implantation failure-fertilisation occurs,
but the resulting embryo will not implant in theiruterus. An inadvertent conse
quence ofthis procedure was that mitochondrial DNA found in the ooplasm of
the dona ted materialwas introduced into the recipient eggs"(Frankel 2003, p. 31).
This authorempahasized that one ofthe clinics reported that the technique had
led to the birth of30 babies worldwide. The clinic also reported that both the
donated mitochondrial DNA and that ofthe birth motherwere found in ali the
cells ofthose babies bom by this method - a modification ofthe children's ge
nome, since they inherited mitochondrial DNA from two mothers. Presumably,
they will pass this inheritance on theiroffspring. The repo rtwas metwithethica!
disapproval in some quarters of the United States, and the Brtish reminded us
that the procedure would be illegal in the United Kingdom.
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the following conclusion: the first case is about monozygotic twins,
who are raised in different families, but both persons have identical
life stories. This case concludes that genes, not environment and
socialization, have the main role in determining human behavior.
The second case is about dizygotic twins raised in the same family,
butwhose life stories are significantly different.

This case shows that genes, again, have the dominant causal role
regarding human behavior. But the fact is that both stories are not
completely true. In the second case, socialization in the same family
does notnecessarilymean the same conditions for differentchildren.
In the first case, socialization in totally different families may be
very similar, thanks to the same culture, values and norms, besides
having the same genetic. Thus, the behavior of certain species is a
result of the interaction between the environment, the nature of
certain species and, especially, culture (Clark and Grunstein 2000,

p. 3-7). Having in mind the specific natural traits, the environment
can create, thankstoa certaincultural context, various relationswith
different individualswhowere raised in almost the same conditions.
Thanks to a particular cultural context, the environment can play
both the role of fostering the emergence ofuniform social relations,
and that of influencing the individuals to develop very diverse and
particular responses to their social surroundings.

To that extent, individuals growingup in seemingly identical social
and cultural conditions can develop totally different relationship
toward their immediate surroundings. We should always bear in
mind not only the role of the environment in determining behavior
in a general sense, but also the unique role of the cultural environ
ment in determining human behavior in particular. The interaction
between our genetic selves and our cultural selves is very complex
indeed (Clark and Grunstein 2000, p. 7). This example shows that
fertilization with the copy of a cloned genius does not guarantee
genialityor superiority ofthe offspring. Practically, with this conclu
sionwe have showed thatAgar's concept ofLiberal Eugenics cannot
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survive the test of a complex interaction between severa! factors in
detennining human behavior.

Considering the complex interaction between genes and environ
ment, Leon Kass underlines that in vitro fertilization did more than
"supply what one or both bodies lack, namely, a reasonable chance
to produce an infant." By putting the origin of human life literally
in human hands, it began a process that would lead, in practice, to
the increasing technical mastery of the process ofhuman generation
and, in thought, to a continuing erosion of respect for the mystery
of sexuality and human renewal. A society that allows cloning has,
with or without knowing it, tacitly said yes to converting procreation
into manufacture and to treating our children as pure projects of our
will (Kass 1998, pp. 3-61, n-89).

Wilson underlines that cloning presents no special ethical risk if
society does ali in its power to establish that the child is born to a
married woman and is the joint responsibility of the married couple
(Wilson 1998, pp. 61-77, 89-101). Apart fromall their confrontations,
both authors agree that the challenge of Human Cloning is not just
that it is a problematic reproductive technique, but that it is also a
dramatically important subject for many critical social questions.

Having in mind other similar dilemmas, we could ask a justified
question - is the argument from disgust unacceptable because of
its irrationality? While confronting Agar's and Harris' ideas, we are
going to give just a few of the many scientific explanations of nor
mal human functioning, considering the situations when humans
are faced with fear, risk, disgust, etc. Here we want to underline the
importance of subjective or irrational reactions for the formatting of
the everyday social and cultural human activities. Although it is now
clear that the amygdale is not so specialized for fear, but processes
a broader range of emotions, it was found that certain persons were
impaired in the ir ability to judge the leve l ofarousal of their emotions
with negative valence (unpleasant emotions), including fear, anger,
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disgust and sadness. It was found that, in the case of these persons,
the amygdale's dysfunction was caused by the norma! aging process.6
Since fear is normally judged as one of the most arousing unpleasant
emotions, the impaired individuals' reaction may be disproportionate
to fear for this reason. The amygdale's role is not limited to making
judgments about basic emotions, but includes a role in making social
judgments (T.W. Buchanon et al. 2009, p. 304).

There is also the question of cultural relativism, i.e. of the impos
sibility of a universal measurement of the irrationality of decisions.
In the so-called measurement of decisions, the age issue may also
be the problem. Although relatively few studies have concentrated
on the effects of healthy aging on amygdale volume, the available
research suggests a fairly modest atrophy- in the order of 2-20%. In
the mentioned research the atrophy is 4%. Besides, recent findings
on aging suggest that the differences in the media! PFC (pre-fronta!
cortex)-amygdale interactions that are related to aging may result
in decreased amygdale responses to negative versus neutral stimuli.
The author assumes that the described alternations are playing a role
in decision making, whereby the role of emotional influences is less
important (Wright 2009, pp. 382-396).

Considering the real and possible (medical and social) consequences
of the described alternations, on one hand, and the "protectoral"
function of fear, when a person is faced with a certain risk or an
unpleasant intervention and another social role of amygdales, on
the other, we do not find enough arguments that fear or disgust can
be rejected as non-scientific or irrational human reactions. Besides,
some old and empirically proven socio-anthropological examinations
(Daglas 1993) suggest that disgust is having a great influence on the
social organization of communities, and that it cannot be added to
the spectrum of purely irrational human activities; it is completely

6 See also: Roiser et. al. 2009. The damaged Amygdale resulted, in the case of
this man, in apennanent handicap in thedomain of choice making.
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clear that such actions are part of the social and cultural life of hu
man communities. It could also be added that there is an old argu
ment about disgust as an emotion which possesses a protectoral and
survival function - that it is related to a biological mechanism of a
rejection of "suspicious" (filthy, infectious) substances. According
to this finding disgust is a very rational reaction. Because of that,
the .argurnent from irrationality", in the case of human cloning and
genetic engineering, can be accepted, and thanks to that fact the
term .norma! human functioning" can be used as the epistemologi
cal hase of a similar account,

II Sociology of Enhancement

The problemwith the bioconservative idea is that the unequal access
to biotechnologies !eads to a genetically divided society (two classes:
Natural and "Gen-rich "). The problems related to this idea are rooted
in bio-(class)reductionism. The film Gattaca from 1997. presents a
vision of a future society d rive n by liberal eugenics where potential
children are selected through preimplantation genetic diagnosis
to ensure they possess the best hereditary traits of their parents. A
genetic registry database uses biometrics to instantly identify and
classify those so created as "valids" or Gen-rich while those conceived
by traditional means are derisively known as "in-valids" or Naturais.
While genetic discrimination is forbidden by law, in practice it is
easy to profile a person's genotype resulting in the valids qualifying
for professional employment while the in-valids - considered more
susceptible to disease, educational dysfunction and shorter life-spans
- are relegated to menial jobs. The Messages of this film are:

(1) The real and possibile genetic-based social division in the fu
ture society evolved from the competitive character of capi
talism and commercial use of bio-tech achievements,

(2) Gen-rich individualswill not neccesserily be succesfull in ev
erydaylife.
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On the other hand, there is Nicholas Agar's idea of innovation and
diffusion. lnnovation within the technologies of enhancement tends
towards a greater polarization with in society, but the process of diffu
sion of these technologies, on the other hand, points in the opposite
direction, promoting their spread (Agar 2004, p. 140). But, here we
are faced with the actual problem of the unequal allocation of social
power, which is even more problematic considering the fact of the
availability of biotechnologies to powerful social groups; they are
more capable ofbuying "genetic material".

Those who already have the economic resources will readily gain ac
cess to new technologies, while these new technologies make them
stronger competitors for more resources. Those who had access to
technology would, as a result of their newfound productivity, win
more resources. Those without resources to purchase the new tech
nology would be that much farther behind. Parenthetically, we should
note that it is logically possible that ali members of our society might
gain access to the same technology, thereby providing no competitive
or positional advantage to anyone (Parens 1998, pp. S7-S8).

Despite his correct comprehension of one or more possibilities of the
acquiring of social power, it seems that Parens oversees the contin
gency of this process. Considering Potter's classification of surviv
ing types,7 as well as Murray's note about the distinction between

1 .Me~survival is a termused scomfully by peoplewho dislike talk aboutSW'

viva l. Mere survival implies food, shelter, and reproductivemaintenance, but no
progress beyond a more or less steady state. It implies no libraries, no writtm
history, no cities, and no agriculture for urban support - essentially a"hunting
and ga thering" society. For many thousands ofyears theEskimoson theshoresof
theAreticOcean appear to havebeen archetypalexamplesof mere survival. But
they had pride and standards of behavior. They had a survival bioethic insofar
as they had learned over many generations what they had to knowabout their
environment (the philosophers' "is" concept) and what they had to do to survM
in perpetuity ( the "ought" concept). Lifewas not too bad. NowtheEskimos haYe
outboardmotorsand rillesand their future is in doubt.
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enhanced persons, on one hand, and people who make profit from
developing, possessing and selling enhancement products or inter
ventions, on the other,we come to the particular need for sociological
nuancingofthe inner side ofthe social division between "Gen-Rich•
and "Naturals."Edie Following Parens' idea (a similar argument can be
found in: Fukuyama 2003), in the contextofthe competitive character
ofdeveloped societies, a sociological analysis ofsocial mobility could

Miserab/e surviva/ is a state that tends to be identilied with the ravages of dis
NSe or war, and the tol! of malnutrition, starvation, or parasitism. Ali of these
disasters occur in combinations. Since that occasion the sexually transmitted
disease known asAIDS has burst upon the global sceneand has given millions
of people miserable survival until they die. Today miserable survival can be
found in pockets ali over theworld, including the U.S. People cannot agree on
the components of idealistu: survival, but they can universally agreeon the de
sirability of health and the undesirability of preventable disease. No culture or
religion, primitiveor modem, hasever placedapremium on, or aspired to, star
vation, malnutrition, diarrhea, intestinal worms, orotherparasitic infestations.
Clearly, the elimination of these scourges is something that ali can agree on as
a component of idealistic survival. But today wecan offer acceptable survival as
a proposed goal for idealistic survival: global survival in the form of acceptable
survival that is world-wide and sustainable.
lrresponsible survival is doing anything that runs counter to the concepts of
idealistic and acceptable survival. Many people have more than any society
could duplicateand yet have littleconcem for peoplewho sulfer with miserable
survival. This cohort continues to survive from generation to generation with
little thought for its miserable neighbors in the short term or for the species in
the long term. Overpopulation and overconsumption, and the depletion and
degradation of thebiosphere, are examplesof irresponsible survival. Thedomi
nant culture hasbeen based on conspicuous consumption that has been coupled
with theexploitation and progressivedepletion and degradation of the natural
resource base. Thepresent economic model providesemploymentat highwages
for a privileged few while millions are below the poverty level. The dominant
culture is irresponsibleand not acceptable. It cannot survive in the long term.
But today we can olfer acceptab/e surviva/ as a proposed goal for idealistic sur
vival: global survival in the form of acceptable survival that is world-wide and
sustainable ethics. Thedominant world culture at present tends to be quite ir
responsible and not acceptable in terms of global survival." (Potter and Potter,
1995, internet).
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suppose that the socio-economically stronger groups should be di
rectly classified asa potentially genetically superior class. Thosewho
do not have enough socio-econornical power will lose their standing
within the social hierarchy by staying in a "natural" condition. But
this claim is not completely true. The existence of two bio-classes is
not the cause behind the creation of the future society, but its logi
cai consequence.

So the analysis of this type of society depends on the grade and
manner of the use of the bio-technology. With respect to this, such
an analysis could be done on the basis of the social status as well
as that of the power elite approach. The variables that are impor
tant for such an analysis are: The level of the economic and tech
nological development of society, social layers or classes involved in
socio-technological reproduction, particular technology that isused
(reversible or irreversible effect, outside or inside body), etc. There-
fore, this claim is perhaps most illustratively presented through an
intersectionbetweenWrightMills' The PowerElite' andM. Foucault's
concept of"contractor" or user (italic added) inThe Birth ofthe Clinic.
Following this perspective, a groupwith a better structural position
has the power to imposenewsocial and medical norms.We suppose,
also, that the very same group has the power to finance and create
new techniques and technology, which provides themwith certain

e .The power elite is composed of menwhosepositions enable them to tran
scend the ordinary environments of ordinary men and women; they are in
positions to make decisions having major consequences. Whether they do or
do not make such decisions is less important than the fact that they do occupy
such pivotal positions: their failure to act, their failure to make decisions. is
itself an act that is often of greater consequence than the decisions they do
make. They are in command of the major hierarchies and organizations of
modern society. They rule the big corporations. They run the machinery of
the state and claim its prerogatives. They direct the military establishment.
They occupy the strategic command posts of the social structure, in which
are now centered the effective means of the power and the wealth and the
celebrity which they enjoy"(Mils 1956, pp. 3-4).

(

·-
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bio-technological power. But bio-technological power does not yet
mean the genetic superiority of the class that creates such power. For
a capitalization of biotech power they need a group of people who
are educated for the usage of biotechnology. That group is a class
of specialists who will try to secure a greater share of power. In the
process, they not only publicize the procedure but also experiment
with more powerful and riskier techniques.

There are also groups of socio-economically lower classes who rep
resent a potential experimental group whose safety is compromised,
although the patients may be the last ones to know this (Murray 2007,

p. 500). And, last but not )east, there is the group which should justify
such interventions - a class ofbioethicists (Elliot 2007, pp. 45- 46).
We must have in mind that the middle group (the proletarians from
Marx's earlier class dichotomy), is, in this case, the one which does not
possess biotechnology. Foucault's idea in The Birth ofthe C/inic gives
a certain dynamic to such a class constellation. In the free-market
regime, the clinic discovers the possibility to arouse, in a group of
rich men, an interest to invest into medical research.

The clinic establishes a gradual payoff for the other contractor - a
payoffwhich, from the perspective of the pauper, is actually an inter
estpayed for the dinica! capitalization that the rich man had in fact
approved; this interest has to be understood in ali the complexity of
its meaning, aswe are actually referring here to a compensation that
is part ofan objective interest ofscience and ofan existential interest
of the rich man (Foucault 1994, p. 87). This implies that it is possible
to identify severa) stratums in the "enhanced society". Today there
already exist big bio-medical magnates (Geron, PPL- Therapeutics,
etc.) who possess biotech resources. Therefore, in the context of new
biotech research, we can recognize a stratum of specialists who,
because of their professional skills, have a particular social position.
After ali, there are ambivalent, structurally-intermediate classes, who
are neither Gen-Rich, nor Natura/s. Today we already know of such
stratums: "transgenetic organisms created for xenotransplantation"
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(Cohen 2002); "babieswith DNA from two mothers" - to an in ovum
with a sick cytoplasm, healthy cytoplasm is being transplanted from
another woman, who has a different DNA (Franke! 2000); children
with surgically created anatomical traits (0uellete 2009), while the
genetically engineered organism would represent a transition from
anambivalent to anunambiguousclassofgenetically enhancedmen.

Only through a dialectical relation of the mentioned socio-tech
nological process with ali the transitional stratums is it possible to
realize a transition from the economic to the genome-(ca)pital. It is
perceivable that this dynamic remindsofAgar's idea ofthe diffusion
oftechnology to the lower social layers, but at the same time it raises
the question about the nature and range of such diffusion. Looking
through the sociological optic, it is the question of the structure and
function ofsuch processes. Aswe already described, the structure of
"diffusion" represents an expansion of the prior bio-medical effects
towards an experimentation phase, and the real advantage stays in
the higher circ/es - gradually, from an economic compensation for the
specialists, through the objective interest ("knowledge") for science,
to the fina! and accident-free genetic enhancement for the sponsors
of enhancement.

Thisprocess isprovidedwith the help ofcultural complicity, includ
ing the special role of the class of bioethicists, in which the whole
community participates by spotting the partial interests that are
framed with the possession of social power. It is obvious that the
so called "Agar's diffusion" cannot be assumed as a type of cultural
diffusion, but rather as cultural-technological hegemony.

III Enhancement as an intrinsic good or a vulgarization
ofWeberianism

The problem of dealing with the idea of self-fulfillment as a part of
the Protestant ethic: "... for manyofit (the idea ofself-fulfillment - V.
M.) comes to mean that ifwe are not aggressively pursuingprosper-
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ity and happiness with the fervor urged by our Founding Fathers,
then we are letting ourselves down and squandering our time on
Earth. Given that manyAmericans feel it is our duty to pursue self
fulfillment and happiness on the Weberian model, it would not be
surprising ifmany ofus came to feel it is our duty to use any means
possible to fulfill it including taking drugs like Prozac", (Note that
here we are not talkingaboutusingdrugs like Prozac to treat clinical
illness) (Parens 1998, pp. Sn-Su).

Beside the previous sociological inconsistency of a direct transition
from socio-economic to socio-biological class dichotomyor a direct
transition from economic to genetic "positional good", we also find
similar problems with Harris's claim about enhancement as an "in
trinsic good ff (Harris 2007, pp. 28-29). In the following lineswewill
try to show that theWeberian model offers no epistemological basis
for such statements.Regarding the previous claim, similar to, but
not the same as, that ofHarris, Parensnotices that in the context of
Weber's Protestant ethicoftheAmerican society, cognitive enhance
ment can be a means of self- fulfillment. Analyzing both ideas, we
have come to the conclusion of the so-called falseness ofthe empiri
cal arbitrability, because some enhancements can be "intrinsically
good ff at one moment, buta positional good at the next one. The best
example is the use ofRitalin for better comprehensionofcertain liter
ary works, and the use of the same improvement for a school exam.
In other words, empirical arbitrability depends on something that
Parens and other authors call different "life projects" or a capacity
for auto-creativity (Parens 1998, p. Su; DeGrazia, 2000).

Evenwith the correct emphasis on the so-calledmistake ofempirical
arbitrability, Parens does not recognize a more importantsociologi
cal anomaly bounded with the moral justification of enhancement
as an intrinsic good, via Weber's Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism (2005) which glorified productivity in the name of God
(ibid, pp. Sn-S12). But, like in the case ofa geneticallydivided society,
thischange ofargumentation, aswell as resources suchasspirituality
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on one hand and chemical meanson the other, cannotbe coherent.
Regarding the mentioned problem, it is important to clarify that
Parens glosses over the essence ofWeber's thought, and that he not
just jeopardizes the whole conception of the Protestant Ethics, but
certainly brings the whole conception to a particular "vulgariza
tion," because he emphasizes the possibility ofa consistencybetween
bio-tech means and spirituality. The concept of the intrinsic good
occurs as one of the most important bases of The Protestant Ethic,
seen through the "asceticism" and the "compulsive saving" for the
glory of God (Weber, ibid). According to Weber, "asceticism" is the
most important cause of the genesis of Capitalism. Weber's model
ofselffulfillment is, at the very end, "motivated" by the religious idea
ofPredestination. This model is represented through the concept of
work in calling, as well as the concept ofasceticism and saving.

Thus, work in calling and asceticismwith believing in God's choice
or predestination is the core of the intrinsic good. Regarding this
matter, we cannotaccept that this kind of consistency between reli
giousspiritualism and chemicalenhancementhas freedus from every
Pilgrim's idea of Progress. This kind of consistency is based on an
analogy between utility andfunctionality. If in a highly developed
society Pilgrims' asceticism becomes needless, we cannot compare
his innerfunctionwith the function ofchemical enhancement in the
bio-tech epoch. The conclusion is that the bio-techusage asexpressed
throughoutWeber's model is the negationof"asceticism" indeed, i.e.
it is the possibility ofa momentary satisfaction throughbio-medical
enhancement (especially through genetic engineering).

The aggressive pursuit of prosperity and happiness, with the fervor
urged by our Founding Fathers, and with the bio-tech means, ex
cludes the long and patient process ofsocialization, lahor and aban
donment in the spirit ofWeber's Calling and more generally that of
the ProtestantEthic. Having inmind this kindof"bio-techdistortion
ofMaxWeber", we can neither approve of the epistemological basis
ofself{ulfillment, nor of the intrinsicgoodargument. The mentioned
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evidence has led to a subsequent rejection of these arguments as
potential justifications of chemical enhancement.

IV Conclusion

Considering the different ethical approaches of the three bioethical
st rea ms, we have analyzed some re levant arguments. The analysis of
these issues has led us to a better comprehension of the actual bio
ethical problems.The first challenge had two faces. We have showed
some real and possible dangers of cloning or genetic engineering.
Based on these objectivities, we described and explained the struc
ture of human behavior as caused by fear or disgust.

It has also been underlined that some preventive procedures (vac
cine), in spite of the wide cultural acceptance of the immunization
practice, and thanks to the same connections between fear or the
feeling of unease on the one hand, and cognition and moral disgust
on the other, can be rejected, like in the case ofAH1N1. Thus, norma!
human functioning in the cases of unease, fear or disgust, can in
certain cases implicate rejection, although the procedure is culturally
legitimatized. It is more difficult with procedures which are cogni
tively paor, technically imperfect, and, at the same time, cannot be
socially and ethically accepted.The second issue emphasizes ali the
troubles with genotypes and, at same time, it emphasizes bio- class
dichotomy. It is so obvious, but easily neglected, that the process
of the transformation of the socio-economic into genetic power is
neither coherent nor expressed,

There is no direct or wide-ranging diffusion ofbio-tech innovations.
Yet, the transformation of a socio-economic into a genetic class re
quires, and results in, more than two social layers. The social and
biological ambivalence of the newly created stratums can be long
lasting. Efficiency and perfection in the creating oftwo crystal clear
classes (Naturals and Gen-Rich), open the social and moral questions
not only for the class of the Naturals, but more dangerous questions
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of thevanishing manners oftheambivalent classes. Presumably. the
yuck argument could be used in the justification of the vanishin1,
unclean and ambivalent structures.

The next finding refers to a perhaps less dangerous relation ofpro
portionality between the individua( and social changes. Very fast
and efficient change in the individua( genetic structure is dispropor
tionate to social mobility. That means that providing a better social
position for the Gen-Rich people requires a slow and long process of
thewide ethical and social acceptance of genetic engineering. There
is no process of technical and social diffusion, but rather cultural
and technical hegemony.

The third challenge shows a distortion of one idea or theoretical
model. This issue could also be seen as a kind of oxymoron - the
lnstrumentalization ofSpiritualism (V.M.). Max Weber, in his classi
cal book The ProtestantEthic and the Spirit ofCapitalism, described
the rise of capitalism as caused by religious spiritualism, which is
reflected through the "asceticism" and "compulsive saving" for the
glory of God, coupled with a beliefin individua! Predestination. But,
Harris's or Parens's view of this ideaoverlooked spiritualismwhich is
motivated by thePuritan striving for work in ca/ling and for the glory
ofGod, which results in everyday asceticism that began to dominate
theworld moralityand to constituteapart of the tremendous cosmos
of the modern economic order. Thus, the real damage coming from
this epistemological distortion is in theoverlooking ofoneof themost
complex problems ofWeber's mental imaginary. Theproblem weare
referring to is theproblem ofalienation. InWeber's terms, this means
that the trapping of human beings in the socioeconomic structures
of their own making; man is trapped in a "shell as hard as steel"
(stahlhartes Gehčiuse). In a situation of the earlier described transi
tion from socioeconomic to biological power (in the section named
the Sociology ofEnhancement), we are faced with Meta-alienations;
theabandonment of our own biology and getting captured in amuch
more dangerous and isolated type of shell.
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In spite ofthe basic differences, it is obvious thatali the streamsare
dealingwith the same epistemological and social implications. Their
moral beliefs are based on a sort of consistency and coherence. But
we have shown that instead of coherence, it is more appropriate to
speak of a kind ofcontingency.
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the sentence: "Rakic discusses specific differences be
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